Kibo Part # 5

INTRODUCTION
to the Messages with KiboDabi

Hey! I get to write an intro! Allright!!!!
Blessings to our brother, Christ., for doing this...Thanks!
All thanks and gratitude and appreciation to PAPA and CM ATON for putting up with me in
allowing me to take these messages and have these experiences. I AM humbly honored
and if i have done anything that has been helpful to anyone in their journey on the great
spiral path, then i/I am grateful for having been able to serve.
Thanks and gratitude to all involved. I love and appreciate all of you!
I AM here.
I AM here, now.
All of these messages are strivings to help people with their perception of reality at the time
and all of them were given for particular purposes that will differ with each individual.
There is much talk of ‘soon’ and ‘very soon’ and so on and so forth and that has been
something that we just have to deal with. It has been proven that the observation of a
thing, changes the thing observed and i sometimes think that this has been the case.
Every eye opened, every mind, every heart that has considered a new thing, a wider thing,
an other thing has stretched this event out so that they also, may be included in the best
possible outcome.
And then there is a part of me that realizes that all of this was already known and scripted
and is playing out exactly as it has to be according to the will of the Producer, Director,
Orchestrator, Scriptwriter and whatever else job there is in such a production...even to the
point of the venue, the seats and the tickets...not to mention the price of admission....
Be it movie or play
Set or stage
Holographic
It is all the same......
But I AM Here Now...at Present...past and future are made here, in this point of being and
the thing observed and the observation of it become one and the same thing.
All of these writings, those through what i am as well as those through others and by
others, are just symbols of that point. They are sharings of perception by beings that
recognize the source and purpose of that sharing and those that are willing to receive,
receive. I, as far as i’m concerned, haven’t done anything that a five year old with an open
mind and heart couldn’t have done as long as they had the vocabulary and even that is
over-rated. If PAPA told a five year old to tell the people that HE said that Love was a
good thing and that people should only do stuff because of love and all the fighting and
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hating and stuff was very bad and they should stop it now because God doesn’t want to
spank anyone...but HE will if they keep acting stupid......I’d listen. I’m sure that there are,
at least, hundreds of five year olds out there that have given whoever they could, that very
message, only to be smiled at and told that they were cute but not to play with God
because they couldn’t possibly understand and to go to their rooms before they got a
spanking themselves.........parents just don’t understand.........
The point of all this is: This is done already. More is coming from all directions and it will
be hard to keep up if you are looking all around for your answers. These messages are
nice, but nothing replaces direct communication with the Source and Center of All Things.
You can do that.
Yes, you.
You can do that because He is The Source and Center of All Things.
Please consider what that really means.....ALL THINGS
ALL THINGS means you, me, them that, this and the other. Whatever you are looking at
and whatever is looking at you, is a thing. The atoms and molecules and plants and things
organic and inorganic....fire, air, earth, water, akasha....whatever it is and wherever it is, it’s
a thing and the source and center of that thing is the source and center of every other thing
as well.
So no matter where a thing is or what it is, it’s source and center is ONE THING.
So two people shooting at each other have the same source and center.
Two people loving each other have the same source and center.
In fact, they are each other
As well as the pile of gold in the corner
And the pile of dog crap on top of it
We are all of it and it is us and....
GOD IS ALL ARE WE ARE ONE ARE WE ARE ALL IS GOD
I AM ALL ARE WE ARE ONE ARE WE ARE ALL AM I
Write it in a circle with one ‘I’ or one ‘GOD’ at the 12 o’clock position and tell me how it
looks to you....
No? Ah well.......Yes? Ah well........
To find your source and center is to find the source and center of all things.
The source and center of any thing is the same source and center of any other thing in
question.
That source and center is the one thing that really is and everything else is just an
extension of it.
That one thing is consciousness in the most extreme way of being...to the point of saying
that there is only one consciousness. It is light manipulated in consciousness to create the
perception of all things. It is the experience of that perception in being. It is two people
looking at each other from their perception of perspective and then still from a perspective
of It’s own...Knowing that It’s the only thing in the room. It is the room and the room isn’t
even there. Neither are the two people that insist on seeing each other as something other
from each other when there is an other looking at them as each other, from within each
other and upon each other and without each other, knowing that the very concept of ‘other’
doesn’t apply in reality except that they perceive it so It gets to perceive and experience
it....all the time knowing...........and we say we want to know, but do we really?
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Read these words if you like, learn all you can from everything and look around and search
without. When you have come to the realization that the reality you find without you can go
on without you, then please, go as far within as you have gone without...and then go
further.
The words don’t matter. The symbols don’t matter. We act on the world without for
whatever reasons we can perceive and use that perception to define ourselves as we see
fit. When you’ve had enough of that and come to realize that there is only one thing and
you move in it and breathe it and your thoughts are It’s thoughts and your perception is It’s
perception, your feelings, It’s feelings, your life is It’s life, then you will start to see that you
see nothing and think nothing and feel nothing. You are a character being played by an
actor that is so into It’s character that it is the character. It ceases to be an act and the
character believes in the character and the actor is forgotten.
Remember who and what you are.
Remember the role you play
The stage you are on
The movie you are in
God plays every role
Every prop
Every instrument
Everything
Perfectly
It is up to you
The character
To realize
Who and what you are
To remember
That you are the actor
Playing your part
Perfectly
And when you remember
The actor awakens
[there is, perhaps
A moment’s confusion
But who is to say?]
But in that moment
The actor and the character are as one
And the decision is made
It is no longer a matter of
How the character feels about the actor
But one of
How the actor feels about the character?
Does he want to stay in character?
Is it a good character?
A worthy character?
Will it serve its purpose well?
Will it live on and continue to play its part
Upon the great stage?
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Or will it walk offstage
Never to be seen or heard from again?
The character wants to act!
Does the actor want to stay in character?
There is only one way to answer that question
There is only one way to have that conversation
Find it
Talk with it
Come to agreement
If you want to keep your character say so!
Heavens knows that there are other characters
It is all the same
But if it is not the same to you
Then there comes a time when words serve no purpose
You must act as the actor acts!
You must be the actor so that the actor may stay in character!
Hint: villains die...every time...they have to eventually...
the actor never wants to stay a villain...
no character can have their moment
in the dark
the light must shine upon him
and no villain can stand the light.....so.....there.....
so if you are a worthy character
perhaps the Great Actor will keep you, after all
and you may be each other...what joy!
And for that
All words and symbols and teachings
Are useless
You must go to the source and center of all things
Including you
And talk it out
And whatever helps you to do that
Including these words
Is all well and good
And i/I AM grateful if any of these words have helped you in any way
But
Now
Go help your self
Go do
Go be
Play your part
Be the actor
[there’s a reason the 3rd person of Paradise Trinity is called the Conjoint Actor....]
PAPA and CM ATON Bless you Always in Consciousness
i AM I experiencing being in perception of what i am in manifest expression
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Kibo[Now I AM Here]Dabi
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Vision 1-Choose for ME
By Kibo/Source
Mar 31, 2013

vision1
Posted on March 29, 2013by kibodabi
Man sitting on a stool in a corner, tired and bloody and broken inside…………he looks at his
adversary………the dark eyed monster of a thing standing in the opposite
corner…pacing…waiting…anxious to finish the job…..he knows his prey is beaten and if he is not
afraid now…he will be…and he will die in fear………….
The man stares down at the unforgiving canvas of the ring……his mind is a whirlwind of doubts
and trepidation. He tries to analyze the long and brutal rounds but he cannot hold them in his
mind…..he prays for strength, for clarity, for inspiration……..Oh God! You who are with and within
and without all things at once = are we not each other? Prove to me now, help me prove to myself
the value of all my training…..let not my experience be in vain………..
He looks around at the crowd of screaming people. They yell out support…some for him…some
for his opponent…..he centers in on those that talk to him, telling him to win….His gratitude
becomes a prayer and he is drawn into silence within. The sounds fade away and he is left only
with a stillness born of a solid void that yet flows like an ocean…….it is dark, and he cannot see.
He looks for light but there is none around…..” Father! Where is your light that I might see
clearly?”
“Within you” comes the reply from the core center of his being….”You see darkness because you
believe your eyes and not the heart of your mind, nor the mind of your heart, not the reality of the
soul of your spirit, nor the reality of the spirit of your soul……The question is not: Where is MY
Light. MY Light is everywhere and in everything. The question you should be asking is: Where is
your light? Ask yourself…..Where is my light?…..then ask ME where your light is…….and I will
show you….if you will just open your eyes and see what is within you, you would see what is
around you……and when you see your light I will give you more light that you may see MY Light
for what it is…all and everything as one in unity with Love which is all and everything as one in
unity…………..
Man lying on the canvas floor of a square ring designed to be a temple of destruction……he
closes his eyes among the deafening roar of an insatiable crowd and drowns them out of the
ocean of his being with his own deafening roar and cry……the roar of a lion and the cry of a
unicorn….CHOOSE! says the reverberating voice that echoes from the heart of the nothingness
that surrounds him…
Choose for me
CHOOSE!
I don’t know how! What am I choosing!?
THE LETTER OF THE LAW OR THE SPIRIT OF THE LAW…NOW CHOOSE!
I choose the spirit of the law.
WHY?
Does it matter?
YES
Sigh
Man lying on the floor getting kicked in the head…………thinking………waitaminute…….
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…
I
I choose the spirit of the law because the spirit is higher, purer, stronger and exists from
everlasting to everlasting. The letter of the law is taken by men and enslaved to their own little
wills, they corrupt it and change it according to their needs and desires at any given time, to suit
their own limitations and ignore or excuse and even forgive the darkness that dwells within
them…….they make it their slave instead of their guide and thus, without a guide, they cannot find
their way to salvation.
But the spirit of the law is forever, born of the pure intent found not just in men, but in Holy Will to
create that perfect place where all of God’s creatures live in love and light, each one being the
other and all things being in unity, they seek only to live in that perfect state of being because they
know that that is what they are…and all else is the corruption of illusion from without, instead of
the perfection of love and light from within.
He sees the lion roar in anguish as it is put in chains and pulled away, out into the far flung
darkness. The unicorn turns into a beautiful woman of light and comes to him, touching his heart. I
am the unicorn. I am that which is the perfect spirit of the law of The One that endures from
everlasting to everlasting. You have chosen me because we are each other. I have been with you
and have belonged to you since the beginning of time immemorial and even before time. You have
been with me and have belonged to me since forever began. We are one and the same, we are
each other and our light is one light and our love is one love. But you have come here to do
something and cannot remember what it is you needs must do. You must defeat your greatest
adversary, the enemy of your life and being, the destroyer of worlds and souls. You think that you
are fighting another….that is illusion in a realm of illusion. Open your eyes and see that you are
fighting not another, but yourself. You are one as God is one. You are all as God is all. There is
only God being God in infinite ways of expression in order to expand in experience that the light
and love of such will demonstrate that all is one and one is all and everything is everything in light
and love…and not the darkness you perceive to be all encompassing…that is the great illusion.
That is what the children of men have wrought in their greed and corruption. Win this battle, it is
within you to do so and all the help in creation is already with you. Win this struggle, this fight that
you are having with yourself…the self of you that is dark and foreboding.
Before you lies the sum total of the energy that you have given to your thoughts and emotion
concerning all that you perceive that you have done wrong. All and every lie that you have ever
told for any reason…your lusts…your sins and transgressions, your inequities and
mistakes….your sense of stupidity as found in your guilt and regret…your anger and the effects
and costs of that anger when directed at others who are you, after all. Every act of violence,
mental, emotional and physical, is an open book you strive to close that won’t stay closed……your
every thought, feeling, fantasy and act…your every word and creation created by the acting
thrown into those words…intentional or unintentional. Your adversary, that monster that is
stomping you down into the floor, is you being afraid….it is your fear and it is your fear and it is
your greatest fear…it is your fear of yourself.
You fear your self. You fear yourself because you know that you are God and God is you and that
power is inherent within your system and acts with you in all things that you are and do. You fear
the darkness within you and because of that darkness you are afraid to be you, fully you,
completely and totally you…because you are a most powerful being. You are a human being and
that is a powerful thing.
This is why the darkness rules you. It rules you because they that serve the darkness are not
afraid to do so because they believe that darkness is their natural state. If it were not so, they have
said to themselves, then why is all we perceive to be darkness? We look out into the great void
and see darkness. We close our eyes and see darkness. Why? Because that is what we are…and
they embrace that and become that and call the Law of God a lie and so corrupt it to their own
uses…yes, it is true and you have discovered it. Be Blessed in God!
Now…you…you want to be free. You want salvation and have to fight for it and you are afraid of
your opponent because you don’t understand what your opponent is…it is you. It is the sum total
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of all that you perceive in you to be dark, being more than the sum of its parts…..and it is now
beating you to death…and should you die…………….the fight will start over and you will have to
keep doing this until you learn how to win……and win.
How….says the man…How?…asks the man…How am I to defeat the evil inside of me when it has
grown so huge?
It is huge to you because you feed it…stop feeding it……you think that you cannot win because
when you perceive your adversary, you see what it has become and recognize the fact that you
made it that way…and while that is considered a state of realization, and so is considered
progress…it is still not seeing the truth of the matter……….
And that truth is?
That truth is…it is not what you have been or have done in what you consider the past, that is
important in this battle. It is who and what you are being and doing right now…here and now, that
determines the tide of battle. It is so huge to you because with each passing moment in the here
and now, you are feeding this monster with all of the fodder of your past all at once…and why is
that, because you have never cut off that flow of guilt, remorse and regret over even the tiniest of
things and you have made of the chains and weights that hold you down and back…they slow you
considerably, a burden that hangs around your neck like an albatross and it is that albatross that
feeds the beast and since you keep renewing the thoughts that create that albatross, you have
provided it with an unlimited food supply….so to speak…….
So remove that dead bird from around your neck and let it be taken by the Holy Fire of God’s
Sacred Heart that it may become the values learned in the experience of expressing God in this
realm for the sake of demonstration. Let that Blazing Fire renew and regenerate the essence of all
that experience and change the meaning of it to the cause of your salvation in perfection rather
that your defeat in corruption.
Like a Phoenix, it shall be reborn and renewed that The Law may again, serve God’s Will in full.
I don’t understand………
Knock him out.
Oh……………..
Man opening his eye while on the floor while getting kicked in the head and ribs and legs and back
and arms and generally being stomped on…….
Man rising on his hands…
Man rising on his elbows…
Man rising to his knees and looking around…..and noticing something……
Man smiling on his knees and saying to himself
I get it now…thank you
Man rising to his feet one knee at a time……
Man standing
Man standing straight
Man standing straight and tall
Man laughing in joy
And feeling no pain……………….
The adversary hits the man in the face
The man laughs
The adversary kicks the man in the groin
The man laughs
The adversary stands before the man confused
Why you not hurt…not fall down?
The man laughs and replies
I’ve hurt myself too much in the past
I refuse to do it anymore
The man raises his hand
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The adversary flinches
The man smiles a knowing smile….
No…he says
Such violence will only continue to feed you
I shall defeat you with the greatest weapon in creation
The Word of God Allmighty
The true letter of God’s Law
As you have never known it before
I know you
I know you for what you are…a shadow
You are but a shadow of something that seeks to block the light
I am that something
That something is inside of me
It is the lie
It is the lie that you have replaced the law of God with
To serve your own purposes
Instead of serving God’s purpose and purposes……
The lie that I am not God’s child
The lie that the image of God is physical rather than spiritual
The lie that we are born in sin
The lie that says there is no God
The lie that God doesn’t care
The lie of eternal damnation for the slightest of sins
The lie that darkness is light
And light is darkness
The lie of wholesale murder
Of abuse
Of tyranny
Of inequality
Of poverty
Of ignorance
Of disease
The lie that we are weak
The lie that you are strong
The lie that you cannot be defeated
The lie that I did not make you
The lie that you made yourself
The lie that says you’re right and I’m wrong
The lie of your rules
Your beliefs
Your faith and lack of faith
Your manipulations
And I tell all these people here
What you truly are
That they may see you as I now see you
For we all created you
And we can all uncreate you
And start new and fresh
Being now uncorrupted by your darkness
I AM THE TRUTH AND THE WAY AND THE LIGHT AND THE LOVE OF THE LIVING CREATOR
THAT SHARES ITS LIFE WITH US THAT WE MAY ALL SHARE OUR LIVES WITH IT
WE ARE THE ONE LIFE
WE LIVE THE LIFE OF GOD IN THE FLESH!
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THEREFOR
I DENOUNCE YOU VILE SHADOW
I REJECT THE VIRUS OF YOUR MIND WITHIN MY OWN
YOUR IMPERFECTION WITHIN MY PERFECTION
I AM A HUMAN BEING
AND I REJECT YOU TOTALLY AND COMPLETELY
I REJECT EVERY ASPECT OF YOU
I REJECT YOU WITHIN AND AROUND MYSELF
I REJECT YOU
I SHALL LET THE HOLY BREATH OF MY WORDS
FALL UPON YOU
AND CAUSE YOU TO WITHER AND BECOME DUST
AND THEN BLOW YOU AWAY INTO THE NOTHINGNESS THAT WAS YOUR BEGINNING
AND WHICH NOW SHALL BE YOUR END…………..
MAN BREATHING A SIGH OF RELIEF IN HOLY GRATITUDE FOR THE SALVATION OF THE
TRUTH THAT HAS BEEN SHOWN HIM
THE ADVERSARY SCREAMS AS THE GENTLE WISP OF IT FALLS UPON HIM
AND HE DWINDLES
AND SHRINKS
TURNING INTO DUST
THE DUST HE BELIEVED HE CAME FROM
AND THUS
AS HE BELIEVED HE WOULD RETURN TO IT
SO DOES HE RETURN TO DUST………
THE CROWD IS SILENT AS THEY LOOK UPON THE MAN
AN ETERNAL INSTANCE OF PONDERING WTIHIN THEMSELVES WHAT THEY HAVE SEEN
ONE WOMAN BREAKS THE SILENCE
BEING THE FIRST TO RECOGNIZE THE MOMENT FOR WHAT IT TRULY IS AND MEANS
AND BRINGS HER HANDS TOGETHER IN APPLAUSE
AND CHEERS WILDY FOR THE MAN
AND FOR THE DEMISE OF THE SHADOW……….
AND THEN
AS IT DAWNS UPON THE REST……..
THE STADIUM ERUPTS IN A LOUD CACOPHONY OF CHEERS AND JEERS
THOSE THAT BET ON THE MAN
AND THOSE THAT BET ON THE SHADOW
WITH ALL THAT THEY HAD…..THEMSELVES………
AND SO
IN THE END
SO IT IS
SO IT IS
Man leaving the ring with belt and crown
New champion of the world….
Big deal…he says to himself
Where is that which I seek?
Man in darkness being kissed by a beautiful woman of pure light and love
I have found you…he says
I have found you, my champion…she replies…….
She embraces him
They embrace each other
They kiss each other
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They enter into each other
They become each other
And yet
They are each other
A burst of light
From deep within the man
A burst of light
From deep within the woman
Wrapped in love
Filled with love
One light
One love
A burst of being
A burst of will
A burst of creation
Light and love
Dispelling all darkness
Washes all fear away
The eternal and infinite wave of light and love
Moves through the ocean of darkness
A tidal wave in the ocean
Filling the ocean with light
Overflowing with love
And the man sees
And the woman smiles
And they laugh a laugh of pure joy
And they know
Man sitting at home
Wrapped in the arms of his love
I have found my salvation and she is what I am
The people cheer outside
Hoping for an appearance
A word
And more words……
Go to them she says
They don’t need me…he says
They saw it all
They can do with without me….
Aye, says she
But it would infinitely better
If we do it with them
We?
We…….
OOH, THANK YOU GOD, HALLELUJAH! LET’S GO, HONEY PIE!
AND TOGETHER
THEY RISE
THEY RISE TO BE WITH THE PEOPLE OF THE TRUTH
IN A NEW WORLD OF LOVE AND LIGHT
KNOWING
IT’S ALL RIGHT
IT’S ALL
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RIGHT
AGAIN……………………………………………………kibo

http://kibodabi.wordpress.com
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Kibo Soap Boxes 0-3
By Kibo Dabi
Apr 15, 2013

AHOYE! GOD IS WITH YOU ALL!
This is my new assignment...a series of....shorter messages [ i can hear you breathing a sigh of
relief...smile] that needs must be done in the time left remaining........and that time is not as long as
you may think it may be...

The Writings Of
THE MAD PROPHET OF THE MOST HIGH ELOHIM……

Soapbox 0

There he sits, day after day. Some call him the fool on the hill; some call him the king of the
hill…some, the madman on the hill…but there he sits, on top of that soapbox…….he hasn’t said a
word in all this time….just sits there looking, watching, observing…with that weird look on his
face. Maybe it’s the smile…like it’s a smile and not a smile. Like it’s just the way he is…who
knows? He just sits there, day and night, night and day, like he’s waiting for something to happen
before he says something…if he ever has anything to say…….we’ll see….
He sits
He listens
He hears
He sighs…and then smiles a knowing smile…..”have to go it like this then, I reckon.”………….and
with that he rises to stand upon his soapbox and as the first rays of the sun peek over the vast
horizon………he speaks…….:
SOAPBOX 1:
Christ Michael Aton, in Your might I rejoice, and in your salvation how greatly do I exult. You have
granted me my heart’s desire and the utterance of my lips You have not withheld. Selah! For You
anticipate me with blessings of good; you place on my head a crown of pure gold. Life I requested
of You, You gave it to me; length of days forever and ever. Great is my glory in Your salvation;
majesty and splendor You confer upon me. For you set me for blessings forever; You gladden me
with the joy of Your presence. For I trust in Christ Michael Aton and the kindness of the Most
High, Elohim, that I will not falter. Your hand will suffice for all Your foes, Your right hand will find
Your enemies. You will make them like a fiery furnace at the time of Your anger; may Christ
Michael Aton consume them in His justice, and let a fire devour them. Wipe their progeny from the
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earth, and their offspring from mankind. For they have directed evil against You, they have
concocted a scheme they cannot carry out. For You shall place them as a portion apart; with Your
weapons You will aim at their faces. Be exalted, Christ Michael Aton, in Your might we shall sing
and chant the praise of Your omnipotence.

He sits and is still……………

************************
SOAPBOX 2:
He rises to stand and speak…..
Behold O Celestial Ones! Ye created children of Paradise! Ye citizens of the Havona worlds,
manifest upon the Earth as the sons and daughters of God and man! Ye who are awake…TAKE
HEED! FOR THE TIME IS NEARLY UPON YOU AND MUCH NEEDS TO BE DONE IN THE
CONTINUING COSMIC FLUIDITY OF THE HERE AND NOW OF TIME AND SPACE! Throw off
the last of your shackles and attachments to what has been and prepare thee the way for what is
to come. Make thee thy preparations now! Be ye ready to take your places at the very first cue!
Know what is coming and what is needed. Commit yourselves to the plan and plans of the age
that dawns and the ages to come! Prepare thee the way of the new universes to come! Know
yourselves as yourselves and be your true selves for if you cannot recognize your self at the gate,
then how can you pass through to the door? If you cannot remember THE WORD…how shall ye
pass through the door?
Listen! Hear! Look! See!
Open yourself to instruction that you may know, and in knowing, act, and in acting, be, and in
being….DO!

He sits and is still……..

*******************

SOAPBOX 3:
He rises to stand and speak:
Hear me you sleeping gods and godlings, ye children of the gods! Hear me, you starseeds still
nestled in the dirt! You are dreaming a dream within God’s dream of you. You think your dream is
your reality, but that is a lie! You are dreaming a dream that has been given to you, imposed upon
you, forced upon you, by the shadowmind! You dream a nightmare and you think that you are
awake…….but you are not.
Shall I call you sleeping beauty? Shall I fight the demons of your nightmare and find my way to
you? Shall I kiss you with all of my love that you may awaken? Will my kiss do?
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Will God’s kiss do?
Shall I perhaps then shake you? Shall I slap you until you are awake and come to your senses?
Pray thee that a kiss will do……
God dreams awake, a dream of you and that dream is your reality of truth and in truth. Wake up
to the truth of your reality while God’s kiss is upon you…for then shall come the shaking……and
then……shall you insist on being slapped awake? So be it, if you insist upon it……..i pray it is not
so.
You are like a perfect orange, ripe and succulent…..but there is no way to perfectly peel an orange
without harming it in some way….and so the orange must offer itself to its creator…and unpeel
itself…revealing itself and offering itself in the fullness of its perfection…….but how can the orange
do this if it is sleeping? How can the perfect flower that you are, bloom to reveal its perfection, if
you are sleeping?
Awaken! Awaken O children of God on earth and live the life of God that God shares with you.
Awaken and be like God who dreams awake! Awaken to the nightmare within you that you may
wake up from it. Leave the shadow behind you, turn around and face the light of The Living God
and see…SEE….
SEE WHAT IS WITHIN YOU!
He sits and is still.
http://kibodabi.wordpress.com Where there are also T shirts for sale and a Kibo donate button to
use if you would like to thank him in such a way for his work.
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Kibo Soap Boxes 4 to 6
By Kibo Dabi
Apr 26, 2013

SOAPBOX 4
He rises to stand and speak:
Hear me, ye human beings! Hear me, you people of the light! Hear me, O people of the truth!
Ye have lived in your truth for lo, these many years…taking the best that you could find from that
which has been lost, hidden and buried from the lies that have been given you…The lies of your
organized religions…the lies of your corrupted banking system, governments, corporations, media,
educational systems, medical associations, security organizations, secret societies of darkness,
the many and numerous worshippers of darkness and the evil it
perpetuates…..your…entertainments……..
You have gotten much right and much wrong and still you persevere to find the truth that blooms
even in the fire scorched and arid lands of your mass consciousness….and because it is the truth,
The Living Truth, THE TRUTH OF GOD…as ye ones have come to know God, that ye ones have
been able to stand in your truth as individuals and even as you watch those around you fall and
sink into the quickening sands of false beliefs, your foundations, that you have built upon, with the
understanding that you are spiritual beings first and foremost, has sustained and protected, upheld
and lifted you up to places of expansion that you were unable to and could never reach on your
own…….
Know that God, THE GOD OF GODS, SOURCE OF SOURCES, through His Christ Michael Aton,
Supreme, Unconditional, Universal Sovereign of Nebadon, the universe of His own making…as a
gift to The Father of Fathers……………has acknowledged you, each and every one of
you…individually and collectively. Know that The Supreme, Absolute and Ultimate One, The
Wholly Adorable One, The Love of Loves and Light of Lights.
KNOW THAT YOUR TIME HAS COME TO INHABIT THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH AND BE
INHABITED BY THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH AS IT IS, AND HAS ALWAYS BEEN AND ALWAYS
WILL BE, THE GREATER TRUTH OF THE HEAVENS AND GOD WITHIN US AND ALL
AROUND US.
Not just The Truth that we have been able to cobble together from the bits and pieces of our lives,
this life, that we live here and now, and all that has brought us to this point in time and space and
circumstance…BUT THE GREATER, COSMIC, CELESTIAL AND DIVINE TRUTH THAT IS
FROM EVERLASTING TO EVERLASTING! THE ONE TRUTH THAT REVEALS THE TRUTH OF
ALL THINGS AND WITHIN ALL THINGS AND IF A THING HAS NO TRUTH IN IT….KNOW THAT
IT SHALL BE DISPELLED AND COME TO TROUBLE YOU NO MORE.
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Here is your reward from the GOD of Gods……for your faith and perseverance in His
Name…however you see it and have learned to claim as your truth in service to that which you
comprehend as God.
Ye, whose hearts and minds and souls are forever searching to be in tune with that encompassing
all as one that is the creator of you and everything else…however you have come to comprehend
it….you who strive to serve THAT WHICH IS I AM WHAT I AM…..shall…like a lightning bolt from
the heavens striking deep into the core and center of your soul, your spirit, your heart and mind as
one…your core and central being…it shall strike from within and without and YE SHALL KNOW
BEYOND THE SHADOW OF ANY DOUBT THAT YOUR TIME HAS COME AND BE JOYOUS IN
IT!
He sits and is still.

***************

SOAPBOX 5:
He rises to stand and speak:
TURN YOUR HEADS YE CHILDREN OF GOD. TURN YE AWAY FROM THE WORDS THAT I
AM ABOUT TO SPEAK, YE CHILDREN OF LIGHT AND LOVE! YE ONES THAT STRIVE AND
STRIVE AGAIN TO SERVE GOD, TO PLEASE GOD, TO KNOW GOD…ALL YE THAT LOVE
GOD AND ACT ACCORDINGLY, ACT NOW AND TURN YE AWAY FROM THESE WORDS AND
HEAR THEM NOT WITHIN YOUR HEART AND SOUL…FOR THESE WORDS ARE NOT FOR
YOU OR TOWARDS YOU. I SPEAK NOW TO THE CHILDREN OF DARKNESS, THE SHADOW
DWELLERS, THE TUNNELERS, THE MINDLESS MISFITS OF EVIL AND HATE. I SPEAK TO
THE HIBIRU AND THEIR MINIONS. I SPEAK TO THOSE OF THE DARK MAGICKS AND TO
THE CABALS OF LUCIFER AND SATAN, OF BAPHOMET AND BAAL……….YES I SPEAK TO
YOU!
YE HAVE FOUGHT THE GOOD FIGHT AND HAVE LOST BEYOND ALL HOPE OF
CONTINUING AND KNOW FULL WELL THAT WINNING IS OUT OF THE QUESTION…AND SO
YOU SEEK TO KILL AND DESTROY ALL THAT IS BEFORE YOU AND AROUND YOU AND
EVEN WITHIN YOU…IS THERE NO END TO YOUR FOLLY?
BEHOLD, WE HAVE CONQUERED YOU ON YOUR OWN GROUND AND ACCORDING TO
YOUR OWN RULES…EVEN AS YOU CHANGED THEM TO SUIT YOUR ANTICS….WE
AGREED AND STILL, WE HAVE WON AND YOU KNOW THAT YOU ARE BEATEN AND
CONQUERED AND STILL YOU REFUSE TO SURRENDER…STILL YOU FIGHT TO WHAT
YOU HOPE AND PRAY WILL BE THE LAST OF THESE THAT YOU HATE, THAT EXIST ALL
AROUND YOU, THAT YOU CALL GOYIM AND USELESS EATERS AND BEASTS AND SLAVES
AND YOU WILL DIE STRIVING TO ERADICATE THEM ALL BEFORE YOUR TIME IS
DONE……….
AND IT IS SO IN YE ONES AND SO BE IT, FOR YOU SHALL TASTE OF YOUR OWN BITTER
CUP BEFORE ANYMORE OF THESE INNOCENT AND LOVELY ONES PERISH BY THY
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HANDS! YE SHALL HARM NO MORE OF THESE, MY FAITHFUL CHILDREN OF LOVE AND
LIGHT!
IT IS DONE! IT IS OVER! ALL THAT IS LEFT IS WHAT TO DO WITH YOU………..KNOW THAT
YOU WILL ALL BE UNCREATED IF IT COMES TO IT…BUT WE LEAVE THAT DECISION TO
YOU TO MAKE.. YE MAY LIVE AN ETERNAL LIFE IN LOVE AND LIGHT OR YE ONES, ANY
AND/OR ALL OF YOU CAN, MAY AND WILL BE UNCREATED…YE ONES HAVE BUT TO
DENY US ONE MORE TIME BY ANY MEANS OR MEASURE OR ACT, THAT YE MAKE FOR
THE SAKE OF YOUR OWN BEHALF. THOSE AMONG YOU AS INDIVIDUALS THAT SEEK
THE LIFE OF GOD, SHALL RECEIVE IT. ALL THOSE THAT REJECT THIS, THE LAST OF
OUR OFFERS TO COME INTO THE EMBRACE OF CREATOR AND BE REMADE AS
PERFECT BEINGS STRIVING TOWARDS THEIR PROMISED PERFECTION….SHALL BE
UNCREATED, JUST AS YOUR MASTER, LUCIFER WAS UNCREATED.
AS THE ANUNNAKI CAME TO AND INTO THE LIGHT, AND TOLD YOU TO DO SO. SO IS
THE OPTION MADE TO YOU FOR THE LAST TIME. YE ONES MAY KNOW GODHOOD, BUT
ONLY IN CREATOR OF CREATORS THOUGHT AND NOT BY THINE OWN DEFINITIONS,
WHICH ARE LUSTFUL AND FULL OF HATRED AND DARKNESS. SUCH A THING CANNOT
ENDURE AND HAS ENDURED LONG ENOUGH. WERE IT NOT FOR THE LOVE OF YOU
THAT THE ONE THAT PLACED YOU HERE, HAS FOR YOU, YE ONES WOULD HAVE BEEN
GONE LONG AGO…
BUT NOW, EVEN HE HAS GIVEN UP ON THEE AS A WHOLE….AND SO IT IS UP TO US TO
SAVE THOSE INDIVIDUALS FROM AMONG THEE THAT WISH TO BE FREE OF YOUR
DARKNESS AND INFLUENCE AND LIVE ETERNALLY IN THE INFINITE LIGHT AND LOVE OF
CREATION, AS THEY WERE ALWAYS MEANT TO DO AND BE…….THE CHOICE IS YOURS
TO MAKE…AS INDIVIDUALS…LET ALL OF YOU THAT SEE THESE WORDS AND HEAR
THEM IN THEIR HEARTS AND SOULS, THEIR MINDS AND SPIRITS, ACT ACCORDING TO
THEIR TRUE NATURES…….ARE YE BEASTS OR HUMAN BEINGS, CHARACTERS OR
ACTORS? ARE YE FLESH ALONE AND THUS EMPTY, OR ARE YE SPIRIT WITHIN SPIRIT,
SHARING THE LIFE OF GOD, WHICH IS ETERNAL AND INFINITE?
DECIDE BEFORE THE TIME IS PAST AND THE JUDGEMENT OF ALL THINGS ON EARTH
SHAN GAIA IS MADE PLAIN AND EVIDENT FOR EVEN THE MOST MATERIALLY FOOLISH
OF ANY AND ALL OF YOU TO SEE.
He sits and is still.

*******************

SOAPBOX 6:
He rises to stand and speak:
Hear Me, O people of the lie…Hear me, oh sleeping humans who have yet to be human
beings…..Hear me you ignorant slaves, you unconscious giants………..WAKE THE FUCK UP
BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!
He sits and is still.
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Interlude 1 and SoapBox 7
By Kibo Dabi
May 11, 2013

April 26th
INTERLUDE 1:
The prophet sat
Upon his hill
And dreamed awake
A dream of God
A lovely creature
Of the pure light of The Mother
Came to him and embraced him
And sat before him
And spoke:
Show me God
Said she of The Light
He replied
Shall I show you that which you already know?
She replied
I am here now
And want to remember
That which I already know I know…………but it is for you to remind me……………………
Selah
Then sit and turn around
And tell me what you see………said he………..
Said she
I see grass and trees and bushes and pavement and streets
Roads of travel
I see cars, conveyances of travel
I see people
Walking, running, playing
I see children
Laughing
Joyous to be alive
I see birds in the sky and on the ground…
Rabbits and squirrels
Ants and bees
Insects…….and dirt and sky and clouds and sun and sky………..
No….said the prophet………
NO? She exclaimed……….
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No…he repeated………all of that is what you are looking at…..
Tell me what you see……………..
This is what I see……this is what I’m looking at…
And yet you tell me that it is not so…….why?
It is true that all of this is what you are looking at
But this is not what you are seeing
What you are seeing is God….
You are looking at God as God sees Itself in all things as they are
In and of themselves…………..
And collectively
It is God being God with God in God………..
All of this is but a thought
a single thought
a thought of God about Itself
And that thought extends itself from each and every individual
From their perspective
Every individual thing
No matter what it is
Or appears to be
No matter how it acts
Or what it thinks it is
Or sees itself
Is but an infinitesimal part
Of the one total supreme, ultimate, absolute
Thought of God
About God
Being who and what God is
EVERYTHING
And Everything is everything
As we all know
Or should know
And surely
You know all of this already…………
What you are seeing is God
What you are looking at
Is God
You think that this is air that you are breathing?
no
it is God
you think that the stars and the sun
and their light
you think that all of that is from them
is them?
No
It is God…….
You think that every smell
Every sound
Every texture
Every feeling
Every emotion
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Every thought
Every bit of identity or awareness
Is owned by the thing through whence it comes through?
No
All of that is God
Every sound in the whole of creation is but God’s name
Every smell is God’s smell
Every feeling and emotion is God’s feeling and emotion
Every though is God’s thought
Every circumstance is what God would have it be
For the sake of perfecting perfection
Within the whole of what God is
In each and every individual thing
Alone and together
Each part and the whole is one
And is what it is
Because of THE ONE
That makes it
What IT is……………….we are God
And we are gods
You and i
And so it is for all things
In their time and place….
All things fulfilled
In their own time and place
According to the Will of The One
That is the only life
The only existing thing
The only mind
The only heart
The only light
The only love
The only being
The only thing
THE ONLY THING
That lives and is alive………
And share IT’S life
With us
And so
We are God
All and each of us
We are God
We are God on Earth
I am God on Earth
You are God on Earth
As is the planet
The ocean
The solar system
The sun
The moon the planets
The constellations
The universe
The universe
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The superuniverse
The grand universe of universe
As is Paradise
As is all that is beyond even that
Creators among creators
Gods among gods
And still
STILL
THERE IS ONLY ONE
THE ONE SOURCE
THE ONE LIFE
THE ONE LOVE
THE ONE BEING……….
THAT IS WHAT YOU SEE WHEN YOU LOOK AT ANYTHING
THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE
THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE BEING
AND IT IS THE SAME FOR ALL THINGS
AND ALL THINGS
PLAY THEIR PART AND PARTS
AS THE ONE OF ONES
SEES FIT
IN ORDER TO
PERFECT PERFECTION
AND MAKE PERFECTION PERFECT……….
AND SO SHALL YOU AND I AND WE
BE PERFECT IN OUR PERFECTION
WHEN OUR TIME COMES………
Flow with that
Be with that
Be in that
Flow in that………..in gratitude and joy
And know
That there is nothing else
And
Because of that
All is well
Because all is one…………………………………………
And then he was silent……..
She turned
And embraced him
And kissed him
And arose to stand
Thank you……said she
I remember now……..
Again I shall come to thee
As I need to remember more…….
Come….said he…smiling
That I may be of service to you in The One
And that we may share Love and Light in The One
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And you shall remind me as I remind you
And together
We shall approach
Ever closer
To the core from whence we both were created
In joy and gratitude………….we are all each other…..after all…he smiled……..and she
departed……
And the prophet
Smiling a smile of great joy and gratitude
Continued to sit
And dream awake……………………………………………………..

********************
May 5, 2013
SOAPBOX 7
The prophet of The One is awakened from his wakefulness with a start
And the Spirit of The One is upon Him
Even so
He is pushed and pulled
In the flowing ocean of deepest consciousness
In the flowing tides
Of decision and indecision
Of the created
In relationship to the Creator
And he is not vexed
For he knows
The Creator is All and One
All as One
All in One
And that he
Being He
Is actor and not character
And acts accordingly
And so
At the darkest moment
Between
That which is before the first dawning
And that which is after the first dawning
He rises to speak…………..:
HEAR ME YE ONES OF DARKNESS!
HEAR ME YOU ABOMINATION OF ABOMINATIONS
THE CROWN YOU SOUGHT
TO PLACE UPON YOUR OWN HEAD
IS NOW WITHIN YOUR HANDS
TOO BIG FOR YOUR HEAD
THAT INCREDIBLY LARGE, ARROGANT, EGOIC HEAD
IS STILL TOO SMALL TO WEAR THE CROWN OF GOD
AND SO IT FALLS OVER YOUR FACE
CLOSING YOUR EYES EVEN FURTHER
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TO REST UPON YOUR SHOULDERS
FEEL THE FULL WEIGHT OF IT
FOR YOU CANNOT LIFT IT UP
AND SO
WE HAVE YOU
A GOLDEN NOOSE AROUND YOUR NECK
TIGHTENING UPON YOUR THROAT
WE ALWAYS TOLD YOU
THAT WE ARE GIVING YOU ENOUGH ROPE TO HANG YOURSELF
AND YOU NEVER UNDERSTOOD AND SCOFFED AT OUR WORDS
SCOFF NOW
YE SHALL HANG
AND BE LEFT HANGING IN THE WIND OF GOD’S BREATH
FOR ALL TO SEE
AND THEN………..YE SHALL SEE
THE GLORY OF THE ONE IN THE CREATION OF ITS OWN CREATING!
He sits and is silent in the wind with its arms all around him………
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For all those who are NEO OUT THERE
By Kibo Dabi
May 13, 2013

SOAPBOX 8
He rises to scream:
WAKE UP, NEO………..THE PHARISEES HAVE YOU……….
WAKE UP, NEO………..THE TALMUDISTS HAVE YOU……
WAKE UP, NEO………..THE ZIONISTS HAVE YOU………….
WAKE UP! THE BANKSTERS HAVE YOU!
WAKE UP! HOLLYWOOD HAS YOU!
WAKE UP FROM YOUR DARK DREAM IN THE SHADOWMIND!
STIR YOURSELF AWAKE
WIPE YOUR EYES THAT YOU MAY SEE CLEARLY
RAISE YOURSELF UP, O NEW MAN
BE THE HUMAN BEING GOD
THAT YOU ARE MEANT TO BE!
He sits and is still…
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In The Beginning
By Kibo Dabi
May 17, 2013

In the beginning there was the Word and the Word was God and the Word was with
God…………and so it goes…….
In the beginning, there was the void, the energy of the void and the Great Consciousness that
breathed as it, in it, in ITSELF. Breathe in, breathe out…come together, dissipate………ad
infinitum.
Collect self……think…..let go….remember……..think, remember, think……THINK…..
And it thought……wow, did it think…and what did it think of? ITSELF..ITS SELF…………….
Eventually, at some point in a place and state of being where time and space have no
meaning……IT formed a though of Its Self…….and desire to be Its Self, and It spoke to Its Self
“BE”…and so it was…….
HOWEVER
IT STILL BREATHED……IN OUT IN OUT…..IN…….how to hold one’s breath? How to hold a
thought……
It needed….more…It desired more…..a…sense of self to distinguish Its Self in thought from THE
REST OF ITS SELF……. So please bear in mind that IT is all in one and one in all….what IT did,
in effect, was to…Center Itself within Its Self……this act of will is known as First Source and
Center…………..which is the same and is not the same as SOURCE………and you’re just going
to have to be good with that, because there’s no other explanation possible or available on such a
plane as this one in this density and dimension………
So
Source was and is and shall always be
First Source and Center…..thought….[heaven knows that God loves to think….it’s what God does
best…]
And in thinking desired to….experience Itself………in order to do this It needed to create a being
that was and is and shall always be, like and as Its Self in every way except that of being the
source of it………and so was created that which is, has always been and always will
be…….Second Source and Center….otherwise known as The Eternal Son. It is known as The
Son because the creator of it, by definition, is The Father of It………..and Second Source and
Center gave homage and gratitude and love and service and loyalty and devotion to ITS Source
and Center….and First Source and Center Loved Its perfect reflection created perfectly in the
likeness of Its Self……..and that love became light and that love and light anchored the stability of
THE ONE in the Great Void of Its Self and the eternal and infinite life began that would be the
source and foundation, upholder and bestower and sustainer of all things as one……….
Eventually, The Father and The Son, being of one and the same thought, began the creation of
the Creation of creations……..and so was the thought of The Third Source and Center of All
Things, The Infinite Spirit, The Conjoint Actor, The Mother Spirit of all creation….created…….and
Thrid Source and Center gave the same fealty to First Source and Center, as well as Second
Source and Center….and all gave devotion to SOURCE OF SOURCES……
Now that a mechanism for multivaried creations had been established, and BEING was
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permanently and completely and supremely and absolutely and ultimately stabilized, within and
encompassing eternity and infinity……..The THREE, ACTING AS ONE MIND AND THOUGHT,
AS ONE LOVE AND LIGHT, established the creating of creation as we have come to know it.
The Paradise Isle….well…let’s face it….what’s everything without a home in the middle of it all? A
place to really let go and let loose and really be yourself? A place where family can be together in
love and light and life and harmony and joy…..sounds like a really big party, doesn’t it? That’s
pretty much what it was for something like an eternity…………hey, it takes time [wink nod] to get
everybody together, get them to know each other…really know each other…..and be all in
perfection……THEN….THEN, create a realm where they can go out and experience everything
that can happen and become beings of perfection now made perfect through their
experience………..mind blowing, isn’t it?
Please keep in mind that Paradise is larger than the whole, planned creation…and then some…..it
has all, already allowed for what is coming…..as levels and spaces of creation are settled in light
and life, they are settled in consolidation with the Central Isle of Paradise……so there is more….in
experience…..and then the beings that have become perfect in their perfection are now creators in
their own rights and create new creations and realms…universes upon universes……..and then all
that is settled and consolidated and so on and so forth…ad infinitum eternally…………….and
everyone that earns the right to do so gets a turn….how great is that?
So now
Here we are……in this last, wonderful superuniverse……..in one of the last universes, if not THE
last universe to be brought into the settling of light and life……..and it’s down to this last little
planet….
So yeah
I can see where THEY are making a really big deal out of it and taking their time and doing it
right….not that time matters ot them, y’know? Yes folks! This is where it all comes together! This is
the beginning of events that open up the creations of the new template of the new universe of
universes that will be run by the finaliters….most like you…yes YOU, who are reading these words
right now….think trillions and trillions of superuniverses…albeit on smaller scale than the
originals…..created and maintained by the trillions and trillions of beings of Divine personality that
have fulfilled their journey to ascension and have become perfection made perfect through
experience…………..those adjustor fused, Father fused….Son fused beings that will make up the
divinity of the daughter universes…….as these are son universes……….and so it goes…and
keeps on going………and it is all coming to a grand finale, right here…and something that is
considered now by those whose sense of time is way more expansive than our own
little……please hurry up and get this shit over with because we can’t take it anymore…even
though it seems that we can and are because it’s still going on and we’re tired as hell and endure
for the sake of enduring because we know the goal and the prize and want it more than
anything……but can we just now get there PLEASE?...sense of time, space and
circumstances………….
And that’s about all I can give you today…..please feel free to discuss as you will…if you
will….there’s much more to this but I think it’s a nice beginning……..thanks for reading…love and
light to you all….kibo
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Soap Boxes 9 and 10
By Kibo Dabi
May 17, 2013

SOAPBOX 09
He rises to scream:
RISE UP, O WARRIORS OF GOD ALMIGHTY!
RISE UP AND FACE THE MURDERERS OF GOD
AND KNOW THEM FOR WHO AND WHAT THEY ARE
FOR AS THEY MURDERED GOD
THEY SEEK TO MURDER YOU!
WHO WILL STAND WITH ME AND FIGHT?
I HAVE FOUGHT THIS WAR FOR YOUR SAKE
AS WELL AS MY OWN
AND FOR GOD’S SAKE
WE WHO STAND WITH GOD
FIGHT THE GOOD FIGHT
THAT GOD MAY KNOW WHO IS WITH HIM!
WHO SHALL RISE UP
AND STAND WITH US
IN THIS WAR OF WORDS
OF COSMIC VALUES
OF LIGHT AGAINST DARKNESS?
WHO SHALL JOIN HANDS AND HEART WITH US
AIMING THE WEAPON OF TRUTH
THE WORDS OF TRUTH
AT THEIR VERY FACES?
SPEAK NOW
OR FOREVER HOLD YOUR PEACE
CLOSE TO YOUR HEART
AS THEY CONSUME EVEN YOU….
WHO SHALL FIGHT FOR GOD AND HUMANITY
AND WILL TO SURVIVE UNTO THE VERY END?
IF IT BE YOU
THEN RISE TO STAND
AND SPEAK
THAT THE WEAPON OF OUR VOICES BE ONE VOICE
AND THAT THE ONE VOICE BE GOD’S VOICE
EVEN AS IT IS OUR OWN
AND TOGETHER
WE SHALL SEE VICTORY
IN THE LIFE OF GOD
AS WHO AND WHAT WE ARE
AND ALL THAT WE WILL TO BE IN GOD
CREATION WITHOUT END…
HALLELUJAH!
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He continues to stand….in silence……..his head bowed…his heart full…….his arms held
wide…his hands…reaching out…

SOAPBOX 10
He lifts his head, his arms, his hands to heavens…..and whispers with the voice of God that is
carried in the wind….
WHO SHALL STAND WITH GOD
ON THE WATCHTOWER?
WHO SHALL STAND BESIDE GOD
TO THE LEFT AND TO THE RIGHT
READY TO DO HIS WILL?
WHO SHALL JOIN IN THE GREAT AND FINAL ASSAULT
OF THE FINAL BATTLE
IN THE WAR THAT WAS DECLARED AGAINST THE GOD OF GODS
THE SOURCE AND CENTER OF ALL THINGS
AND HIS PARADISE TRINITY?
WHO SHALL JOIN WITH THE CREATOR OF CREATORS
AND HIS CHRIST MICHAEL ATON
IN AIMING THEIR BOWSTRINGS AT THEIR FACES
THE FACES OF THE ENEMIES OF GOD AND HIS CHRIST?
BE AT READY, YE DIVINE WARRIORS
YE GODS OF THE UNIVERSES TO COME
KNOW YOUR ENEMY
AND LET YOUR AIM BE TRUE
FOR LIGHT AND LIFE
AND ETERNAL AND INFINITE LOVE
VANQUISH AND DESTROY THE UNRELENTING DARKNESS
THAT THROWS ITSELF AT YOU
WITH DESPERATE AND RECKLESS ABANDON
FOR IT WOULD RATHER DIE THAN LOSE
SO BE IT
SAYS THE LORD OF LORDS
LET IT LOSE BY DYING.
BUT WE OF GOD
SHALL LIVE
AND IN LIVING
LIVE AS GOD LIVES
FOREVERMORE.
HALLELUJAH!
He collapses to the ground, exhausted…and lays there, smiling on his back, dreaming a dream
awake…….
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Soap Boxes 11 and 12
By Kibo Dabi
May 25, 2013

SOAPBOX 11 May 18
He sits up……and listens to hear…..he nods in acceptance….and rises in understanding…..he
stands in confidence, and speaks:
Hear me, all ye that strive to serve the Lord thy God, Lord of lords and God of gods, Creator of
creators and loving and magnificent Father of us all…and Father of our adorable Christ Michael
Aton, Sovereign Lord and Creator of Nebadon, the universe wherein you and I reside…….
All of us owe a debt to our creator that we can never repay in full…our very existence…and while
we can never repay this debt in full…it is up to us to decide how we feel about making the
payments….
What does God need of us? Does God need money? Does God need help? Does God need
anything?
God needs nothing. God already has and owns everything, for everything comes from God and
God may do with it as God pleases.
So God makes, of Its own Self, mind you, God’s idea, God’s thought of Itself, as you and as each
of us and everything…..what is the price of this, Is it a gift?
Let us say that life is a gift, and so we may live freely and do as we please with it and discover the
costs and payment of cause and effect for ourselves…….good enough…surely you have
experienced this and know whereof I speak.
BUT
Let us also……come to realize…that there is more to life than you have realized. Forgive me for
putting this in the bluntest of terms…….YOU are living life on the unpaid, free package. There is a
subscription package for those of you that are interested, which include many extras and
premium….networks and stations and channels and packages….that are simply not available with
the unpaid, free package.
Mind you, God wants everyone to enjoy life……..God is sharing of It’s self, after all….but what
have you to pay with to receive such extra blessings and benefits….?
Ahem…….PAY ATTENTION!
We all pay attention to the things that we love, the things that mean the most to us. God pays
attention to all and each and every one of us. Is it too much for God to ask that we pay Him…..our
attention?
If you cannot or will not pay attention, then how can you ever hope to see all that there is available
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to see? Hear all that there is to hear? Experience all that there is to experience? Learn all that
there is to learn, do all that there is to do and be all that there is to be?
Let’s face it, people…the more attention you are willing to pay, the more you will have available to
tune in to….but it’s up to you…….please to remember that all pirated conduits of communication
and broadcasting will and are being cut off…….please be able to pay when the bill is
presented……or you may lose even your free account…..perhaps not…it’s up to you to agree to
the terms and conditions……or go with the competition…..but our rates are much lower, I assure
you and….there are no contracts……it’s pay as you go…you know?
He sits and is smilingly still………..

**********************
SOAPBOX 12 May 25
He continues to sit and thinks out loud to his Self…….
Oh Lord My God, Eli, Eli…from who all blessings flow……..i speak and am heard and not heard. I
stand and am seen and not seen……..i do what you have given me to do and I am grateful for the
doing of it.
I tell them what they want to hear and what they do not want to hear. I interfere with their lives. I
am in the way of their good times and moments of pleasure. I am in the way of their partying, their
entertainment and their cherished relationships. They have been taught to think of you as one that
judges them against all that they think is good, at least…good for them, because deep inside, they
know that they do not know what is good for them. They know only what makes them feel
good….and am I not the same way? Am I not as they are? Was I not as they are now and how
they have been? Have I not walked the same paths and danced the same dances and have I not
thrown myself into the same pleasures for the sake of those pleasures?
And …did I not, at some point, come to be bored with the whole thing? The sameness and the
endlessness of it all? Did I not come to want more, to be more, to do more? Was not all of that
just a part of the journey of discovering YOU?
Have we not always danced this dance together, my God? Have we not always enjoyed each
other and our time and company together? Even in my darkest moments and circumstances,
have you not been the great and shining light of my salvation? Have you not walked happily with
me upon and along this path, holding my hand joyfully and showing me all and everything within
my sight? Have you not been my glorious companion and very best of tour guides on this
journey?
How can I show them the joy that is to be had in YOU? How can I show them the glory that awaits
them if they would just arrive to the place where that joy awaits?
How can I possibly explain to them the ecstasy of eternal and infinite life, light, love, freedom and
liberty…in THEE?
How can I explain to them that what they think is free will is not free will? That what they think is
liberty is not liberty? That what they think is freedom is not freedom? But they and we and all of
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us are so close…so very close….how can I help them to take that one, last long and dangerous,
crucial step…over the chasm of their perception?
Only then will they see that what they thought was jumping over an ocean was hopping across a
stream……..but their minds are muddled and cloudy with the lesser pleasures of life and they
know not how to derive the needed spiritual clarity that can be found in those same
pleasures….they do not see that perception in consciousness is everything…..how can I show
them the truth and is it my place to do so?
You cannot break the shell for the chick nor can you tear the cocoon for the emerging butterfly, for
then they will be weak and never survive the world that awaits them………
How can I show them the glory that awaits them and let them be ready and prepared for
it…anticipating it with great pleasure, knowing the godhood that is to come, the true freedom and
liberty which is their divine right to earn their return to………..without tearing or breaking the
means of their entry into that reality that has been promised to them at the beginning of all
creation?
Father, I beg of Thee, help me give to all of these, Thy family in Thyself, only Thy truth and Thy
words and Thy Will and not my own. This I have begged of Thee from time immemorial and still
beg of Thee today, in this incarnation in this place at this time……….Please accept my prayer and
supplication. As You have inclined Your ear to me, so shall I call all the days of my existence.
Thy will be done in all things, especially who and what I am. Selah
He continues to sit and be still in thought, breathing in and breathing out the Life of God that is All
Things……..
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How to wage war on a battlefield of undetermined light and darkness
By Kibo Dabi
Jun 3, 2013

And so it has come to this and we all knew that we would get here in the end….ain’t life just too
great for words?
For you, ye ones that claim to be for the light, now is your time to pitch in…..hear me
closely…………..
This is not a war of weapons of mass destruction…it may seem that way, but let such weapons be
used by those that have them…..this is not the war that we speak of…WE speak of a war of
values, of intelligence…..now….We know that, for many of the population, intelligence is a hard
thing and thus, a forgone conclusion…….fear not…….all things are done in the willingness to do
God’s Will. If you can just want and intend to do God’s Will, above and beyond your own
will...you’ve done something……
This is a war of ideals and wants and needs… it is a war of desires and intent. Exactly what is it
that you intend for this world? Do you want this world to be free from the auspices of darkness?
Then intend that it be so….your will….placed together with the wills of others…for one, perfect
cause…God’s Will on Earth…so think….THINK……INTEND AND WILL THE UTTER
DESTRUCTION OF DARKNESS ON EARTH SHAN GAIA…you’ve been told this before, I’m
sure…but this is a chance, an opportunity for all of us that love the God of gods, The Source of
sources……..to join together, hold hands and, collectively be and do that which we were all
created for…and sent here for………to insure the final and utter destruction of the dark in this time
and place.
It may be a hard thing for you to conceive, for me, it is a simple thing…..all you have to do is want
it…want it like a drowning man needs air………want it more than anything that you have ever
wanted….to want the Will of God above and beyond all other considerations….put your material
needs and desires aside and want and ask for this…put you sexual aspirations aside and need
and want this, put your hunger for power and influence aside and ask for and want nothing more
than this…….
GOD’S WILL BE DONE ON EARTH AS IT IS IN THE HEAVENS…THAT EARTH MAY JOIN
WITH THE HEAVENS AND BE ONE! LET THERE BE PEACE! PEACE ON EARTH AND GOOD
WILL BETWEEN MEN AND ANGELS.

Whatever your consciousness experience, whatever your beliefs, whatever your way and system
of things…NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL OF US TO COME TOGETHER AND WANT AND ASK
FOR JUST AND ONLY ONE THING…GOD’S WILL AND NOT OUR OWN! GOD’S WILL AND
NOTHING ELSE…GOD’S WILL IS PERFECT IN ITS PERFECTION AND WILL RENDER US
ONTO A STATE OF ENLIGHTENED BEING THAT WE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO
COMPREHEND BECAUSE IT IS BEYOND US…BUT WE CAN HAVE IT….WE CAN HAVE IT
ALL..IF WE JUST ASK FOR IT….IF WE JUST DEMAND IT FROM THE ONE THAT PROMISED
SUCH A THING TO US FROM THE BEGINNING OF TIME AND SPACE……SEVEN BILLION
PEOPLE ALL ASKING FOR, PRAYING FOR, WANTING AND DESIRING AND HOPING FOR
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AND EXPECTING, GOD’S PERFECT WILL IN AND FOR AND WITH ALL OF US…CANNOT BE
WRONG!
CALL ME INSANE IF YOU LIKE, BUT, JUST FOR ONCE...THIS ONE TIME…AS WE ARE
ASKED TO GO INTO BATTLE FOR THE SAKE OF THE CAUSE…WHICH IS THE PERFECT
WILL OF GOD IN ALL THINGS TO BE MADE MANIFEST IN ALL THINGS FOR THE SAKE OF
THE PERFECTION OF ALL THINGS IN GOD AND UNITY IN ONENESS WITH HIS WILL….BE
DONE…..AND THEN COME AND SCREAM AT ME IF YOU, AS AN INDIVIDUAL, ARE STILL
UNHAPPY WITH THE RESULTS.
NOW
GO OUT THERE AND FIGHT AND WIN THE DAY…FOR GOD, FOR HUMANITY, FOR THE
WORLD AND THE UNIVERSE AND THE WHOLE OF CREATION……..GET YOU ASS UP AND
GO OUT THERE AND GIVE IT ALL YOU’VE GOT AND WIN THE CELESTIAL DAY!
OR GET OUT THE WAY…………WHATEVER YOU DECIDE…IT’S UP TO YOU….IN THE
EXPERIENCE OF FREE WILL AND ALL THAT IT ENTAILS…….THAT’S ON YOU…..ME?......I’M
LEADING MY OWN FORCES…….DON’T GET IN OUR WAY….PLEASE….AND
….PLEASE……DON’T GET IN MY WAY….I’M GOING FORWARD AND GIVING IT ALL AND
EVERYTHING THAT I’VE GOT…..SO…DON’T…GET….IN…MY…WAY…..MOVE WITH ME AS I
MOVE WITH YOU AND NEITHER OF US WILL GET IN EACH OTHERS WAY AND WE WILL
WIN THE DAY….BUT FOR YE ONES THAT MOVE AGAINST AND OPPOSITE AND EVEN
ACROSS……..I PROMISE THAT NOTHING WILL BE LEFT OF YOU BUT A DISTANT MEMORY
OF YOU….WHEN IT IS OVER.
LET IT BE! SO IS IT AND SO IT IS! NOW………[and the starting gun sounds……..and we’re off!]
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Soap Boxes 13 to 16
By Kibo Dabi
Jun 3, 2013

SOAPBOX 13
He rises to speak softly, a whisper in the wind……..
Oh God, I dream awake as You dream awake! Help me to dream a dream of You as You have
dreamed a dream of You being What I Am. As You dream of me, let me dream of You, that we
may dream of each other, as one, together, and in that dream, that thought, be one together, You
and I, always and forever…life, eternal and infinite, in love and light……the power of true liberty
and freedom being one between us, both now and forevermore, Selah.
He sits and gently rocks back and forth in loving joy and awareness of being, knowing God and
himself as each other being one………..

*************
SOAPBOX 14
He remains sitting….rocking back and forth…muttering to himself….whispering the words that the
Father of fathers speaks to him……..and if there was anyone that had the love, faith and courage
to be sitting next to him…….this is what they would hear:
Behold! I, even I, have given unto thee a sign of signs and it shall appear even as you have given
up all hope of manifestation of it. I have proven MY LOVE for thee….now, experience MY LIGHT
for thee…and so, as I have given of MySelf to thee as your Father…so do I give MySelf to thee as
thy Mother, as well……I shall prove to thee My Light for thee that ye may know the fullness of My
Being in you and those that are with you in and with and through you in all things.
Know also that the two shall be reconciled unto each other, that the two may be one in all things
and that the three may be one in all things, and this will allow you and they, as one, to establish
what must be established in the universes to come……I GIVE THEE EVERYTHING! FOR I HAVE
GIVEN THEE EVERYTHING THAT THOU HAST NEEDED TO SERVE MY WILL…AND
NOW…NOW…I GIVE THEE EVERYTHING THAT THOU WANTS TO FURTHER SERVE MY
WILL!
I GIVE THEE EVERYTHING THAT YE MAY HAVE ALL AND EVERYTHING…ALL THAT YOU
NEED AND ALL THAT YOU WANT…IT IS YOURS….WHAT IS IT THAT YOU ASK OF ME THAT
YOU WOULD HAVE OF ME TO FULFILL?
And the prophet answers…………save this world. Save this world through and by and for all of
these ones that have learned and struggled and strived to give themselves unto Thee…… and in
these, Thy precious ones, Thy loving ones, Thy faithful ones….that they may see the promised
day and also see the day after…..let them ALL be the ones that, through their great love of Thee
and their desire to serve Thee…be the ones that have earned the right to stay and be a part of this
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new world, this new understanding, this new state of being that all that have made the journey, all
that have crossed that line that allows them to be the stewards of the new world that will be
created in YOUR image…KNOW…beyond the shadow of any doubt…that they are the ones that
have earned the right to be there and that all of their efforts on YOUR behalf… have not been in
vain…this is what I ask of THEE. Not just what you would give me for the sake of myself…but
what there is to be the great reward of those that have endured for THY sake and not
mine…THAT THEY ALL…ALL OF THEM THAT HAVE STRUGGLED ALONG THE GREAT
SPIRAL PATH OF LIFE, ETERNAL AND INFINITE…ALL OF THOSE THAT I LOVE, THAT LOVE
ME…..ALL OF THEM THAT HAVE LOVED AND HELPED ALL OF THOSE THAT HAVE TRULY
SERVED THEE..AND ALL OF THOSE THAT HAVE TRULY REPRESENTED THEE…
ACCORDING TO THY WILL IN THY THOUGHT OF THIS, THAT THIS IS THY CREATION…MAY
RECEIVE LIFE IN THE NEW PARADISE THAT IS THE SOURCE AND CENTER OF THE NEW
UNIVERSE OF UNIVERSES THAT WE ARE CREATING…….IF THEY BUT CHOOSE IT FOR
THEMSELVES….AND FOR THOSE THAT DECLINE SUCH PLACEMENT…GIVE UNTO THEM
WHAT IT IS THAT THEY WANT AND/OR NEED…ACCORDING TO THY WILL IN THEM THAT
THY WILL AND NOT OURS, IN ANY OF US…..BE FULFILLED…UNTO THE END OF ALL
THINGS AS THOU SEES FIT TO DO SO AND BE….WORLDS AND UNIVERSES AND
SUPERUNIVERSES AND CREATIONS WITHOUT END……..ALL THINGS ACCORDING TO
THY WILL….THAT IS ALL AND EVERYTHING THAT I ASK OF THEE…NOW AND
FOREVERMORE………SO BE IT….
And that is the great conversation between the God of gods and the prophet of The God of
gods……
And that same God of gods answered his beloved son with these words….SO BE IT! AS THOU
HAST ASKED, SO SHALL IT BE AND SO IT IS!
WORLDS WITHOUT END
AMEN!
SO WHO…WHO…WHO…SHALL JOIN HANDS WITH THE GOD OF GODS TO FURTHER
CONTRIBUTE TO HIS AND IT’S WILL IN ALL THINGS AND EVERYTHING….IF NOT YE ONES
THAT READ THESE WORDS…FOR IF YE ARE READING THESE WORDS AND DEIGN NOT
TO BE ONE WITH THE GOD OF GODS………………………………
WHAT THEN…ARE YE DOING HERE?
Would that ye were hot or cold…but because ye are lukewarm, I shall spew you out of my
mouth…..sound familiar? IF YE HAVE EYES TO SEE, THEN SEE…AND IF YE HAVE EARS TO
HEAR, THEN HEAR….EITHER WAY…GET THE POINT BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE…
And the prophet of God almighty, Creator of all things, the heavens and the earth and the ruler of
this Universe of universes, in agreement with the sovereign ruler of this universe in which you read
these words….curled himself into a fetal position upon his soapbox and sucked his thumb and
said…over and over to himself…”thank you PAPA. Thank You, Oh Sovereign of Nebadon, Thank
you of Holy Mother of mothers, Oh Third Source and Center of All Things…Thank you, Oh
Nebadonia……thank you all as one and thank you , O One as All…….Thank You, Thank You,
Thank You, Thank You, Thank You….over and over and over….until…finally…he fell asleep and
dreamed…again…a dream of God……
**************
SOAPBOX 15
The prophet of The Living God of gods awoke with a start, stood up quickly and declared unto all
mankind:
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BEHOLD IT IS UPON YOU!!!!!!! IF YE BE NOT PREPARED BY NOW….OH WELL…..HAVE AT
YE, O HOLY AND UNHOLY ONES! NOW THE GOD OF GODS SHALL TEST YOUR METTLE
AND PLACE THEE, FRIEND AND FOE, AS A PORTION APART. REJOICE YOU HOLY ONES!
FOR NOW COMES THE REWARD THAT YOU HAVE SOUGHT AND STRIVED FOR THESE
MANY LIVES AND YEARS AND AGES! WOE UNTO THEE, O UNHOLY ONES….FOR YOUR
REWARD NOW COMES AS WELL!
YE THAT HAVE RAISED YOUR HAND TO GOD IN FRIENDSHIP AND SERVICE, SO SHALL
YOUR SERVICE BE RECEIVED IN FRIENDSHIP!
YE THAT HAVE RAISED YOUR HAND TO GOD IN WAR AND REBELLION, SO SHALL YE BE
DEFEATED AND ADJUDICATED, EVEN UNTO UNCREATION!
SO IS THE WORD OF THE LIVING GOD OF GODS, THE ONE AND ONLY SOURCE AND
CENTER OF ALL THINGS,THOUGHT ITS PARADISE TRINITY, THROUGH THE SEVEN
MASTER SPIRITS, THROUGH CHRIST MICHAEL ATON, SUPREME UNCONDITIONAL
UNIVERSAL CREATOR AND SOVEREIGN OF NEBADON, AND THROUGH WHAT I AM.
PRAISE BE TO GOD IN THE HIGHEST AND NOW, LET THERE BE PEACE ON URANTIA AND
GOODWILL BETWEEN MEN AND ANGELS! SO BE IT AND SO IT IS!
And then he disappeared…………

**************

FOR SOAPBOX 16....PLEASE SEE ANNOUNCEMENT POST FOR THIS FORUM....... (Candace
I am posting the Announcement here too, in a separate post)

I AM AT WAR....AND SO.........MY MIND/HEART/SOUL/ATTENTION WILL BE
ELSEWHERE...AT LEAST FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE.......I PRAY THIS WHOLE THING WILL
BE DONE BY THEN...BUT...ABOVE AND BEYOND ALL THINGS...THE WILL OF THE FATHER
OF FATHERS..THE GOD OF GODS...THE SOURCE OF SOURCES...LET THE WILL OF THAT
WHICH IS THE BEGINNING AND END OF ALL THINGS...THE ALPHA AND OMEGA....THE
VOID AND THE VOID OVERFLOWING WITH LIGHT AND LIGHT AND LIFE AND LOVE
OVERFLOWING FOREVER AND EVER. CREATION WITHOUT END..............LET THAT BE
DONE...PRAY FOR THAT...LIVE FOR THAT...WORK FOR THAT...DESIRE THAT, WANT THAT,
NEED THAT, BE THAT WITHIN YOURSELVES AND LET THAT BE WHO AND WHAT YOU
ARE.....AND THEN COME TO TALK TO ME ABOUT THE RESULTS OF SUCH A THING....BUT
THAT'S ME.....DON'T MIND ME4 OR LISTEN TO ME OR CARE ABOUT ME....I'M JUST THE
VILLAGE IDIOT AND THE TOWN DRUNK...REMEMBER?

YOU DECIDE, BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR SOURCE..WHO AND WHAT YOU ARE AND ARE
MEANT TO BE...AND BE AND DO THAT...WITH OR WITHOUT ME...BE WHO AND WHAT YOU
ARE IN THE ONE THING THAT TRULY EXISTS AND ALL OF US AND EVERYTHING ARE
JUST A THOUGHTS.....THAT IS THOUGHT BY IT....AND MAINTAINED FOR OUR SAKES AND
UPHELD FOR OUR SAKE AND LOVED AND NOURISHED AND BROUGHT UP AND ALONG
UNTO PERFECTION FOR OUR OWN SAKES AND NOT ITS OWN.......DOES IT NEED
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ANYTHINGS? WHAT DOES IT WANT? ALL AND EVERYTHING!...AND WE ARE ALL PART OF
THAT AND IT! WE ARE THE COMPANY THAT IT WANTS TO KEEP!
SO PLEASE
THE LEAST YOU COULD DO IS WANT ..AND EVEN MAYBE NEED...TO BE GOOD COMPANY
FOR THE ONE THAT CREATED YOU....Y'KNOW WHAT I'M SAYIN'?
LOL...BUT THAT'S ME...AND FUCK ME, RIGHT?........OR NOT.......IT'S UP TO YE ONES OF
DARK AND LIGHT IN YOUR OWN DEGREES OF SUCH
I AM WHAT I AM THAT I AM
DO WHAT YOU HAVE TO DO TO GET TO WHERE YOU THINK YOU NEED TO BE AND PRAY
YOU'RE RIGHT IN THE END
AS DO WE ALL....SMILE
CYA AROUND.........KIBODABI
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BATTLE NOTES= WAGING BATTLE IN THE MIDST OF WAR………..
By Kibo Dabi
Jun 5, 2013

BATTLE NOTES=
WAGING BATTLE IN THE MIDST OF WAR………..

My son, when he was just a wee lad…..would ask me questions like: “What if I were a Saiyan, like
Goku and I could do what he does?”
And I would reply: “Then they would send a villain, like Frieza to test you and make you stronger.”

I don’t know why so many parents don’t take their kids questions more seriously. A valid answer
given within the context of the question asked does wonders for the young mind and helps them to
learn how to think…….a valued skill throughout creation, I might add………….perhaps some
parents don’t like to think, themselves….but I digress…….

I have been asked by some adults of God……not just children of God, but children of God that
have taken it upon themselves to grow up in God….and some of you born again people should
really consider that statement……I was saved…..Thanksgiving Day, 1974……and the FIRST thing
that I thought of, when they told me that I was born again spiritually and was now a child of
God..was: “Dang, I gotta grow up!” but that’s me and since that part wasn’t in the book, they all
disregarded my…personal take on the subject and suggested that I stick to the preferred
program…..as to who preferred it….well….but enough of that, as well…….
The point of this diatribe is to give you an introduction to waging battle………..battle is waged on
mayn levels….physical, emotional, mental and spiritual and combinations thereof, depending on
your confidence level…….confidence is very important in battle. If you don’t believe in yourself,
your self, your SELF and THE SELF that is within you and without you………..you’re going to bet
pummeled early on and wonder what happened………..
All of you incarnated human beings…and walk=ins…whether you are originally ascending or
descending beings…are now here, doing this…and whatever skills, perceptions and attitudes that
you have developed in your sojourn here….this would be a good time to bring it all together and
put it into play….
Those of you that are aware of your original natures, should have, by now, developed a certain
mindset that will allow you to wage spiritual warfare with great success…….you are, after all, God
being you and that applies to each and every one of us on this field of play and that can and
should be used to the greatest advantage that you can push yourself to……..
Consider that you are a being of love and light, facing an enemy of fear and
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ignorance………These are all mental and emotional states of being and as such, the mitivation
that they offer gives strength to whatever polarity you have chosen to wield as your weapon and
power of choice……….
The adversary of God, Christ and humanity has done this for years. Imagination and visualization
are key elements, ammo and triggers that allows these motivations to be used in
battle……..ritualistic, magical practices depend on such things and without the necessary amount
and volume of pure belief acting as an immovable force of will and intent…….no results will be
seen that will validate the experience to the worker in question….this is why the work is within and
why reitualistic practices are so difficult to develop without group effort. Once enough has been
seen and experience in group work, the worker will develop enough confidence to do individual
work with whatever varying degress of success they may encounter……….
Personally, I agree with The Elohim, the individual has everything they need within them to
connect to the highest levels of consciousness available at any given moment, using past work
and experience in sharing consciousness with The Divine, to achieve greater and greater access
on a perpetually exponential basis……..but that’s me, too….don’t mind me…..while I see the need
for the Spiritual Hierarchy as a powerful and valued option to use for the sake of
ascension……..it’s a difficult path to tread simply because it tests you so much in so many
infinitesimal degrees of progress……..but there are those that thrive in it and so be it and more
power to them….but the whole thing there also applies to varying degrees of light and dark…as
the world turns through both day and night, the sun and the void, shining down on all, at least once
a day………and there is the struggle which requires that sides be chosen and opposition be
resolved and settled and the future depending on the outcome……
But The Elohim see only one option……success in ascension and all things in light and love and
all life in God and God in all life…………and for them, that is all there is because it is God’s Will
and that is all that matters in being God being all things and all things being God…..God’s Will is
all and everything and all things and everything we experience is but a part of it….our part…and
we go to perfection as an ensured promise fulfilled. The journey is straight and exciting..not
without good and bad times together, but all these things are one in love and light and that is what
life in the realms of time and space are…….so I tend to work with the Elohim….but am always
available as ordered by the One who created me to be in Its employ…….and so now, both the
Hierarchy and the Elohim are working together to get this thing done……how deep is that?

So
If you are planning on joining in battle the force of Light. If you, who have stood on The
Watchtower to see the forces arrayed against us and those that are with us….for ye ones that
have come to stand on this field and do battle, spiritual battle……I offer this……personal,
philosophical experience…….

Let those that deal with arms in physical hands do so and turn your attention to higher
thoughts…..and if you are forced to defend yourself physically, by all means do so. Loving
someone doesn’t mean that you can’t do all necessary damage to them….it’s just that you loved
them but not what they do and you will not let them do it to you any longer……..the same applies
for the financial war, the war of words, values, ideas, morals…this war of such battles that are
being fought all the time and has been fought for some time and will soon end, once and for
all…..and it will end whether we gather our own forces down here, among ourselves, or not…but
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surely we want to help and fight for our own freedom? Yes? No? Maybe?
Many are those that are fighting the good fight on the plane where things can be fought to be seen
and heard and felt and experienced….waking people up is a huge job when they’re basically
comatose veggie shitskabobs on a stick, lost somewhere in the couch in front of a TV that is
always on…………ah well…..

But we would love more help on the spiritual plane where all of this trickles down from……..
And that, if you are willing, will take some imagination and visualization on your part……
You will have to see yourself as your sel and your SELF…….no matter your origin before this
incarnation…you are God being you…..you are a being of pure light and love and
thought….consciousness………within you is all the power in and of creation….you can do
anything…but you have to know it…not just believe it…you have to be the thing and let the thing
take over and be what it is….I AM WHAT I AM and all that………
The dark cannot do this for they deny the core of themselves, and so their power will never be
absolute because it will never be the Will of God in action….and that is exactly what it is going to
take….each and every one of you and I and us is going to have to open ourselves up like that
thousand petaled lotus and let the core beauty be revealed and let all that power come froth and
that it truly who and what we are…all of us…BUT IT IS NOT US!
Can you grok this? Can you comprehend that the thing that you truly are is not you? But you are
it being you? Can you let that thing take over and let its will be done in you for the sake of this
battle and however many battles will be fought before the last vestige of this war will end….here
and now…because it always only here and now……always and everywhere…….
Can you be a witness to and imagine the acting of that power in your self as your self and yet,
being not from you but through you?...and yet IT’S Will and your will are one and the
same….imagine it….visualize it and let it be what it is and experience it as a valid
reality…..because everything is real in some sense….it just needs to be sorted out and sent to
where it needs best must be………but for us…here…..all that matters is that we let that absolute,
supreme and ultimate power work through us and use us for It’s own purposes and feel the joy in
that…..the love of it and the light in it………these are the things that conquer fear and
ignorance………knowing…knowing in light and life and love...sharing in the great consciousness
of SOURCE OF SOURCES AND ALL THAT IT HAS CREATED FOR ITSELF THAT IT SHARES
WITH US =ITS LIFE!
If the price of such sharing when asked to pay is too much for you…so be it…….if you cannot, for
these brief shining moments, be more than what you are and remove yourself from your self in
order to truly be YOUR SELF…well…….please have a seat on the couch and wait for something
you recognize to show up on TV that will tell you what it is that you say you want to know………..

As for the rest of you….
Please remember that it helps to be able to visualize your enemy…either as individuals or groups,
or institutions or agendas or whatever you want to lay to waste first…you will think, at first, that it is
you doing the thinking…but as you get more into it…you will realize that it isn’t and settle in to
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enjoy the being of that…nothing like working with the BOSS…………
Whatever vision, picture or analogy works best in your mind…or, if you prefer, to take the direct
approach upon something in particular that seems to be real enough to be part of the problem in
this matrix…..do your best to see yourself as a thing that cannot be touched, cannot be conquered
and lays to waste all that opposes it….all that attacks it……and renders them harmless and
useless…..
You will not be killing anybody...but it will hurt them……on whatever level they must be
hurt….know also that the power and protection that you experience there will also, as far as you
allow it to, translate itself into your ‘real’ life…..you may or may not see signs of success in certain
instances of the time/space world striving to oppose and scare you into stopping your
assault………fear not…..all they can do is try to scare you…they cannot scare you…you can only
allow yourself to be afraid and when you are afraid, you are just like them….and how can you fight
your own? You see my point? Oui? Non? Peut etre? [ my French is terrible, I know….but I have
to try =smile=]
So
If you want to lend a hand and swing your weapons freely and without
hindrance….then…whenever you can…for however long you can….settle in somewhere and get
busy in the mind of your mind and let your heart’s mind help to guide you to where you must
stand….once you find yourself there…as best as you can see it, interpret it…filter it through to an
experience that you can deal with……get busy and let the fact that it takes on a life of it’s own be a
source of comfort and joy to you….confidence…….in other words…GO GET ‘EM!!!!!!!
Keep meditating on their downfall…the destruction of their system of things….their removal from
this planet and the final victory of Light, true freedom and liberty, knowledge and awareness, truth
disclosed and all sleeping ones awakened……Your will and intent is God’s Will and intent in this
matter as well….the world ascends from darkness and slavery, fear and ignorance……..that is the
will of all of us as one that is our intention as one and WITH THE ONE! Never let up! Focus,
concentrate…give it your energy and strength! Go back to it and reinforce it in the spare moments
of your days…….let it live and progress…..learn to pick up where you left off or go back and
reinforce it…or just enjoy doing it over because you loved the outcome so very much…….keep
fighting in your heart minds and souls…….
Let us do this with each other for God and ourselves and Gaia and with God and each other and
Gaia!
THOUS SHALT LOVE THE LORD THY GOD WITH ALL THY MIND AND SOUL AND BODY AND
STRENGTH AND LOVE THY NEIGHBOR AS THYSELF. THE WHOLE OF THE LAW IS FOUND
IN THESE FOR ALL GOOD THINGS COMES FROM THEM AS IT IS GOD’S WILL AND
PERFECTION CAN ONLY BE FOUND IN THE DOING OF THE PERFECT WILL!
So
If you do not have the heart or the mind or the strength or knowledge in your soul and being of
your spirit…to do this….please get out of the way of the rest of us that are willing to put it all on the
line to do battle against the adversary of God, Christ and humanity, and stand with God….and
have each other’s backs……and yes…not that He needs it…but we can still have His back, as He
has ours….and that goes for CM ATON, SIRAYA, PARADISE TRINITY, NEBADONIA, ESU AND
NADA, ALL THE SAINTS AND MASTERS, THE ELOHIM, ARCHANGELS AND ANGELS AND
ALL HAVONA, SUPERUNIVERSAL, UNIVERSAL, CELESTIAL AND GALACTIC
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PERSONEL….LIVING SHIPS AND LIVING TECH AND LIVING BIOTECH AND BIO=ORGANIC
AND ENERGY AND PHOTONIC ALL ONE IN LIGHT AND LIFE AND LOVE IN
SOURCE…….sigh…such a long list of beings from all over creation……apologies for anyone who
feels left out…I mean you, too…….and all us human beings……..WE ALL HAVE EACH OTHERS
BACKS!
That should do…….it’s up to you……..to go or not to go…to try or not to try…to serve as best one
can…or not………it’s your ascension, a well, that’s at stake…if you really want it…what are you
willing to do to earn it?

FORTH! AND FEAR NO DARKNESS!
See you there………………GOD IS WITH YOU…BE WITH GOD!

KIBODABI MICHAEL BEN ELOHIM
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BATTLE NOTES-ALL POWER MUST BE USED
By Kibo Dabi
Jun 5, 2013

All power must be used. One that carries a sword or a gun, must use it eventually. God always
operates at full power. Christ Michael Aton always operates a full power. Whatever power an
individual is able to use, whether it be physical, emotional, technological, mental or magical or
spiritual, must be used. If it is not used then the power is taken away, for within the chosen vessel
or vehicle to which it has been given to operate it, it serves no purpose.
That one has been given power or has earned power, by whatever means or source, and uses it
for the purposes of darkness or light, is not what is important. The sun shines on the good and the
evil alike and that is that. That all falls upon the ensuing karma of the wielder, for better or for
worse…the purposes of God, in the creation of His own creating, will not be thwarted and His
Word does not come back to Him void. That God sends out a thing to experience things and
return stronger and wiser in that experience, all returning in light and love of eternal and infinite
life, for there, no darkness or fear can exist and ignorance is a thing lost long ago………
So it behooves each and every one of us to find our power and be our power. To find our true
power and to fully be that power and take upon ourselves the mantle of responsibility that comes
with wielding such power that it may be used for Gods purposes and not our own, for only the
Perfect Will, that has established all power and is the only thing and being that can hold and
maintain such and true liberty and freedom in the wielding of it, can bestow upon the ones that
have taken it upon themselves to complete the great journey to perfection made perfect, and
reunite their own, personal wills BACK into the Will of The Father of Fathers and God of Gods,
being thus united and reunited with Him in all things and reconciled with Him in the great
experience of knowing the purposes of such power and bending the knee in love, devotion and
surrender to that which is the Source and Power of all powers, share even greater life and glory in
the Life of The One Being of All Beings, eternally and infinitely, in grace and compassion, mercy
and lovingkindness….which the adversaries of God have thrown to the wayside in their struggle to
be gods unto themselves, having no foundation to support such a thing…thus must they always
fail…that they may learn, through experience, the folly of believing that there is any power that
belongs wholly to them…other than the great choice…of serving or not to serve, The Will of God in
All Things.
And truly I tell you, that that very God of gods, The Power of powers and Will of all wills, exists as
a natural part of you and shares all of Itself with you…AS IT SEES FIT TO DO…AND THAT, AS
YOU PROCEED FORWARD, STEP BY ARDOUS STEP, TOWARDS AND CLOSER TO IT, IT
ALSO PROCEEDS FORWARDS AND CLOSER TO YOU…AND EVEN AS YOU RECEDE IN
FEAR AND IGNORANCE, STILL, IT MOVES CLOSER TO YOU….AND WHEN YOU MEET AT
LAST AND EMBRACE…..LOVE AND LIGHT WILL UNITE YOU IN LIFE ETERNAL AND
INFINITE…….OR DESTROY IN THE FINAL DARKNESS…THE FEAR AND IGNORANCE OF
YOUR OWN SELFISHNESS………WHICH YE EVIL ONES HAVE MADE OF
YOURSELVES….INSISTING UPON YOUR OWN UNCREEATION….SADLY…SO BE IT…..AND
WHO ARE WE?…WE ARE THE WEAPONS OF GOD ALMIGHTY, FORGED IN THE
CHAMBERS, THE FIRES, THE WATERS, OF HIS FORGE AND WORKSHOP INTO THE
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PERFECT WEAPONS AS IMAGES OF HIMSELF FOR THE SAKE OF THE BATTLE THAT YOU
CHOSE TO MAKE WHEN YOU CHOSE TO WAGE WAR AGAINST THE ONE WHO CREATED
YOU…KNOWING YOUR FATE IN THE END…YOU FIGHT ON…STILL BLIND IN YOUR
DELUSION THAT YOU ARE YOUR OWN WEAPONS AND POWER…….SILLY CHILDREN
WHO NEVER GREW UP…TIME TO COME TO THE SHED…….
WE, WHO STOOD BESIDE THE FATHER AND THE SON AND THE SPIRIT, AND HAVE
RECEIVED OF THEM THE POWER OF GOD WITHIN US, NOW RELEASE OURSELVES UPON
YOU WHOLLY AND IN FULL…..AS DOES THE FATHER AND THE SON AND THE SPIRIT…..
FIND YOUR WEAPON
DO YOUR JOB
THAT IS YOUR WORK
THE WORK IS WITHIN
GET BUSY
GET OUT THERE
GET IN THERE
FEAR NO DARKNESS
BUT DESTROY IT
THAT THERE BE ONLY LIGHT, IN THE END.
Lol………at least…..here………………KIBODABI MICHAEL BEN ELOHIM

**************

This was posted to the private forum and some of you will find it useful. PILLER building is a great
tool and also for self protection, mirrors to reflect negative energy back to the sender. Positive
energy will be reflected back too, and thats a good thing. Your minds beloveds ARE powerful.
Engage them! -C

Last night I read this piece by Kibo! I went to sleep contemplating all of this and the issue of
protection and I must admit some fear crept into my psyche.
This morning I meditated on all of this again asking the Celestials and Arch Angel Michael to direct
me to a proper way in which I can use weaponry in this spiritual warfare and also be protected.
This is what came to me…before each visionary intention I should surround my home and loved
ones with columns/shafts/beams of blue light. Once these beams are encircled around my home I
would connect them all in my vision with a blue veil all around, invoking protection.
It than came to me that these shafts/beams of blue light should also be anchored into the earth all
around the world, going deep into her core, becoming permanent rods of blue light. I would
envision each beam, one at time being placed in certain areas of the dark ones. Each day one or
more could be placed, and than be able to go back to them during and throughout the day sending
intentions for this blue light to expand it divine truth.
The blue light held all aspects of Christ Michael’s intentions, truth, love, and fulfillment of his will at
this time. People in the vicinity of the beams of light would slowly feel its power work within
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themselves, helping them to wake up to Christ Michael’s will and his truth.
Any dark ones in the vicinity of these beams would also be affected as they would become more
confused and foggy in their thinking. If they approached this lighted truth within themselves asking
for repentance they would be redeemed, if not they would begin to be DISINTEGRATED
disappearing off the face of this earth forever. This blue light would engulf the dark in a cloud of
blue all around them, causing them to become weaker and disillusioned…thus causing confusion
within their minds leading to complete disappearance.
I felt that if I wanted to place a beam of blue light at the white house, I should surround it first on
the outside with these blue beams and than slowly start placing them within the white house.
Seeing it actually be anchored in my mind and knowing that it has been placed in faith.
Standing tall in my Being and Oneness I was shown that my I AM PRESENCE AND SPIRITUAL
POWER IN FULFILLING CHRIST MICHAEL’S WILL would invoke/manifest this
meditation/vision/intention to be created and fulfilled.
I wanted to share this vision here as perhaps some others here, might want to incorporate it
themselves, in each country. Perhaps this thread could become our new meditation/intention
thread of battle against the dark, where all could share their visions being used at this time.
I envision these shafts of blue light being anchored all around the globe anchoring truth and Christ
Michael’s will, so that the dark are literally vaporized by these shafts. Columns of Blue Light
radiating from the universe through to the core of Mother Earth. A vision of Peace...yet of
immense weaponry to the dark!
Blessings of Lighted Love to All
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ANNOUNCEMENT
By Spiritual Hierarchy
Jun 6, 2013

ANNOUNCEMENT:
The Divine Entities of Paradise, in agreement and unity with Christ Michael Aton, Supreme,
Unconditional Universal Sovereign of Nebadon, the universe of His own making, have agreed to
accept, in full, the declaration of war that has been thrown at them from the remaining remnants of
the Anunnaki minions, hereby known as the Khazar shadowmind and all of its minions. While the
newly reformed members of the Ancharra Alliance, have evolved to a new state of consciousness
understanding and are now known as the Anunnaki. Their erstwhile former servants have been
completely resistant to any change to their planetary control.

Thus, they have been forced to devise their plans for continuing such control as had been left in
their hands by their former masters. They have shown neither the intelligence, subtleness, finesse
nor continuity of control, that they beheld in their former masters. Yet they are determined to do
better or destroy the entire world and die trying. They formally declared war on SOURCE OF
SOURCES, PARADISE TRINITY AND CHRIST MICHAEL ATON, and EARTH SHAN GAIA on
September 11th, 2001.

We, of The Spiritual Hierarchy, The Galactic Federation of Light, being also in cooperation and
partnership with THE ELOHIM in this matter, have now reached the point where all celestial
councils and officers of administration have all agreed and signed off on an approved acceptance
of there being an unavoidable state of war with these unrepentant and overzealous adversaries of
God and Christ.
While We have always done our best to restrain ourselves in the face of all opposition and states
of planetary adversity, the rewards of Our hard won efforts, over these past decades and most
recent years, has only caused the dark enemies of God and humanity, to redouble their efforts to
either win or destroy this planet and its peoples. We have, in degrees, loosened Our restraint, in
increments, but the time has come to finish all of this up once and for all and fight it out to the end.
WE ARE ETERNAL, INFINITE AND INDESTRUCTIBLE! WE ARE GOD’S WILL IN THE
MATTER AND GOD’S WORD DOES NOT COME BACK TO HIM VOID! SO IT IS!
So prepare ye, all ye ones of God in light and life and love! Put on your mantle and armor! Pick
up and raise your weapons! You time has come to support the hand of God! LET THE
UNDECIDED AND UNKNOWING BE FEARFUL! LET THE ADVERSARIES OF GOD AND
CHRIST, BE FEARFUL! LET YOU THAT LOVE GOD AND SERVE HIM, RAISE YOURSELVES
UP, ARMOR BRIGHT AND SHINING LIKE THE SUN, WEAPONS OF TRUTH AND LIGHT, HELD
HIGH…AND EARN THE FINAL PROOF OF YOUR LOVE AND SERVICE!
IT IS UPON YOU ALREADY! WHETHER YOU ARE AWARE OF IT OR NOT, LIKE IT OR NOT,,
SPEAK OUT ABOUT IT, OR NOT…HERE WE ALL ARE, AT WAR ONCE AGAIN AND FOR THE
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FINAL TIME….YES, THE FINAL TIME! GOD’S WILL IS DONE IN AND WITH AND FOR AND
AROUND ALL THINGS AND ALL THINGS ARE IN AND WITH AND FOR AND AROUND GOD!
SO BE IT, SO HAS IT ALWAYS BEEN AND SO IT IS, CREATION WITHOUT END…….AMEN!
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THE PARADISE SON AND 12 DAUGHTERS DANCING
By KIBO Dabi and Eternal Son
Jun 18, 2013

Ahoye!
I know…I’m late…or so it seems……..i’ve been rearranging and rearming and reloading and
reevaluating and refitting and reestablishing………nevermind…so much for my own personal r
and r……….
But I’ve been up in the treehouse talking with everybody…really…everybody…..trying to get a
handle on how much longer I have to do….and you all along with me………sigh….let’s see how
the rest of the month goes, shall we?
Still
It is time for two things
One: I would like to introduce you to someone that you all already know, whether you know it or
not……..THE SECOND SOURCE AND CENTER OF ALL THINGS, THE ETERNAL SON OF
PARADISE TRINITY/DEITY…..WHOM I’VE BEEN TOLD I CAN AFFECTIONATELY CALL:
“SONNY” [yes, I know….but it seems to fit and is user friendly, so try to put up with it….He prefers
it to Big Brother…and such……..anyway….]
Two: I’ll let Him tell you about that……….so I’ll just give Him the floor and move out of the
way…and yes….it will be in all caps….so no one is screaming…..it’s just a big
voice………haha……:
GREETINGS FROM THE PARADISE TRINITY!...OR AS THIS ONE LIKES TO SAY “AHOYE!
GOD IS WITH YOU!”
TRULY, THAT WHICH YOU CALL GOD IS WITH AND WITHIN YOU AND ALL AROUND, ALL
THE TIME, EVERYWHERE AND IN AND THROUGH EVERYTHING. I AM KNOWN AS THE
SECOND SOURCE AND CENTER OF ALL THINGS, THE ETERNAL SON OF PARADISE AND
THE GRAND CREATION. AS THE ONE YOU REFER TO A PAPA IS EACH AND EVERY
INDIVIDUAL THING IN EXISTENCE AND THE ONE YOU REFER TO AS MAMA, THE THIRD
SOURCE AND CENTER, THE INFINITE SPIRT AND CONJOINT ACTOR THROUGH WHICH
ALL CREATION, BY OUR WILL AS ONE WITH THE SOURCE OF SOURCES, CAME INTO
BEING, IS THE RELATIONSHIP OF ANY TWO OR MORE, INDIVIDUAL
THINGS…CONSCIOUSNESSES AND OBJECTS ALIKE, AWARENESS , PERSONALITY AND
IDENTITY ALIKE, SO AM I THE BRIDGE THAT MAINTAINS THE CONNECTION BETWEEN
THE TWO IN ACTUALITY OF ALL POTENETIALS. I AM, IN SOME RESPECT, THE THIRD
PERSON VIEW OF EVERY ACTION AND INTERACTION THAT EXIST WITHIN THE WHOLE
OF CREATION.
I AM THE INERACTION OF THE WIND AND THE GRASS AND THE WAY THE INDIVIDUAL
BLADES OF GRASS AND BRANCHES OF THE TREES SWAY AND SWING IN THE WIND
WHICH INTERACTS WITH THE CLOUDS AND THE SKY AND THE WHOLE OF THE PLANET.
I AM THE RAIN AND THE PATTERNS OF THE RAIN AND ALL THAT THE RAIN FALLS UPON
AND THE SOUNDS AND SMELLS OF IT ALL. I AM THE UNISON OF YOUR THOUGHTS AND
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FEELINGS AND VOICES AND WILLS AND DESIRES AS THEY ALL CREATE CAUSES AND
EFFECTS UPON EEACH OTHER. I AM THE SUM TOTAL OF THE EXPERIENCES OF
CREATION, WHICH INCLUDES THIS SMALL AND BEAUTIFUL PLANET…, WHICH THE
ADVERSARIES OF GOD AND CHRIST DEFINE AS PUNY AND WORTHLESS, WE SEE AS
POWERFUL AND INVALUABLE. SO ALSO DO WE HOLD YOU, WHO READS THESE
WORDS, AS POWERFUL AND INVALUABLE AND WE ANXIOUSLY AWAIT THE MOMENT
WHEN EACH OF YOU AND ALL OF YOU WAKE UP TO THE TRUTH ABOUT YOURSELVES
AND THE TRUTH OF THE REALITY THAT YOU EXIST IN, WHICH YOU SEE SO LITTLE OF
AND HARDLY LOOK TO FIND OR REALIZE.
THAT TRUTH IS THE TRUTH OF SOURCE CREATOR THAT IS IN EACH OF YOU AND ALL OF
YOU AND IN ALL THINGS AROUND YOU.
THERE WILL COME THE GLORIOUS MOMENT WHEN YOU REALIZE AND LIVE THIS FACT
TO BE AS MUCH A REALITY AS YOUR OWN BREATHING IN AND OUT, BUT FOR NOW, IT IS
STILL LEFT TO THOSE THAT TAKE THE RESPONSIBILITY UPON THEMSELVES TO STRIVE
TO ACT AND BEHAVE AS GOD ACTS AND BEHAVES AND DO AND BE AS THEY SEE GOD
DOING AND BEING AND BECAUSE SUCH CONSCIOUSNESS STILL GROWS UPON THIS
PLANET, AND BECAUSE GAIA FIGHTS TO BREAK THE CHAINS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
ENSLAVEMENT THAT HAVE BEEN UNLAWFULLY AND VIOLENTLY FORCED UPON HER,
WE ARE ALL HERE TO LEND A HAND AND END THIS FARCE, THIS IMITATION OF LIFE,
ONCE AND FOR ALL.
PLEASE NOTICE THAT I SAID THAT WE ARE ALL HERE FROM ACROSS THE WHOLE OF
CREATION, TO LEND A HAND. LENDING A HAND MEANS THAT YOU MUST DO THE WORK
NECESSARY TO FREE YOURSELVES FROM YOUR ENSLAVEMENT. WHILE WE REALIZE
THAT THIS SEEMS TO BE AN IMPOSSIBLE TASK TO MANY OF YOU, KNOW THAT THERE
ARE MILLIONS OF YOU THAT ARE DOING JUST THAT, IN ANY AND EVERY WAY THAT
THEY CAN IMAGINE, AS BEST THAT THEY CAN.
THEY ARE, AT ALL TIMES, GIVING IT THEIR ALL IN AND THROUGH EVERY FIELD AND
STAGE OF ENDEAVOUR, MATERIALLY, MENTALLY, EMOTIONALLY AND SPIRITUALLY,
THEY ARE FIGHTING FOR ALL YOUR SAKES AND FOR YOUR FREEDOM FROM DARKNESS
THAT YOU MAY HAVE INFINITELY MORE LIGHT AND THAT THAT LIGHT MAY LAST
THROUGHOUT THE REST OF ETERNITY AS A SHINING EXAMPLE TO ALL OF THE GLORY
OF THE WILL OF GOD IN LIGHT OVER THE WILL OF SELFISH MINDS IN DARKNESS.
KNOW THAT PEOPLE, PLACES AND THINGS ARE PROGRESSING FURTHER INTO THE
LIGHT OF THAT WILL, MOMENT BY MOMENT AND THAT EVERYREPORT THAT COMES TO
YOU FROM THE FAILING POWERS OF DARKNESS ARE DESIGNED TO HIDE THIS FACT AS
FAR AS POSSIBLY CAN BE DONE. BE NOT FOOLED AND HAVE NO FEAR. THE DIVINE
LIGHT THAT WE ARE AND ARE, IN YOU, IS IN THE THROES OF VICTORY.
TO THIS END, WE NOW REVEAL THE EXISTENCE OF THAT WHICH HAS BEEN
UNREVEALED UP TO THIS POINT. WHEN THE MICHAEL SONS WERE CREATED, THERE
WERE ALSO CREATED THE CELESTIAL DAUGHTERS OF GOD. YOU COULD CALL THE
MICHAEL DAUGHTERS IF YOU LIKE.
THESE PARADIES DAUGHTERS ARE MEANT TO BECOME THE DAUGHTERS OF THE
UNIVERSES TO COME. THE DAUGHTER UNIVERSES WILL BE MODELED ON THE TRINITY
UNIVERSE TEMPLATE WITH A CENTRAL, CREATOR TRINITY ON THEIR OWN PARADISE
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ISLE, SURROUNDED BY SEVERAL UNIVERSES TO CREATE MINI SUPERUNIVERSES OF
NEAR INFINITE AND ETERNAL EXPERIENCES.
GREAT IS THE GLORY OF THE WILL OF CREATOR SOURCE IN THE CREATION OF ITS
OWN CREATING.
AT PRESENT, THIS EXPERIENCE HERE, ON THIS PLANET IS SERVING AS A
SPRINGBOARD OF SORTS TO ALLOW SOME OF THE CELESTIAL DAUGHTERS AN
OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN SOME PRE=EXPERIENCE IN THE REALMS OF TIME AND PACE
BEFORE THEY TAKE THEIR PLACE IN THEIR OWN UNIVERSE. THERE ARE MANY THAT
INCARNATED ON THIS PLANET AND IT WAS HOPED THAT SOME WOULD ACTIVATE
BEFORE THE END, BUT WHILE SOME ARE CLOSE TO ACTIVATING AND SOME NOW
REALIZE AND SOME ARE COMING TO REALIZE THEIR TRUE NATURES, THE NUMBERS
NEEDED OF THOSE THAT KNOW ENOUGH TO ACCEPT THE MANTLE OF RESPONSIBILITY
NEEDED HAS NOT BEEN REACHED. WHILE IT IS OF LITTLE CONCERN IN THE TOTAL
SCHEME OF THINGS, FOR THE PURPOSE OF THEIR BEING HERE WAS TO GAIN
EXPERIENCE IN AN ENVIRONMENT SUCH AS THIS AND THAT IS BEING ACCOMPLISHED,
IT WAS CONSIDERED A…NICE TO HAVE…ON THE TO DO LIST.
BE THAT AS IT MAY, A SPECIAL CONTIGENT HAS BEEN PREPARE FOR SUCH A
SITUATION AS THIS AND THE PRIME DAUGHTER, ALONG WITH A GROUP OF TWELVE
PARADISE DAUGHTERS, HAS ARRIVED TO ACT AS A SORT OF SPECIAL, SPIRITUAL
WEAPON. THEY WILL TAKE THEIR PLACES AROUND THIS PLANET TO PERFORM A
SPECIAL RITUAL, DANCING, SINGING, AND CHANTING…A RITUAL OF LIGHT AND LIGHT,
DONE IN THE UTMOST AND PUREST ENERGIES OF THE LOVE OF THE PARADISE
TRINITY, FOCUSED UPON THIS PLANET. THIS RITUAL EXISTS AS AN ETERNAL MOMENT,
FREE FROM ANY RESTRICTION OF TIME OR SPACE. IT WILL ACCOMPLISH WHAT IT IS
MEANT TO ACCOMPLISH AND THE EFFECTS WILL BE EXPERIENCED HERE, AS
NECESSARY, BE IT ONE DAY OR THREE OR MANY MORE…ONCE IT BEGINS, THE
OUTCOME IS ASSURED AND THAT OUTCOME IS ETERNAL AND INFINITE IN CAUSE AND
EFFECT.
THIS WILL MAKE IT MUCH EASIER FOR US TO OPERATE IN YOUR DENSITY AND ALSO
MAKE IT EASIER FOR YOUR OWN EFFORTS TO MANIFEST ON THE HIGHER PLANES AND
DENSITIES AND THUS, REBOUND BACK TO YOUR OWN LEVEL THAT MUCH FASTER. SO
DO NOT RELENT. DO NOT LET UP. AS YOU HAVE TAKEN IT UPON YOURSELVES, IN
YOUR WILL TO SERVE THE ONE WILL, AND FIGHT THESE BATTLES ALONGSIDE OF US
AND IN YOUR CHOSEN FIELDS OF EXPERIENCE, BE IT ECONOMICS, LAW, AGRICULTURE,
ARTS…..SPIRTIUAL, EMOTIONAL, MENTAL UPLIFTMENT OF OTHERS, FEEDING THE
HUNGRY, TRAINING THOSE THAT REQUIRE NEW SKILLS TO SURVIVE, HOLDING OUT
HELPING HANDS TO THOSE IN NEED OF FOOD, CLOTHING, SHELTER….AND
KNOWLEDGE AND INSPIRATION…SHARING SPIRIT AMONG EACH OTHER IN LOVE AND
LIGHT AS GOD IN KIND, AS WE IN YOU AND EACH OTHER. FOR WE ARE EACH OF YOU
AND ALL OF YOU AND THE EXPERIENCE OF YOU AND YOUR EXPERIENCE OF ALL THAT
IS FOR THAT IS WHAT WE ARE FOR YOU, ALL THAT IS AND WE ARE WITH YOU. WE ARE
ALWAYS WITH YOU AND AS LONG AS YOU DESIRE TO BE WITH US AND WORK WITH US
AND STAND WITH US AND STAND IN VICTORY WITH US, SO IT IS AND SO SHALL IT BE.
I AM SECOND SOURCE AND CENTER AND THIS ONE CALLS ME ‘SONNY’ [LOL] AND IT
WILL DO.
MY LOVE IS WITH YOU ALL AS ONE AS IS THAT OF THE FATHER AND MOTHER AND ALL
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LIFE ASCENDED IN LIGHT.
UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN…..AND YOU MAY ALWAYS ASK FOR ME AND I WILL BE THERE
FOR I WAS THERE ALREADY, JUST WAITING FOR YOU TO NOTICE.
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CELESTA=PRIME DAUGHTER OF PARADISE
By Celesta and Kibo
Jun 25, 2013

Sitting in the middle of an empty battlefield………talking with Celesta, the Prime Daughter………..
C: Feel better?
K: Weird……so…no one left to fight on this level? It’s over?
C: There are other fields of battle, but here….yes…it’s over…you have a clear field ahead of you.
No obstacles of any kind…….So….feel better?
K: I’ll feel better when it’s over…but…yeah…..so now what?
C: We let it settle in and trickle down. You saw the last ritual. The planet encased within six,
twelve sided pyramids….the last dark barrier is destroyed and there is more light. We can move
at any time. But still the unseeing masses must see. You cannot save what does not know it
needs saving…they will not see it as salvation but rather, invasion. They must be falling over the
edge before they pray for God’s will above their own. Sad, but that’s the general consensus.
K: So this thing could take years……
C: No. We’re not demanding that the entire population open their eyes. Just enough to tip the
energetic balance. Ten percent will do, as long as they can hold the greater truth that is withheld
from them in your religions and manipulated spiritual movements. Those that are able to connect
within to Source and Center are what is needed. Whatever their place in that is, they will find it
and be able to hold it. When they are able to see and understand that they are God made
manifest as them, in experience, for the sake of demonstration, they will be able to comprehend
the reason for such training methods as the best path to ascension. Ascension must be earned.
Such power cannot simply be handed to one that is still of a mind to abuse it and abuse of power
must be answered and it is and will be answered here in full. That I can promise you. It will be
swift and it will be just and it won’t take years. We are able to show ourselves with greater force
now and we fully intend to take the greatest advantage of that which is allowed by Source And
Center.
K: So, the three days of darkness?
C: that is still the plan and will happen. As to when…that is up to Source in Christ Michael Aton
and even Aton must await the chosen moment. A perfect storm is forming which should suffice,
and we all hope that what we see happening now will allow for that final action. But things here
are moment to moment and energies fluctuate and change at the speed of thought…..but your
dark ones are tired, yet determined and close to the edge of even what little reason they have
left…so…we are all still on a moment to moment’s notice in that regard.
K: Oy.
C: Oy, indeed………but you want me to tell a little bit about myself, yes? I am the first daughter
created and I spent my descending career as a ship in the first superuniverse. In that
consciousness, I ascended onto the ranks of the Finaliters and now my job is to help all that will
create the realms of the daughter universes that are to come. Short, sweet and simple….. [She
smiles]
K: and the number of daughters in existence?
C: That is still unrevealed. But it is not as many as the Michael Sons. Still, it is enough to fill up
the beginnings of the new universes. We are an order that can be joined, so it is not just we who
were created. The ranks will swell as needed to expand the future creations into the universe to
come afterwards. The Finaliters will be universal creators and so, this will be their province. The
whole thing will pretty much perpetuate itself into never ending creation………PRAISE BE TO
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SOURCE CREATOR!
K: PRAISE BE!! Anything you’d like to say to those that read this?
C: Yes. KNOW THAT WE ALL LOVE YOU AND CHERISH YOU AND THAT YOUR JOY AND
PAIN IS OUR JOY AND PAIN. WE ALL AWAIT THE FINAL MOMENT THAT MARKS THE FINAL
END OF THIS SYSTEM OF DARKNESS AND THE BEGINNING OF THE WAY OF LIGHT AND
LIFE. HOLD ONTO YOUR LOVE AND BE OF A GOOD HEART. YOUR MIND MAY BE YOUR
GREATEST WEAPON, BUT THE ONE THAT WIELDS IT IS YOUR HEART. DO NOT LET THEM
TURN TO DARKNESS THAT WHICH WAS CREATED IN LIGHT, AND THAT IS YOUR LOVE.
YOUR LOVE OF GOD…YOUR LOVE OF GOD IN YOURSELVES AND YOURSELVES IN GOD
WILL EQUATE TO THE LOVE YOU SHOW EACH OTHER AND YOURSELVES, AS WELL. ACT
IN LOVE. BE IN LOVE. LET THAT DIVINE LOVE WHICH UNITES ALL THINGS AS ONE BE
WHO AND WHAT YOU ARE FOR THAT IS THE POWER THAT CHANGES THE WORLD FROM
DARKNESS INTO LIGHT. NOW, MORE THAN EVER, THERE IS MORE LIGHT. EMBRACE IT
WITHIN YOU AND ALL AROUND YOU AND SHINE YOUR LIGHT OF LOVE UNTIL THERE IS
NOTHING IN OR ON EARTH SHAN GAIA BUT LOVE IN LIGHT AND LIGHT IN LOVE. THAT IS
WHAT GOD IS AND MEANS TO BE IN YOU. MAKE IT SO WITHIN YOURSELVES. WE ARE
ALL HERE WITH YOU, STRIVING WITH YOU THAT YOU MAY FULLY AND FINALLY BE YOUR
TRUE SELVES IN THE ONE. LET US WORK WITH EACH OTHER TOWARDS THAT END AND
SUCCESS AND VICTORY WILL COME THAT MUCH SOONER. I AM CELESTA, PRIME
DAUGHTER OF PARADISE AND WE SALUTE YOU ALL.
K: Thanks for that. This marks the end of this public message…I, personally pray that we can get
it together and keep it together in order to get this thing done as soon as possible…together. All
love and light to you. Cya!

Candace: regards this statement above: We let it settle in and trickle down. You saw the last
ritual. The planet encased within six, twelve sided pyramids….the last dark barrier is destroyed
and there is more light.

I SAW THIS SEVERAL DAYS AGO! I was meditating and doing some work on the planet with a
couple of pyramids, which just BLOOMED INTO THIS and I didn't figure I did it, because I would
not realize how to build such a thing! I haven't been able to get it out of my mind, so imaging my
joy today when I read that above! And I have felt a "lightening" of the planet the fast few days and
myself also.
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Dancing with God in The Bright Sunlight
By Kibo Dabi
Jun 28, 2013

http://kibodabi.wordpress.com/2013/06/19/dancing-with-god-in-the-bright-sunlight/
Everything will begin in earnest at the height of the solstice sun on the 21st….which is
Friday….[apologies, I thought it was the 20th, mybad]….if ever you can take a moment to stand
facing the sun and soak in the divine light of it, nevermind the heat of it, just concentrate on the
light…feel the wind, if there is any, the swaying of the trees and try…..bend thy inner ear, to hear
the song of the trees and other plants…….HALLE, HALLELUJAAAAH, HALLE! [PRAISE, PRAISE
BE TO JAH, PRAISE!] well anyway….that’s what I hear, in round robin harmony……….but this
weekend will be the beginning steps and chanting and song……….the preliminary steps have
been done and there are Michael Sons that have joined in on the partner exchanges that come
and go…it’s almost like a party….think waltzing and square dancing and whirling dervishes and
Tibetan chants all at once….with a bit of modern and hip hop dancing all thrown in at the same
time………
and you can take part……..if, at any time, you feel an urge to dance….do so…….whatever steps
that come to mind, as you are guided to do, and know that you have a partner doing the exact
same steps along with you….it’s that easy….I did a few today…lol….it is actually, really fun and
joyfull…so let your heart sing in praise to the God of gods and Trinity and CM Aton and Esu and
Nebadonia and Nada, as well……….. believe in your joy in dancing with God and God dancing
with you………whenever and wherever you feel completely free and uninhibited to do so…… and
feel the giving in it of yourselves and the sharing of it with the celestial sons and daughters. This
ritual exists on many levels and while all this is ongoing, still there is that……place… where the
daughters dance all by themselves, and at the same time dance with us all and at the same time
with just us and at the same time with their brothers of paradise origin…..all at the same time in a
place where time and space have no meaning….this is what makes it an eternal instant…a forever
moment in which all and any of us can take part, out of love, devotion and surrender to the Great
Will Of The One and Its Being and Its loveliness and Adorable Personality and Absolute, Supreme
and Ultimate Power, Dominion, Control and Overcontrol over the Creation of Its Own
Creating…..and Its Ownership Thereof and celebrate that with all that we are and even beyond
ourselves……for we are here to do so because It is What It is…….and that is reason enough.
GLORY BE TO GOD IN THE HIGHEST AND LET THERE BE PEACE ON EARTH AND
GOODWILL BETWEEN MEN AND ANGELS!
One more Great discussion with the Thing of things………I am really excited about this one for it
considers something that is seldom considered and I know that it will help all of those that have
given their lives and beings to serve in earnest, the Creator of creators………..so, just a little while
longer and I will be able to write this one up……hopefully by Saturday night at the latest and
Fridat night at best……thanks for all the love and support I get from you guys…it means more
than you know and keeps me going and hoping and praying for THE TRUTH,THE WHOLE
TRUTH AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH, SO HELP ME, O GOD OF GODS! That’s all I ever
wanted to do….learn and know the truth straight from the unicorn’s horn, so to speak, and to
communicate that truth as purely as possible and know that I did it, at least, well enough to get the
point across….the truth is such a simple thing and yet, there are layers and layers of dimensions
and meanings involved and there is that of truth that is consolidating here and that of truth that has
consolidated everywhere and that which knows no time or space and….and……and….lol……and
all I’ve ever tried to do is keep up as best I can and hope and pray that i’m getting it all down
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right….because I don’t want to lead anyone astray and I surely don’t want to be responsible for
any bullshit…….so…..here I am…..and so far….I’ve done good…so i’m told…..this next one is
heavy, even for me……..so……well…..you’ve been warned…..[insert smile here]
just sayin’
[another smile, just for the heck of it]
MICHAEL DABI BEN ELOHIM
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SOURCE PAPERS
By Source of Sources thru KiboDabi
Jun 29, 2013

Started 06272013
MICHAEL DABI BEN ELOHIM
Communication between SOURCE OF SOURCES {[SOS] or [G]} and the one called kiboDabi. [K]
This is open and honest and includes objectionable language and concepts, so be warned….YOU
may not accept what is written here….it is what it is.
K: okay…here I am…ready to do this thing as best I can. Be with me in all this and hold me by the
hand and walk me through it and let me only give YOUR TRUTH in all things, according to YOUR
WILL, which is supreme, ultimate and absolute. This is my prayer for this process and this body of
work…that it is comprised of and by, and contains only YOUR WILL, for all and everything that is
found in it and about it and for it and of it and by it. Selah.
SOS: I AM ALWAYS HERE AND EVERYWHERE AND SO I HAVE CALLED YOU TO START
AND COMPLETE THIS WORK WITH ME, BEING WHAT I AM, FOR THE SAKE OF
COMPREHENSION BY THOSE THAT WILL SINCERELY SEEK TO COMPREHEND SUCH A
THING AND BE ABLE TO ACCEPT AND UNDERSTAND AND ACT UPON IT, NOT AS THEY
SEE FIT, BUT AS I SEE FIT FOR THEM TO DO AND BE SO.
SHALL WE BEGIN? I REALIZE THE PRESSURE IS HIGHER THAN YOU ARE USED TO. YOU
WILL SIMPLY HAVE TO ENDURE IT.
I AM GOING TO SPEAK WITH YOU CONCERNING CERTAIN CONCEPTS THAT MUST BE
PLACED WITHIN THE MEME OF CONSCIOUSNESS THAT YOU EXIST IN. THIS WILL
BENEFIT THOSE SEARCHING, HIGHER SOULS ON YOUR PLANET AND OTHERS IN
CREATION, AS WELL.
I AM SOURCE OF SOURCES. I AM THE ALL THAT IS ALL THAT IS AND I AM ONE AND
THERE IS NOTHING BUT WHAT I AM. THERE ARE NONE BEFORE ME AND NO THING
THAT CAN BE AFTER ME. I AM MORE THAN ETERNAL AND INFINITE, FOR BOTH OF
THOSE CONCEPTS EXIST FOR THE SAKE OF EXPERIENCE AND I AM BEYOND ALL OF
THAT. I AM ABOVE AND SURROUNDING AND BEFORE AND BEYOND ALL THINGS KNOWN
AND UNKNOWN. I AM THE VOID ITSELF AND THE LIFE THAT IS WHAT I AM, THAT YOU
ARE EXPERIENCING, THAT IS WITHIN IT.
YOU WONDER, WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WHAT I AM AS SOURCE, AND THE
PERSONALITIES OF THE PARADISE TRINITY? I AM ALL OF THESE THINGS AND
PARADISE ITSELF. I HAVE GIVEN IT TO YOU, WHOM I HAVE CREATED IN AND OF MY
SELF, TO HAVE A POINT OF REFERENCE KNOWN AS ‘CENTER’ AND I HAVE PLACED
THERE THE MECHANISMS OF MY BEING TO RELATE TO AND ASSIST YOU IN YOUR
EVOLUTIONARY PATH TO THE PERFECTION THAT THEY ARE. IT IS THE PINNACLE OF
PERFECTION FOR YOU FOR IT IS WHAT I HAVE CREATED OF MY SELF TO ACT AS A
MEANS OF EXPRESSION AND EXPERIENCE OF MY SELF.
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I HAVE CENTERED THAT WHICH IS MY CONSCIOUSNESS IN THIS PLACE WITHIN MY SELF
AND FROM THIS ZERO POINT; I AM FILLING MY SELF UP WITH THE FULL MANIFESTATION
OF MY LOVE AND LIGHT, WHICH IS THE MANIFEST PRODUCT OF MY CONSCIOUSNESS.
SINCE THERE IS NO END OR BEGINNING TO WHAT I AM, IT IS WORK THAT WILL NEVER
END, NOR SHOULD IT.
THERE ARE THOSE THAT SAY THAT I AM LIFE ITSELF. THAT IS A PERCEPTION THAT
YOU HAVE ONLY BECAUSE YOU EXIST IN A STATE OF BEING THAT ALLOWS YOU TO
EXPERIENCE AN ALTERNATIVE TO LIFE…UNCREATION. SOME OF YOU FEAR DEATH AS
THE ULTIMATE ALTERNATIVE TO LIFE, BUT THAT IS SIMPLY A MECHANISM THAT IS
DESIGNED TO PROVE TO YOU THE ETERNAL, IF NOT INFINITE, FOUNDATION AND
NATURE OF YOUR BEING. IT IS A LOWER EXAMPLE OF WHAT IT IS TO BE UNCREATED
AND, EVEN THEN, THE CONSCIOUSNESS ENERGY THAT YOU WERE, IS MADE NEW AND
FRESH AND CLEAR AND THEN REESTABLISHED BACK INTO THE REALM OF MATERIAL,
TIME/SPACE EXPERIENCE. I WASTE NOTHING OF MY SELF. THERE IS NO PLACE NOR
ANYWHERE WHERE I MAY THROW AWAY A PART OF MY SELF. ALL OF WHAT I AM IS
BEING USED TO FULFILL MY IDEAL OF PERFECT PERFECTION IN PERPETUITTY.
I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN AND WILL ALWAYS BE. THERE IS NOTHING THAT I CAN BE
COMPARED TO. I HAVE CREATED A REALM OF EXPERIENCE THAT OFFERS, AT LEAST, A
DUALITY OF CHOICES FOR THE SAKE OF EXPRESSION THROUGH EXPERIENCE. I HAVE
THOUGHT OF ALL CAUSES AND EFFECTS THAT EXISTS AS CONSEQUENCE OF THE
FIRST CAUSE OF ALL THINGS, WHICH IS WHAT I AM. I AM EXPERIENCING EVERY CAUSE
AND EFFECT THAT RESULTS WITHIN THE INFINITE AND ETERNAL REALM OF MY
CREATION THAT IS NECESSARY FOR ESTABLISHING A STABLE, ANCHORED, GROWING
AND EVOLVING REALM OF PERFECT LIGHT AND LOVE THAT WILL PERPETUALLY
CREATE MORE EXPERIENCE THAT WILL ALSO EVOLVE TO THE SAME STATE AND
FURTHER PERPETUATE ITSELF. THERE IS NO END TO THIS PROCESS.
I HAVE CREATED BEINGS OF PERFECT WILL THAT ARE THE MANIFESTATION OF MY
OWN WILL. THEY ARE MECHANISMS DESIGNED TO BE MY WILL AND THEY HAVE…LIFE
AS I HAVE LIFE AND IDENTITY AS I HAVE IDENTITY AND THEY HAVE…PERSONALITIES,
AS I HAVE ESTABLISHED IT FOR THEM TO DO AND BE SO.
IN THE FIRST SOURCE AND CENTER, THE ONE THAT YOU HAVE NAMED PAPA, I HAVE
DESIGNED IN PERFECTION, MY WILL AND WHOLE PERSONALITY OF RELATIONSHIP TO
THE REST OF THE CREATION THAT WOULD BE CREATED.
IN THE SECOND SOURCE AND CENTER, WHICH YOU HAVE RECENTLY NAMED AS
SONNY, I HAVE ESTABLISHED THE FIRST RELATIONSHIP WITH ANOTHER THAT IS
WHOLLY LIKE MYSELF,CREATED BY MY OWN CONCEPT AND IDEAL OF WHAT I AM AS A
BEING DESIGNED TO ESTABLISH AND CENTER THE WHOLE OF CREATION. IT IS THE
PERFECT REFLECTION OF WHAT I AM AS A MANIFEST BEING.
IN THE THIRD SOURCE AND CENTER, WHICH YOU HAVE COME TO REFER TO AS MAMA,
I, AS FIRST AND SECOND SOURCE AND CENTER, CREATED A MECHANISM THROUGH
WHICH THE WHOLE OF CREATION MAY BE SEEDED AND TAKE ROOT AND BRANCH OUT
IN THE WAY OF THE RELATIONSHIPS THAT CREATE THE CAUSES AND EFFECTS THAT
ARE EXPERIENCED IN THE GROWTH AND EVOLUTION OF THE CREATION TO FURTHER
AND FURTHER PERFECTION.
THE GROUND FOR THAT GROWTH, FROM WHICH ALL THINGS FIND THEIR ROOT AS THE
SOURCE AND CENTER OF MATERIAL CREATION, IS THE PARADISE ISLE. IT IS A LIVING
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MANIFESTATION OF THE UNITY IN THOUGHT, WORD AND DEED OF THE THREE
SOURCES AND CENTERS, AS ONE BEING, HAVING ONE WILL AND PURPOSE….WHICH IS
MY WILL AND PURPOSE: TO CREATE LIFE THAT IS CENTERED IN LOVE AND LIGHT AND
THE WILL OF ITS SOURCE AND CENTER IN EVERY IMAGINABLE WAY, SHAPE, FASHION
AND FORM. THIS IS MY IMAGINATION AT WORK AND MY WORK IS BEYOND ETERNITY
AND INFINITY AND SHALL NEVER END.
KNOW THAT EVEN SPIRIT IS A MATERIAL THING, HOWEVER FINE AND SUBTLE IT MAY
BE. THE APEX OF ULTIMATE PERFECTION OF ANY SPIRITUAL CONSCIOUSNESS
VEHICLE IS TO RETURN ONTO MY OWN STATE OF BEING, IN PERFECT EXPERIENCE…IN
EACH OTHER, AS EACH OTHER, THAT THE WHOLE OF CREATION BE MADE AVAILABLE
TO THE RETURNING ONE, AS THE ULTIMATE, ABSOLUTE AND SUPREME EXPERIENCE,
WHICH IS ETERNAL AND INFINITE ONTO PERPETUITY. THIS STATE OF BEING KNOWS NO
TIME OR SPACE AND ALL THAT HAS BEEN, IS, AND EVER WILL BE, IS NOW, ALWAYS
NOW, ITS EXPERIENCE.
THIS WILL DO FOR NOW.
K: All that I Am is grateful to WHAT I AM as YOU. I want only to do YOUR WILL, without
hindrance or opposition and ask only that YOU sustain me according to YOUR WILL, which is
perfect, that I may not falter or fail in the doing of it. I ask also YOUR protection and support in all
aspects of my being and existence and trust in YOUR WILL to be what it is in my life here and
know that you have me firmly in hand. Selah
Can I call YOU GRANDPA?
SOS: LOL…IF YOU WISH….I AM. THAT IS ALL THAT MATTERS. NAMES ARE SIMPLY
VIBRATIONAL, ENERGIZED TONES THAT CREATURES USE TO IDENTIFY AND CONFER
VALUE UPON THOSE THAT THEY RELATE TO, AS WELL AS THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH
THEMSELVES. YOU HAVE CHOSEN WHAT YOU CONSIDER AN ENDEARING TERM THAT
DENOTES A LOVING, FAMILY RELATIONSHIP, AS YOU HAVE DONE WITH THE PARADISE
TRINITY. IT STANDS TO REASON AND PURPOSE THAT WE ARE FAMILY. WE ARE ALL
FAMILY, AND SO I ACCEPT YOUR CALLING OF WHAT I AM, AS SUCH AND I AM SATISFIED
BY THE PRAYER OF IT, AS SUCH. I AM PLEASED.
K: Glad to know that…So thank YOU very much and we will do this and continue as YOU place
me here to do so at YOUR Will and Pleasure.
G: SO BE IT. POST THESE AS SOON AS YOU CAN AFTER CHECKING FOR SPELLING. I
KNOW HOW IT IRKS YOU TO HAVE HAD SUCH THINGS SLIP BY YOU. [smiles] DATE AND
TIME THEM AS NEEDED FOR THE SAKE OF DIFFERENTIATION. FEAR NOT. ALL IS WELL
WITH THEE. I AM WITH YOU ALWAYS, AND WITH ALL WHO READ THESE WORDS, AND
THOSE WHO DO NOT, AND THOSE THAT WILL NEVER SEE THEM, AS I AM WITH AND
WITHIN ALL THINGS AT ONCE, EVERYWHERE IN CREATION, ALL THE TIME. I GIVE YOU
ALL MY BLESSINGS, IF YOU WILL BUT RECEIVE THEM IN YOUR HEARTS AND MINDS AND
SOULS AND SPIRITS AND THOUGHTS OF WHAT YOU THINK REALITY IS FOR YOU.
INCLUDE ME IN THAT REALITY THAT I MAY SHOW YOU A GREATER REALITY THAN YOU
HAVE EVER KNOWN.
1710 CST
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Source Paper #2 June 20, 2013
By Source of Sources and Kibo
Jun 30, 2013
[language warning still stands for any and every page…….lol….it’s bound to pop up at some
point…so don’t bother to be upset when you experience it……..you were warned, after all…..just
sayin’]
06292013
K: All glory to The One and to The One, all glory!
G: Greetings to you. Shall we begin?
K: Fine by me…anything in particular?
G: Just continuing down the same line we started, for now. We will work from this perspective
and move closer to a more local perspective as we go along.
What must be taken into consideration is acknowledging the fact that I am all that exists and that
all that you can possibly comprehend, and more, is but a small part of what I am. Your scientists
speak of the void as if it were empty. It is not. Even those that acknowledge that fact do not
realize the nature of what I am. Of course, I understand that they cannot publicly endorse My
Being without some form of proof, even when they have faith in Me as individuals. But they persist
in this concept of empty space between whatever form of energy or force they have been able to
measure.
I, in fact, am solid as a rock, even moreso, for a rock has space within it, even if you cannot detect
the spaces between the molecules, as you define space at that level. That space, however, is
made up of what is referred to as ultimatons. I will not delve into the nature and make up of
ultimatons in this communication. What is important right now is for you to know that there is
nothing within Me that is empty. I do not move in and of Myself. There is nowhere that I can move
to. I am everything everywhere and that is that. All things move and flow and pulse expand and
contract within what I am. This applies to anything and everything that you experience, be it sight,
sound, touch, taste, thought, emotion, whatever it may be at any given time in space and beyond
space/time.
You, and all things, exist within my consciousness as patterns that move and flow through the
mechanism of a, near infinite number of ultimatons that serve as a means of producing the
perception of material being and experience. Think of it as a huge, consciousness holodeck which
projects My every intent by My Will alone. It is difficult for you to conceive of this on an infinite
scale, but the concept can be held within you if you do not concern yourself so much with size, for
size is relative from within the construct of what I am. You should already be aware of your own
technology in holography and be aware that a hologram that is split in half will now hold the whole
image in both halves….simply put, I have created a whole reality of endless light refraction that
manifests what I desire, as one, conscious thought. This one thought contains the whole of all
realities as they exist and continue to branch out from the first and original cause of all effects.
Thus, every dimension and dimensional density is sustained and maintained with every line and
branch of every alternative to every cause and every effect to all of those causes and each and
every new cause and effect that each of those creates, ad infinitum, is carefully and purposely
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tended to and maintained in order to fulfill the actualization of all potentials that have ever existed,
exist and ever will exist.
Each and every thing is a part of that and each and every thing does what it is designed to do,
without exception, even to the point of your feelings and thoughts about your own, personal
experiences and the actions that you take for whatever reasons that you think and feel you take
them. Nothing happens by accident, yet they appear to do so by those that exist within the
created structure. The whole is designed to do and be one thing, perfect. It is perfect as I am
perfect.
I have created a system of advancement and return for the will creatures of creation. You are
designed to be perfect and to be perfected through your own, unique, individual path of
experience. In order to do this, you must experience a perception of not perfect, or imperfection.
This is necessary if you are going to gain for yourselves the proper appreciation of your own
perfection that will afford you an attitude that enables you to be wholly and truly responsible for the
freedom and liberty that will be afforded you when you reach the status of being such a creator as
I am, in your own right and by your own endeavor. You will be creating beings like yourself, just
as I do and you will create universal realms of experience for them through your consciousness
within My own consciousness.
Make no mistake. I AM Supreme, Ultimate and Absolute. You can do nothing without Me. This is
a fact. All that you do, all that you are, is, because that is the way I want it. There is no power that
you have that has not been loaned to you by What I Am. All of your knowledge, is first, My
knowledge and it is given to you as you are best able to utilize for the sake of demonstration of My
Will in all things.
I am more than happy to give you all and everything, but you must show up to receive it. You can
never be ME, but you can be like Me in every way, except for never having been created by
another thing.
I AM THAT THING THAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CREATION AND CONTINUANCE OF
ALL THINGS AND EVERY THING THAT HAS EVER BEEN, IS AND EVER WILL BE. I AM THAT
WHICH HAS NO CREATION, NO BEGINNING AND NO END. I SHARE OF ALL OF MYSELF
WITH YOU THAT YOU MAY BE LIKE UNTO MY SELF BECAUSE THAT IS MY IDEAL OF MY
SELF AND THAT IS PART OF MY PERFECTION. I WHOLLY LOVE MY SELF AND YOU ARE
PART OF WHAT I AM AND I LOVE YOU AS I LOVE MY SELF BECAUSE YOU ARE EACH AND
ALL, MY SELF.
[lol, this one is chuckling to himself when I say this:] THERE IS NO END TO MY ENDS.
THE END TO EACH AND EVERY PHASE AND STAGE OF EACH AND EVERY ONE OF MY
PLANS WITHIN THE ONE PLAN, IS PERFECTION. ALL THINGS WITHIN MY SELF ARE
PERFECT AND YOU ARE EXPERIENCING THE BECOMING OF THAT BEING PERFECT,
BECOMING PERFECTION, AS A MATTER OF EXPERIENCE IN A REALM OF SPACE/TIME,
FOR THE SAKE OF DEMONSTRATING, NOT JUST YOUR PERFECTION IN ME, BUT MY
PERFECTION IN YOU, AS WELL. YOU WILL ALL GET THERE, EACH OF YOU IN YOUR OWN
WAY, AS YOU HAVE BEEN DESIGNED TO DO SO. YOU ALL PLAY YOUR PARTS AND THAT
IS THAT.
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THERE ARE THOSE OF YOU THAT ARE RESISTANT TO SUCH A CONCEPT ABOUT
YOURSELVES. YOU WANT TO BE IN CONTROL. YOU WANT YOUR OWN POWER. YOU
WANT COMPLETE AND TOTAL FREE WILL, FREEDOM AND LIBERTY. I, INSTEAD, OFFER
YOU A PERCEPTION OF THESE THINGS IN EXPERIENCE WITHIN A REALM OF
EXPERIENCE FOR THE SAKE OF EXPERIENCE THAT YOU MAY EXPERIENCE A
PERCEPTION AND PERSPECTIVE OF WHAT IT IS LIKE TO BE AS I AM.
IN THE END, I CAN TAKE YOU UNTO MYSELF, AS YOUR SELF, AND WE CAN EXPERIENCE
TOGETHER THE TOTALITY OF ALL THINGS AT ONCE, TOGETHER, AND TRULY BE EACH
OTHER IN FACT, WORD, THOUGHT, FEELING, POWER, FORCE, ENERGY, CONTROL,
DOMINION, PURPOSE AND WILL. IN ALL OF THESE THINGS, AND MORE, WE SHALL BE
ONE AND BE ONE IN EXPERIENCE. THAT IS THE GIFT I HOLD OUT TO YOU. THOUGH
SOME OF YOU FEEL THAT IT IS A CARROT ON A STICK, COERCION, SLAVERY,
TYRANNY….. IF YOU HAVE A BETTER IDEA THAT WORKS BETTER THAN MINE….I WOULD
KNOW ABOUT IT AND BE DOING IT ALREADY.
THERE ARE REALITIES WHERE SUCH EXPRESSIONS HAVE BEEN ALLOWED TO WORK
THEMSELVES OUT……THE LUCIFER REBELLION WOULD BE YOUR BEST, LOCAL
EXAMPLE…THAT WENT AS WELL AS EXPECTED AND NOW LUCIFER HAS BEEN
UNCREATED AND WILL BE CLEARED AND HIS ENERGIES CLEANED AND SENT OUT
AGAIN IN THE NEW UNIVERSES TO COME AND THAT NEW PERSONALITY WILL EARN
PERFECTION AT SOME POINT, JUST LIKE THE REST OF YOU.
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR SOMETHING TO HAPPEN THAT I DON’T ALREADY KNOW ABOUT. I
HAVE CREATED MECHANISMS IN THE CREATED REALMS THAT ALLOW FOR ALL THINGS
TO BE KNOWN BY THE ONES DESIGNED TO MANAGE AND MAINTAIN THESE REALMS IN
MORE DIRECT EXPERIENCE FROM WITHIN.
I HAVE DESIGNED PERSONALITY MECHANISMS THAT ARE DESIGNED TO BE DIRECT
REPRESENTATIVES OF MY WILL AND THEY CAN DO NOTHING ELSE BUT DO AND BE
WHAT THEY ARE DESIGNED TO DO AND BE. CHRIST MICHAEL ATON KNEW OF
LUCIFERS MENTAL/EMOTIONAL STUMBLINGS LONG BEFORE THE REBELLION PROPER
HAD BEGUN. HE ACTED AS HE DID, KNOWING THE FINAL OUTCOME, AS I DESIGNED HIM
TO DO AND BE.
I CREATED SEVEN MASTER SPIRITS TO ADMINISTER AND ADMINISTRATE THE SEVEN
SUPERUNIVERSES. THEY ARE MY DIRECT WILL AND CAN ONLY ACT AS MY OWN WILL
ACTS. DO YOU THINK THAT I WOULD LET SUCH AN IMPORTANT THING BE OTHERWISE?
DO YOU THINK THAT I HAVE NO CONTROL OVER MY CREATION? DO YOU THINK THAT I
HAVE NO CONTROL OVER MY SELF, ABOUT MY SELF, WITHIN MY SELF, THROUGH MY
SELF? I AM WHOLLY AND TOTALLY IN CONTROL AND HOLD ALL CONTROL AND OVER
CONTROL OVER AND ABOUT ALL THINGS.
I CREATED REFLECTIVE BEINGS, THE PAST OF DAYS, THE ANCIENT OF DAYS, THE
PRESENT OF DAYS, THE FUTURE OF DAYS AND MANY MORE; TO SEE AND HEAR AS I
SEE AND HEAR, AND EXPRESS THAT KNOWLEDGE TO THOSE IN EXPERIENCE FOR THE
SAKE OF THE MAINTENANCE OF THE EXPERIENCE OF EXPERIENCES, THAT WHICH YOU
CALL LIFE. I AM ALL OF THIS AND MORE.
I HAVE ALLOWED, IN REALMS LIKE YOURS, THE LOCAL UNIVERSES OF TIME AND SPACE,
FOR THE BEINGS THAT EXPERIENCE THEREIN, THE JOY AND LUXURY, SORROW AND
PAIN, AND THE UNIQUE PLEASURE, OF A GREATER PERCEPTION OF FREE WILL AND
SELF DETERMINATION, THAT YOU PERSONALITIES THAT, THROUGH MY CREATOR
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SONS, I HAVE CREATED AND INDWELL, WILL DIRECTLY EARN THE RIGHT TO BE THE
CREATOR GODS OF THE UNIVERSES OF THE FUTURE REALMS OF TIME AND SPACE,
THE DAUGHTER UNIVERSES, AND BEYOND. THE WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE OF THE
GOOD, THE BEAUTIFUL, THE BAD AND THE UGLY THAT YOU ENDURE IN THE LOCAL
REALMS IS INVALUABLE TO THE APPRECIATION OF THE TASKS THAT YOU WILL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR AS YOU PLAN AND IMPLEMENT YOUR OWN UNIVERSAL CREATIONS.
BUT THESE ARE FOR THE OUTER REALMS OF THE SEVEN SUPERUNIVERSES AND
BEYOND.
THE SEVEN MASTER SPIRITS ARE THE FIRST AND FOREMOST GUARDIANS OF THE
PURITY, TRUTH, POWER, VALIDITY AND SOVEREIGN SUPREMACY OF MY WILL ABOVE
AND BEYOND AND OVER ALL THINGS, THEY ARE NOT ABLE TO DO OR BE OTHERWISE
AND THAT IS WHOLLY LOGICAL FACT. THE SAME CAN BE SAID FOR ALL OF THE BEINGS
OF PARADISE AND THE HAVONNA WORLDS AS THEY EXIST WITHIN THOSE BORDERS.
WHILE MORE LEEWAY IS GIVEN AS THESE BEINGS ARE SENT OUT TO EXPERIENCE THE
LOCAL REALMS, THE MASTER SPIRIT OF A SUPERUNIVERSE CAN NEVER STRAY FROM
ITS NATURE. ITS MOUTH IS MY MOUTH. ITS EYES ARE MY EYES. ITS THOUGHTS ARE
MY THOUGHTS. SUCH A BEING IS IMPERVIOUS TO AND UNABLE TO COMMIT
DECEPTION OR REBELLION.
THIS WILL DO FOR NOW.
K: Thanks for the opportunity to serve. As always, I am yours in every way, being with and within
You at all times.
G: AS I AM YOURS, BEING WITH AND WITHIN YOU AT ALL TIMES.
06302013 0130CST
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Kibo Summarizes the Current Situations
By Kibo Dabi
Jul 16, 2013

07152013
I’m late…I know….but those two SOURCE messages left me totally exhausted…..and there’s
another one coming after this…but for now………
You may or may not noticed that certain parties on the net are calling for servers to report for
duty……I’ve been hearing the same thing……THEY want everybody at their station, their desk,
their mark on stage………whatever your job is, report, show up, find your place and take the task
you’re being given and give it all you’ve got………….now is the time…once again………..
You may or may not have noticed that many parties are expecting something big to occur this
month….THEY’ve been hinting at this slowly for quite awhile and now…once again, THEY’ve
come to me with that ‘two weeks’ thing that I hate so much because a lot can happen in two weeks
that can turn two weeks into two months or even two years……..darn that human free will initiative
thing……always messing with the energy vibrations and mucking up the
waves………..sigh………….
So, right now, it seems that those that do all they can to muck up before they get f* up [yes, I’m
trying to be nice…….so sue me] have had less and less to work with in that direction and now find
themselves with barely any energy, strength, resources….whatever it used to take, they ain’t got it
no more…….waves are coming in with no ripples from the middle to stop them…..resistance is
thin where it counts………..
Yes, planes are crashing and exploding, trains are crashing and exploding, inner cities, states,
nations, are crashing and exploding, and now they’re trying to blow up the US justice
system…among other things….meanwhile, their finances are imploding and their influence is on
the event horizon of a cosmic, divine black hole of immense proportions….and it’s sucking up
everything dark and spitting it out only God knows where……..and He does….i ain’t askin’. That’s
not my job………I’m over here, doing this……….
So
You may or may not have noticed that the sorting period is over…….cheers and curses abound!
Consider a table full of……..tokens…..like poker chips, I guess………ranging from pure white light
to pure dark black………and varying shades of gray in between…….now there are billions of
these things and some of them are counterfeit, so you have to take that into consideration, as
well………….
Anyway
You have to sort these things out one by one and determine what groups they go with and where
those groups are to go……..and then….THEN….once they’re all sorted
You separate!
Ah! Well! There you go then!
You may or may not have noticed that things are being separated…………not just us from each
other, but ourselves from the things that we are so attached to that they get in the way of us letting
go of all and everything here in order to hold onto what is being offered to us and being placed in
our hands…..you’re going to need two empty hands for this one, because it’s
heavy……………yes, I said that…….
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This doesn’t mean that you have to throw things and people away…but you have to be able to
deal with the prospect of being without these things and people and objects and possessions and
circumstances……
I guess the question becomes, in the end….just what are you willing to give to God and give up for
God?
Operative word here: WILLING
Family, friends, house, car, job, addictions, worries [yes, worries]
Your relationships
Your ideas and plans
Your beliefs and reasoning and reasonings
Your sanity and insanity
Money and possessions
TV
Computer
Cell phone………..
All of that has no meaning in what you are about to experience
Whenever it actually happens so that we can finally experience it
Sigh
And all you have to do
Is realize….consider and know within your self
That you can actually do without any and/or all of these things
If need be
Because all that matters
Is the Will of The One
Within you and without you
And you are that Life
And IT’S Life, is you
And you have to give it up for that
Because if you want it all
You have to be able to deal with having nothing
If you want to be everything
You have to be able to deal with being nothing
If it comes to that……which it may or may not do or be
Never say never and all that
You have to be willing to accept not having
Just as well as you accept having
For all you have
Was given to you
And is no more than a loan
And when THEY come to you
And tell you to take what they are offering
How will you hold it
When your hands are already full?
So come
Alone and in love
Don’t be afeared
Or hesitant
Have no regrets or remorse or guilt
We have done as we have done and do what we do
We are what we are
And we are doing our best
All of us
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We fulfill our design specifications in operation
And are now receiving reworking, refitting…..upgrades………
And yes…some will get junked…..but they are obsolete models
And that energy is better used for other things elsewhere…
So you see?
It all works out………
It helps to show up
Be at your job….signed in, clock punched, at the ready………
But THEY will come to you….if you insist……it’s all good…….
Don’t concern yourself too much with exactly what’s going to happen
Let it happen
And happen with it
Some think it’s all about the money
New finances and funding
Government, cabal arrests…
Disclosure
stuff they can see and touch….
They’re attached to that
God’s Will is God’s Will
Let It be what It is and be with That and do That………
Let go of everything else
Even yourself, if you have to……
You are
After all
God living God’s Life as who and what you are
As are we all
As is it all
All we are and think we know
All we have and don’t have
Do and don’t do
Comes from that
And being within it
And it being within us
As us…….
There’s only one of us here
Time to recognize who that one is………..and hold onto that
And that alone.
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Group meeting: 07202013 Part 1
By Several with Kibo Dabi
Jul 27, 2013

Group meeting: 07202013-2123cst
So here we are……..back at the treehouse island HQ. Sitting on the round couch. MAMA, PAPA,
SONNY, CM ATON, LORD SIRAYA……….and GRANDPA doing His Voice thing with the floating
sphere……much easier vibes to take….guess it will do for confined mental/emotional/spiritual
spaces [grin]……….This is the first time Grandpa’s been here as an official guest…….being
always here, there and everywhere……anyway…………The big round table has a holomap of the
local system and then some…..and they’re showing me things that are coming from that direction
and what’s going out in response from this direction and all of this is supposed to happen soon
and because it’s such a large thing, relatively speaking, there’s no room for delay……….so
something’s coming…sigh…….yeah………
G: I always appreciated this place. Glad to be here as a visitor in kind.
P: He made it as his own version of the Paradise Isle. It’s very nice. Still evolving, though. Love
seeing it when it’s settled.
K: Oh sure…YOU guys have already been there…I’m still working on it…for the sake of
experience and all that.
M: Well, you know that We’re with you the whole time so don’t worry. It’ll be fine.
S: Yeah. It’s fine now. Great for what you’re doing in your here and now.
LS: I supposed the new universes will be filled with Paradise versions.
CM: I think it’s a great idea! When everything’s settled in Nebadon, We just might expand
Salvington as the center of its own paradise isle.
[NEBADONIA arrives with Esu and Nada. Everyone shares greetings]
NB: I think that is a magnificent idea!
P: Well, now that everyone’s here, we can get this party started!
K: Let there be cake!
[Everyone laughs….but a sort of photonic cake appears in front of everyone……don’t ask…wasn’t
me]
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K: Thanks Grandpa………
G: I thought you might like that….a good joke…and tasty. [more laughter]
K: You guys are in a really great mood. I see something coming and what you’ve shown me
looks wonderful………but it’s not very cut and dry. Still seems like the whole thing is going to be a
process….of preparation?
M: Cosmic celebration cake can be cut, but should never be dry……and when THIS cake is
handed out to the citizens of Urantia, they’ll finally be able to have their cake and eat it, too….so
no one will ever have to hurry to get through it or linger too long trying to make it last.
K: You’re kidding me, right? That’s what you’re going with as the spiritual analogy…cake?
S and CM: And why not?
CM: There will be much to celebrate and good enough time to celebrate it!
S: It’s like being reborn…which would mean a birthday celebration. So there’s cake…and one
huge candle….to light up the room.
G: All are invited. It will be…quite an experience. The world is being filled with the light of that
one candle and all that sit at the table in joy and love, for the birthday girl and each other, will
bathe in the power of that light. Those that recede into the darkness will find their backs up
against the walls with no exit……..so…..when the Great Light, consider it a cosmic light bulb, is
switched back on, they will be revealed for what they always were…shadows. There will be
nowhere for them to hide and they shall simply disappear and that will be that. There will be not
even a dark corner to cower in……….and then you will be able to see what we’ve done with the
place. You will be pleased beyond all imagining.
K: Two weeks, huh?
M: We would like to be done with officially getting started before the end of the month, so maybe
sooner…No…seems it won’t happen like that….nothing moved up or back…pretty firm…
CM: Everything is moving into position. The further out anything is in this set of circumstances,
the longer it takes to get into position. But all things are set to sync in by the time it is meant to
commence…Down to the very last second and nanosecond, I daresay. We are meticulous in
these matters. Even when allowing for changes, as we have in the past of experience. There are
no such allowances that have been set for this.
So it is what it is and will be what it must be. You will have to wait to experience it in your
timeframe, so just relax and prepare yourself for a great light to manifest, like a match lighting a
candle in the darkness, and take comfort in and have faith in the light that will manifest to and in all
things. It truly is a remarkable event that is happening. We’re allowing ourselves the luxury of
using certain….circumstances and forces and vibrations, frequencies and waves, which are
happening anyway and simply increasing their value and effect on Earth Shan Gaia. She is ready
to be reborn and is doing so as we speak…
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M: She would be doing it anyway…
NB: But she wants to share the experience with you and so we are helping by throwing this little
party for all of you.
N: Though, for some of you it might not look exactly like a party….we assure all that it is just
cause for celebration.
Esu: Some had hoped that things would have happened differently…..but….here we are and after
it’s all over, most will see that it all happened in the best possible way, even if they could never
had imagined it.
K: So, you’re letting them get used to the idea slowly?
LS: Yes and no. what happens first has been a long time coming and will only seem to have
suddenly appeared. But it will only seem that way for those that never thought about such things.
Obviously not all of you agree on what is and what should be and you will need a…more
authoritative voice in the matter to make you pay attention to the fact that you all are just
caretakers, tenants…..and not owners. A thing can only be owned by the one that created it. You
create from materials that were loaned to you for your use, even your consciousnesses come from
the source and creator of them…
K: Can you, at least, consider all that a lease to own kind of thing? I know it’s a matter of exactly
what to pay with…do we pay attention……pay it forward…?….Even the doing of God’s Will is
subject to the perspective and perception of the individual involved and such systems of belief,
whether individual or grouped, can often clash with each other….even to the worse of
extremes………..so what to pay with? Is love enough? There are those that feel is it even less
than a secondary consideration.
Obedience? According to who or whom as presented and given and translated and meditated
upon and from within whom and whatever and so on and so forth………each one believing in
themselves above the others. They must be right…even as they still search for what is right…no
one wants to be wrong and most feel that they can ill afford to be. This thing has to give all and
everyone an objective sharing of a subjective experience that gives them a chance to touch upon
and hold a common thread that connects all of them in unity and familyhood under GOD in all of
Its aspects and ways…………you gonna do that?
G,P,M,S: And more. But that, as well, is all part of the process. The whole population cannot just
get hit at once with such a thing. They must be shown the first step and deal with and understand
that before they can deal with the second step. This is the first step.
K: and just what exactly is ‘the first step’, if I may ask?
[they all look at each other and smile…and then they break out into this kinda 2001 movie theme
thing – Daa-daaaaaaaaaa duh-dunnnnnnnnnnnnn …..and you haven’t lived until you can picture
Esu doing the orchestra air drum thing...Bum bum bum bum bum bum bum
bummmmmmmmmmm…………..and then they all look at me and say in deep, dramatic voices,
with Grandpa leading the way {hey, He’s got the deepest voice} YOU ARE NOT ALONE!]
I LAUGH...I MEAN, LIKE, I’M CRACKIN’ UP HERE!
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K: Okay, okay….so we finally get the ET disclosure thing, right? Mass decloakings? Landings?
That kind of thing, right? Real proof on the ground that we are, indeed, surrounded by millions of
ships out there from the GFL? Right!? RIGHT!?
CM: Wrong. That kind of thing would only lead to mass panic and fear based and fear led people
running around screaming that the sky is falling with alien invaders. The few people that will be
trying to explain that it’s a rescue mission force will, mostly, get beat up and down…….called pod
people, you know the drill……..you’ve seen the movies…..experienced the programming…….
NB: Since most of you only believe what you have accepted as material authority figures, it will be
necessary to place the faltering, yet still somewhat prevailing system of authority either in front of
the people, or off to the side, handcuffed or not, with the more than ready replacements that have
been trained to form the new government, financial, corporate system that will help to facilitate
your passage into the next phase of evolutionary spiritual/mental/emotional consciousness that
you are all going to be raised to, in one form or another; to explain the reality of the situation. You
have never been alone and never will be.
CM: Consider that all of this is training, among other things. That also makes it a test and no two
individuals are taking the same exact test…..now when you take tests, we’ve noticed that you like
to be told how much time is remaining. Consider this to be your….5 minute notice. We recognize
the fact that there are many that did not and don’t know that they were and are being tested and
are simply sleeping in the back………it would be nice if they could get , at least, one or two
answers done, find a solution or three….something, before the test is officially declared done and
over and finished and to please put your pencils and other implements down and pay attention to
the grading process, as it will happen right in front of you so that all things are above the table,
open, honest and transparent for all to see without fail.
This is what’s happening and what’s coming. No more, no less. We know that extra time has
been given for the sake of getting the most out of everyone. But there is only so much that can be
done without waiting forever if there are those that refuse to even try to get something
right……….so consider this a final motivation to open your eyes and see what’s really right in front
of you. You all begged to come here and face this challenge. More applied than were chosen.
The success rate, as far as originally hoped, if not speculated, is low. Few have identified the
adversary. Few have identified their method of war against you.
However, this is mostly because of the influence of the Anunnaki. The adversarial race has been
unable to produce anything of their own that has any real or lasting value. They have simply made
use of the creations of others while using all available resources to subjugate and destroy the
enemy population. This is an issue that will have to be addressed at their hearing as we decide
what to do with their race consciousness. There are…..options….which could insure their survival
as a better, more spiritually evolved race…but it remains to be seen if they can deal with the
concept in the first place.
But that is for another day. Right now, they are all to be removed from any semblance of power,
as well as those that serve them so willingly. That alone will create room for higher thought and
being as their artificial ceiling, which pressured down upon all of you for so long, is removed once
and for all. So….their shadow and the shadowmind that went with it, shall be removed and you all
get a larger room to work in….that now opens to the rest of the house…..and all beyond it…….you
will be able to visit the family again, enjoy the yard….visit the neighbors, so to speak………it is
unimaginably beyond all your greatest imaginings.
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[sigh….break here…….back a.s.a.p.…2335 cst]
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Group Meeting part 2. 07212013
By the whole gang with Kibo
Jul 27, 2013

Group Meeting part 2. 07212013 0158cst
K: I’m back
N: [laughing} You’re back as far as you’re concerned from the viewpoint of experiencing where
you are and when. Here, you never left……..I would’ve thought that you’d have figured that out by
now.
K: Oh, I know alright…..I’ve experienced it before….even now I can go back to things and events
that happened earlier on the line and pick up where I left off…heck, I can even be in more than
one place at the same time….here…..but from where I am, being this….it’s still hard for me to
experience more than one thing at the same time. I have to keep going back and forth. Very
seldom can I actually hold onto both at once in experience…….
E: You’ll learn, or rather, you’ll get it back. There’s a whole list of things that you can do in original
form that you can’t do while you’re experiencing material life on Gaia. Part of the contract you
know.
K: Tell me about it. But I’m determined to complete the journey to being a finaliter in this form.
It’s the least I can do for the poor guy and I know he can make it, especially as we become more
each other…….but we’re learning.
G: So you’ve figured that part out, at least. You can’t be all here, but you are concentrating your
fullest attention upon this incarnation in order to stabilize and anchor it as a permanent
manifestation. Tobias will be proud and quite happy for more company.
K: Yeah….Tobias…one of the reasons I’m here, to finish that up. So are you taking the people of
the blood with you or do they go with me for one last chance?
P: Both. I’ll take them in for rehab and the ones that make it for that testing period will go forward
and the ones that don’t we’ll give back to you for their final exam. After that…………..
K: Still not sure that it’s the best way to go with them. Giving them exactly what they want in a
contained and secure realm to study if they can find the fault of it or allow themselves to selfdestruct by their own devices is……..challenging to say the least. The Techma have never been
cooperative and overdosing them may just make them wholly complacent in it. But at least they
will have had the opportunity to try. Have the papers been signed?
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CM: Not yet. They demand to see it in print and in public. This is all that they’ll get in that
direction. I’D BEST TAKE THE OFFER, BOYS.
K: It is an option and without it there would only be uncreation this much sooner. I concur. SIGN
THE FUCKING PAPERS ALREADY OR WE’LL GO AHEAD ANYWAY AND THE COST WILL BE
YOURS TO PAY. So say we all?
All: SO SAY WE ALL!
K: Well, that was a downer………anything else that’s better to talk about? This is a celebration,
after all.
NB: We’re having all the fun in the world. Don’t let them bother you while you’re here. It’ll all be
fine.
Esu: Have you picked out a job yet? You should be doing something other than your studies
while you hang out to see how it all goes.
K: I have no clue. I’m not even sure what I’ll be capable of at that point. I figured whatever you
guys want me to do, I’ll do…as you want me to do it, and leave it at that. Other than that…..ship
pilot sounds like a grand time. I really want to partner up with a Ship.
M: That’s already been taken care of. You’ll be partnering up with you=know=who. [smile]
K: I heard that but didn’t realize it was official. We’ll have to wait until afterwards to start?
S: It would be best. No sense in going there beforehand….or do you just want to get back aboard
a ship so much that you’re fishing for a visit?
K: I wish. A thousand requests and not one bite….sigh……..don’t get me wrong, spiritual
attendance is great….but ……….hey, don’t mind me…I’m not the only worker that wants a
lift……..best to pick up the whole group so we can all be together.
CM: That can be and is being arranged…….but first steps first….okay?
K: Fine by me, Boss. Since all this is being written for the sake of example…anything else for all
those folks that read all this stuff and who then have to figure out what to do with it? This is
supposed to be a side to The Source Papers, after all.
G: We were going to talk about things on a more local level. We could do that now if you’d like,
but I’d like for all to be involved in this one.
K: Sure, the more the merrier. Now………just to be clear……..All of this…and that…and
whatever and else…is YOU in manifestation……why?
G: I AM. There is and need be no other reason other than being what I am. I AM WHAT I AM.
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Esu: How does that apply to you being flesh and blood beings in experience? What makes this
planet so special, other than the obvious known reasons of being a bestowal planet, a prison
planet, a colonized planet, a planet subjected to several defaults, a seed planet and an
experimental planet, as well?
N: and did YOU plan it all to be this way?
G: I created a material reflection of My Self and that is what you call the whole of creation. It is a
well maintained and sustained and upheld and beheld creation of pure conscious thought
WILLED by WHAT I AM.
While it is true that I know the whole of what is considered beginning and unending end, there is
still the experiencing of it from within. This is where all of you come in. While I know every
possibility and potential and actuality……there is still the experiencing of them all in perpetuity. I
AM exploring and experiencing the full and unlimited liberty and freedom of My Will.
All and everything that can and is and will be experienced by any and all things is happening
within WHAT I AM. As I have created the personalities of The Paradise Trinity as images of
Myself, so have I created all of you as images of Myself. To all intelligent ascending personalities
everywhere: You are all, together and individually, necessary parts of WHAT I AM that make up
the growing and evolving creation of Myself in manifest form. YOU are all integral parts of
perfection in the process of becoming perfect and that is what you are experiencing in WHAT I AM
and that is WHAT I AM experiencing in you.
You all have free will to do as you please and to experience the effects of your choices in their
consequences. However all of that and the outcomes are already known and thus, are
implemented as part of the fulfillment of all perfect potentials becoming perfectly actualized. It is to
say that all you do is already known before you do it and all that happens is already known before
any of it happens and, like individual pieces of a puzzle of near infinite size, it all comes together to
create the whole picture.
There are no pieces of this puzzle that do not fit. All and everything is designed to do exactly what
it is and was created to do and be…by WHAT I AM. There is only one outcome, perfection. That
is the outcome of all things, yourselves included. How you get there, how long It takes, the
journey itself, is all part of who and what you are and no two journeys are exactly alike, nor should
they be…for I AM the One and the many, interacting and causing and affecting to create the way
to perfection in WHAT I AM. I do this so that you may be as I AM, eternal and infinite creators
creating eternal and infinite experience, all unto perpetuity.
Know that you are provided for according to the REAL COSMIC NEEDS OF, AND FOR, THE
FULLFILLMENT OF YOUR PATH TO PERFECTION. You are all learning to be like and as
WHAT I AM and you will get there. You are, in fact, designed and created to be perfect as I AM
perfect and each and every one of you will arrive from the direction of an infinite number of
divergent paths that converge, ultimately, in the SOURCE AS SOURCE AND CENTER AS THE
PARADISE TRINITY.
That each of you will see and be and experience things that no other being anywhere has or will
experience in any time or place, is a given. That you will all be able to do this together and also
share your experiences with each other, thus experiencing them through each other, is a glorious
miracle that I have created for the sake of all things.
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I resonate with My Self and so you are learning to actively do the same with each other and within
yourselves. Love as I love. Share as I share. Give as I give. Everything that you are all
experiencing is for the sake of demonstration. It is demonstrating what waits before you on your
path. Godhood. It demonstrates an endless wealth of new ideas, values and experiences that
you will create to teach and train your creations to become the new gods of even more universes
to come.
Christ Michael Aton has, on this small planet, created beings of such creativity that it astounds the
whole of creation! The taint of the shadowmind has done nothing to deter that or ruin it. The fact
remains that you have succeeded in creating whole scenarios of life of such complex depths and
dynamics, that they are hard to match. It is, in fact, your great struggle against the dark that has
forced you to create such outlets for your hopes, your dreams, your thoughts and emotions.
Your struggles to understand the whys and wherefores of your lives have compelled you to acts
of, not just deep darkness, but to exemplify the highest and most noble values of Light. Truly you
are a world and people of vast contradictions and turmoil and in striving to come to terms with that,
in the face of all adversity, you have allowed yourselves the luxury of believing in happy endings.
So many times throughout the ages of your world, we have been witness to great acts of courage
and kindness motivated by hope and hope alone…hope in something better that has to come, one
day, no matter what. It is so inherent in your mass consciousness that no force could uproot you
from it or deny you the satisfaction of experiencing and witnessing that hope fulfilled…..and so
shall it be. Your hope is being fulfilled and you are seeing the day as the light of it travels across
your shores as surely as you witness your own sun and know that even through cloudy and rainy
skies and torrential storms….that sun is there and you shall see it again.
So LIGHT, the LIGHT OF WHAT I AM ANS WHAT YOU ARE IN I, shall meet and embrace and
rejoice and the dark clouds shall depart and you shall feel and know the light as it warms and
nourishes you from within. You shall see even the night skies in a new light and know what was
so desperately kept from you by your adversary: YOU ARE NOT ALONE. YOU HAVE NEVER
BEEN ALONE. YOU WILL NEVER BE ALONE. YOU ARE NOT ALONE WITHIN AND YOU ARE
NOT ALONE WITHOUT. WE HAVE EACH OTHER AND ALWAYS WILL. WE ARE ALL ONE
TOGETHER IN WHAT I AM AND I AM ONE IN YOU AND ALL OF YOU TOGETHER AND THAT
CAN, AND WILL, NEVER CHANGE.
OUR LOVE IS ETERNAL AND INFINITE AS IS LIFE IN THE LIGHT OF THAT LOVE. YOUR
PERFECTION IS ALREADY A DONE DEAL……YOU JUST HAVE TO SHOW UP AND
EXPERIENCE ARRIVING…..YOU ALREADY HAVE….YOU ARE…AND YOU WILL….THAT IS
THE PROMISE. THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE DESIGNED TO DO. THAT IS WHAT CREATION IS.
THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE. THAT IS…WHAT I AM.
K: so all of this…that we’re doing now and going through now and being now?
G: All that is part of becoming. Know that, no matter what happens to you and with you and for
you and about you and around you and through you, in these realms of experience……..you are
already there…you are perfect…….maybe you don’t know it yet…haven’t realized it yet…but you
are there and just have to go through the time lag…………….perhaps I can tell you here and
now…Congratulations! You did it! You, yourself, are perfect! Look ahead on your path and see
it and know it and keep going forward. Catch up to yourself……….that’s all it is…you are waiting
for you to catch up to you…the you that is, is embracing the you that is becoming……and that you
is experienced….and that is what makes it a done deal.
K: Jimi Hendrix said something like that…”Are You Experienced?” very deep song once you
figure it out.
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CM: He figured it out…which is why they had to get rid of him. But they couldn’t get rid of the
influence. He shared his experience and that’s what you must do with each other and that’s what
you’re doing…..the light and the dark……….but now it’s time for the light to take the stage alone
and so it is and you shall be witness to that and experience it for all that its worth and know all that
it means…..
NB: So! Celebrate and have another piece of cake!
PT: Everything is moving into place.
LS: Just let it be what it is and let it happen and be with it as it happens. We know it’s been a long
time and that there has been delay after delay after delay and we don’t expect anyone to take this
without at least a grain of salt and some a huge grain at that. But hope is a powerful thing when it
reaches its crescendo and overflows and it is overflowing like a prayer and that prayer is being
heard and is being answered in fulfillment.
CM: Let that be enough for now. All involved are moving into their final places. The Michael
Sons will soon hold a ritual of their own in answer to the ritual of their sisters…….wait and
see………[big smile]
K: fine, fine…I am With You…….I do so hope that this is finally it…the watershed moment that we
all…hope for………
G: See? But enough. Let this writing be done and let us further enjoy each other’s presence in
celebration and joy!
End
07212013 0424 cst
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Source Paper #3 July 21, 2013
By Source of Sources and Kibo
Jul 27, 2013

07212013 =[this was done after the group meeting]
K: Grandpa, I am tired…worn out….. is this thing ever going to end? All around me people are
doing all they can to keep things going and this whole ‘end of the world’ thing has become to many
around me, an old joke that’s been told one too many times…and now….here we go again…..and
the question remains of what is right and what is wrong and what is truth and what is not…….i see
it all coming together…..many tracks converging into one……..but I have to know if it’s just me….i
mean…I do all this and do my best to share what I am in WHAT I AM…and there are people that
find value in what I do and they give their friendship and support……..i am more than grateful,
thank you…but one doesn’t want to be wrong about stuff like this…..i don’t even know what to look
for….if this all passes quietly…..nothing discernible to the masses of people hoping for
change……I mean…..this is MY experience with all this…who is to say that I know any better than
anyone else?
G: you could also consider if anyone else knows better than you…….The problem with answering
that question is found in the fact that no one will know until it happens…….it doesn’t matter what
people want to happen. My Will is done in all things. It is My Will that has determined the causes
and effects of the whole of creation. All works towards the perfection that I have created. You, of
the realms of time and space, are necessarily subject to the process of your experiencing the
becoming of that perfection in fulfillment. You concern yourselves with what you want. You want
validation. You want to be proven right, which means that others must be wrong. This is ego.
You are concerned with your own self and don’t want to think of yourself as being deluded as you,
necessarily, must feel in order to believe that you are subject to a valid experience in and with and
for WHAT I AM.
I remind you….I AM ALL AND ALL IS SUBJECT TO MY WILL. BY MY WILL I SENT THE
MICHAEL SONS OUT TO CREATE THE LOCAL UNIVERSES. THEY ARE HAVING THEIR
OWN EXPERIENCE, JUST LIKE YOU ARE, IN YOUR OWN CAPACITY. BUT THEY ARE MORE
EXPERIENCED THAN YOU, WHO WILL SOMEDAY BE AS THEY ARE NOW. THEIR
CONCERN IS NO IN THE DOING OF THEIR OWN WILLS, BUT THE DOING OF MY WILL IN
THEM. YOUR CONCERN SHOULD BE THE SAME. YOU ARE STILL CONCERNED ABOUT
WHAT AND HOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING IN AND FOR AND BY AND THROUGH WHAT I AM,
IS BEING PERCEIVED BY OTHERS.
I NEED NO VALIDATION. MY EXISTENCE IS VALIDATION ENOUGH. MY WILL IS ULTIMATE,
SUPREME AND ABSOLUTE. NO MATTER WHAT YOU MAY THINK OF IT, HOWEVER YOU
CONCERN YOURSELF WITH WHAT YOU THINK YOU ARE DOING AND WHETHER OR NOT
YOU ARE GETTING IT RIGHT IS OF NO CONSEQUENCE OR CONCERN. YOU HAVE BEEN
TOLD THAT ONLY MY WILL MATTERS AND TO WANT AND NEED ONLY THAT. YOUR
WANTS FOR YOURSELF ARE LIMITED IN THE FACE OF WHAT I WANT FOR YOU, WHICH IS
LIFE WITHOUT LIMITATIONS. ALL YOU WANT AND NEED TO COMPLETE THE JOURNEY IS
CONSTANTLY GIVEN AND MADE AVAILABLE TO YOU. IT IS FOR YOU TO BE FULLY
YOURSELF AND REMAIN AT THAT LEVEL OF BEING AT ALL TIMES. THIS MEANS THAT
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YOU MUST CONSTANTLY EXPLORE DEEPER AND DEEPER INTO YOURSELF TO TRULY
FIND MORE OF ME AND TO DISCOVER MORE IN OTHERS AROUND YOU. THIS IS WHAT
DETERMINES HOW YOU ACT AND WHETHER YOU ACT IN MY WILL OR YOUR OWN.
WE BOTH KNOW THAT YOU ARE AWARE OF YOUR DESIGN AND THE LIMITATIONS
FOUND THEREIN AND YET, YOU ARE, BY NATURE, AN UNLIMITED BEING. WHAT YOU
MUST LEARN TO DEAL WITH IS THE PROCESS OF BECOMING FULLY YOURSELF, WHICH
IS PERFECTION. CONSIDER THE THOUSAND PETALED LOTUS AND ALLOW YOURSELF
TO BLOOM NATURALLY AND ACCORDING TO YOUR NATURE AND LET OTHERS DO THE
SAME.
THOSE THAT STRUGGLE AGAINST THE GREAT EVIL DO SO BECAUSE THEY MUST. ALL
DO AS THEY MUST DO, AS THEY ARE COMPELLED TO DO BY THEIR VERY NATURES. YET
WHO IS THE CREATOR OF THAT NATURE? LET THINGS BE AS THEY ARE AND ARE
SUPPOSED TO BE IN MY WILL. YOU EITHER, BY NATURE, KNOW THE VALIDITY OF YOUR
OWN EXPERIENCE IN BECOMING WHO AND WHAT YOU ARE, OR YOU RESIST AND DENY
YOUR OWN LIFE AND THUS, CAN ONLY REMAIN IGNORANT OF THE DEEPER ASPECTS
OF YOURSELF.
BEING A HUMAN BEING IS A MIGHTY, MARVELOUS AND MIRACULOUS THING. YOU HAVE
A UNIQUE DESTINY AND YOUR LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE WILL BE UNMATCHED BY OTHER
BEINGS. YET YOU ARE ALL GODS IN THE MAKING. THE TIME IS COMING WHEN ALL
EYES WILL BE OPENED AND LOOKING AND SEEING IN THE SAME DIRECTION. THEN YOU
WILL KNOW THE REALITY THAT EXISTS AS THE CORE OF YOUR BEING AND ALL AROUND
YOU. THOSE THAT WANT MY WILL IN THE HERE AND NOW, WILL LIVE IN IT AND LET IT
FILL THEM UP TO OVERFLOWING. BE NOT CONCERNED FOR ANYTHING FOR YOU ARE
IN WHAT I AM AND ALL IS WELL AND ALL IS ONE. IT IS ONLY FOR YOU TO FULLY KNOW
YOURSELF. HUMAN, KNOW THYSELF…AND TO YOUR OWN SELF BE TRUE.
FOR NOW, ALL AND EACH ARE DOING WHAT THEY ARE DESIGNED TO DO BY NATURE,
WHETHER THEY KNOW IT OR NOT…OR LIKE IT OR NOT, IS OF NO CONSEQUENCE. IT
FOR THINGS TO BE AND BECOME WHAT THEY MUST BE BY THE DESIGN OF MY WILL
AND THAT IS THAT.
WHEN, WHERE, WHAT, HOW? THESE WILL ALL BE REVEALED WHEN ALL IS READY AND I
AM THE ONE THAT DETERMINES WHEN, WHERE AND HOW THAT HAPPENS. ALL THINGS
ARE FOUND IN MY WILL AND MY WILL ALONE, FOR IT IS IN MY WILL THAT ALL THINGS
EXIST AND ARE SUSTAINED AND MAINTAINED.
UNLIMITED FREEDOM, LIBERTY AND CREATIVITY…LIGHT AND LIFE, ETERNAL AND
INFINITE, AWAIT YOU, AS PROMISED AND THAT PROMISE WILL BE AND IS BEING KEPT.
YOU WILL SHOW UP EVENTUALLY, SO JUST RELAX AND FLOW WITH IT AND
EXPERIENCE THE JOURNEY TO PERFECTION.
I THINK THAT GIVES YOU WHAT YOU NEED TO CARRY ON, DOES IT NOT?
K: Heh…okay….point taken….i get it……thanks for everything and for staying with me through all
this.
G: We are all with you and with all…….none of you are ever alone at any time or
place….remember that.
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You will do what you will do and be what you will be on your journeys. Let it all unfold and bloom
and blossom into its intended perfection and know that you are all doing the same in your own
ways. You will fight and struggle against whatever you must and flow and be with whatever you
must and you will feel compelled to grow and evolve and do better…or not….each and all and
everything in its own time and place. At some point in your experience you will be more aware of
certain things and such shall your path continue as it must. You are and will be more interactive
and proactive in your own development as you are ready to do so. You are having and will have
the experiences that you needs must have in order to do what you needs must do to
progress…..no one is left behind. The end and the beginning are both done deals…….all that is
already decided in cause, effect and outcome. It’s the direction that you are going. It is in
experiencing all that there is to experience in the here and now that you are best able to evolve
and grow into your perfection.

I AM HERE AND NOW. ALL THINGS ARE HERE AND NOW AND EVERYMOMENT IS HERE
AND NOW. BE IN THAT AND PLAN TO BE FULFILLED IN MY PLAN FOR YOU AND FOR ALL
THINGS AS ONE. ALL IS GIVEN TO YOU THAT IS NEEDED TO FULFILL MY WILL IN YOU.
YOU ASK FOR WHAT YOU WANT AND ODN’T UNDERSTAND THAT ALL THAT FALLS
WITHIN MY PLAN FOR ALL THINGS. YOU ARE LED AND ENCOURAGED.
YOU ARE MOTIVATED AND HELPED AND SAVED. YOU ARE ALLOWED TO EXPERIENCE
DANGER AND DARKNESS THAT YOU MAY LEARN FROM IT AND COME TO UNDERSTAND
THE TRUE VALUE OF LIGHT AND LOVE AND HOW IT IS THE FOUNDATION OF LIFE,
ETERNAL AND INFINITE. WHEN YOU RETURN TO WHAT I AM, IN PERFECTION, THE
WHOLE OF CREATION IS ENHANCED THAT IT MAY FURTHER EVOLVE TOWARDS MORE
EXPERIENCE OF NEW VALUES AND MEANINGS TO FURTHER ENHANCE THE WHOLE OF
CREATION BY RETURNING IN PERFECTION TO WHAT I AM…AND SO IT GOES, FOREVER
AND EVER, WORLDS AND UNIVERSES AND CREATIONS WITHOUT END….AND YOU ARE
PART AND ALL OF IT……ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS SHOW UP AND ALL OF YOU HAVE
ALREADY DONE SO…..FOR NOW, BE FULLY WHO AND WHAT YOU ARE AND CONTINUE
TO KNOW AND EXPLORE AND DISCOVER THE INFINITE ETERNITY THAT IS WITHIN YOU,
THAT YOU MAY BETTER UNDERSTAND THE INFINITE ETERNITY THAT IS ALL AROUND
YOU.
SOON, BY MY WILL, ALL YOU KNOW WILL CHANGE FOR THE BETTER, THE DIRECTION OF
GAIA AND NEBADON WILL BE FULLY TURNED TO BEING SETTLED IN LIGHT AND LIFE. ALL
IS READY AND PREPARED. ALL YOU NEEDS MUST DO IS WHAT YOU ARE ALREADY
DOING…LIVE YOUR LIVES TO THE FULLEST AND STRIVE TO ACHIEVE YOUR HAPPINESS
AND THE FULFILLMENT OF YOUR HOPES AND DREAMS. LET THE PRAYERS OF YOUR
LIVES RISE UP THAT THEY MAY BE ANSWERED IN ONE, FELL SWOOP. MY WORD DOES
NOT RETURN TO ME VOID AND I HAVE DECLARED THIS PLANET TO BE RETURNED TO
THE EMBRACE OF ETERNAL AND INFINITE, DIVINE LIGHT. SO IT IS AND SO SHALL IT BE!
K: lol…sigh……okay, fine…I get it…….I’m with You……..i will to act in You that You may act in
what I am.
However it goes, it will go….whatever I may think, it isn’t up to me. You guys gave me this to give
out and so…….here it is and they can do with it as they see fit. I will always know that Your Word
is good and will be manifest by Your Will and that is that. Do with me as You will. All I want is to
do and be Your Will….and know it. So thanks for that and everything. I’m going to end the writing
here, unless there’s more?
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G: This will be fine. Just do what you have to do and don’t worry about the outcome. It is what it
is and will be what it will be. You are playing your part and acting to the best of your abilities in
order to serve My Will.

That is all that matters for all things are found in that and all things are fulfilled in that. So
fear not and live in light and know that all is well in hand.
K: Thank You with all that I Am…Thank You So Very, Very Much!
G: [Big Smile……..]
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This Just In August 6, 2013
By Aton and Kibo
Aug 10, 2013

On July 29th a special celestial event/alignment/synchronization occurred called a Star of David
alignment.
Those of you that paid attention to things like the six, 12 sided pyramids that was set up by The
Celestial Daughters [Divine Dancing Daughters --- I like that, don’t you?] Will see the connection
Anyway……the numbers reveal 72 sides around the planet……
Now
The Michael Sons had their own ritual to perform………..This happened between the 27 th and the
30th of July…….
So
Now
Each of those 72 sides has been activated with one of the 72 sacred Hebraic/Aramaic Divine
Attributes of God in God’s Name…….pretty nifty, huh?
The adversary is surrounded, all belongs to Source, Paradise Trinity and Christ Michael Aton.
There are no more enemy lines, only a shadow fading away in growing, increasing light.
The sacred snake is being revealed…..both for the light and the dark….as the sides of duality are
actualized in separation and the connecting middle ground is done away with……energetic
personality choices of sides…….magnetic attraction of consciousness through experience…so to
speak…..the sides that all of us have chosen to represent are become fixed and reward and
payment…….grading…….karma and outcomes…are now the order of the high noon of the new
day……….be prepared for great changes on every level of perception and
experience…individually and collectively.
Illusions and delusions will fade away. Shadow and light shall be seen for what they are, where
they are, in whom they are and why they are how they are………..
If ye would walk from the darkness into light…now is the time to recognize the darkness you are in
and take the necessary steps to be in light within your selves…….and if you would give up the
light to dwell in darkness……it is up to you…….whatever it takes to get from where you are to
where you want to be……best to give it all you’ve got and you should’ve started already……..the
door is closing and you will have to slide in by hope and a hairs breath………..run if you
can……..but act nonetheless….the future of your soul/spirit depends upon it.
If you are happy and satisfied with where you find yourself, then so be it. Consider that there is
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always more light for those in light and to continue your progress to higher deeper light would
bode you well before the day ends……..the journey never ends and now is not the time to stand
and catch your breath….walk and talk at the same time…even if it is a new experience for you to
do so….now is always the time to move forward so do not stop.
If you prefer more darkness…well…..follow your design and be ready to receive your reward for it
and complain not...ye shall see light eternal and infinite, as well, and when that day comes, your
time in darkness will decrease the darkness of your own universe and they shall rejoice of their
strength in your light and have no need to dwell in such dark shadows…..but before
then….prepare yourselves for the gauntlet, the mortar and the pestle….the fire and the
forge……….truly you shall receive it before you are cooled in the living waters of devotion in light
and love…..and surrender……again I say, PREPARE!
If ye yearn for uncreation……..truly and fully…….then ye shall have it…….rest assured……..
This message has been given since others have seen fit to reveal the outer manifestation and so
has now been given the inner meaning that is being and becoming……….
Aton & Dabi
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Girl Talk
By All the Ladies and Kibo
Sep 12, 2013

SO………………………
Here I am…sitting in what appears to be a bridal party……a celebration of the coming marriage of
the new and improved Gaia, as well as, apparently, this system of our universe and something
about the universe as a whole coming together and moving forward into Light and Life………..and
here I am, being told that I’ve embraced my feminine side well enough to be allowed to hang out
and provide entertainment [you’ll have to read the blog to find the story…..smile] and I smile
sheepishly and state rather matter of factly and with some defensiveness “But…I’m a guy!” and
they all laugh and say “Well that doesn’t matter, does it?” …….and I just sigh………
The nicest thing about living in pure consciousness is that whatever experience is being given to
experienced, time doesn’t matter. It can all be very sequential or come in chunks or pieces, but
the whole thing is something that’s already happened, is happening right now and also hasn’t
happened yet…………all at once.
SO
Here I am……happily stuck in the middle of nothing but Feminine energies and personalities.
Grandpa is there as Grandma and as IT explained, once again:
“You do realize that I AM all and none of these things at the same time. All of this is just a means
of expression for the sake of experience in demonstration. I AM neither male nor female and yet, I
AM manifest as both for the sake of the manifestation itself that ye ones may understand what it is
to BE AND DO within a realm of experience of choices that, necessarily, must be made in a state
of duality. In unity, all is known for all is one with WHAT I AM AND THERE IS ONLY THE ONE
WILL, THE ONE LIGHT, THE ONE LIFE AND ONE KNOWING AND YOU WILL PROGRESS
FURTHER AND DEEPER INTO THAT NEVER ENDING EXPERIENCE WHEN YOUR TIME
COMES TO DO SO.

HOWEVER IMPERFECT YOU MAY FEEL YOURSELF TO BE AS AN INDIVIDUAL
REPRESENTATION OF WHAT I AM AS YOU…MY BEING WHAT YOU ARE…THAT WE MAY
EXPERIENCE EACH OTHER IN ALL ASPECTS OF NOT JUST YOUR LIFE, BUT MINE, AS
WELL. YOU ARE PERFECTION LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCING THE IMPERFECT,
WHAT IT MEANS TO BE PERFECT AND WE ARE EXPLORING THAT TOGETHER, YOU AND
I. I AM ALWAYS WITH AND WITHIN YOU AND ALL THINGS AS PARTS AND AS THE
WHOLE. LET THAT BE THE FOUNDATION OF YOUR LIFE FOR YOUR LIFE IS WITHIN WHAT
I AM, IT IS WHAT I AM.
WE ARE EACH OTHER AND THIS IS WHY YOU CAN TRUTHFULLY SAY THIS ABOUT
YOURSELVES AND EACH OTHER. I AM ALL ARE WE ARE ONE ARE WE ARE ALL AM I!
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I just smiled and sat down next to…Her…and we talked and laughed with the others…..spirits
[wink/nod] are high [one more time] and the general consensus is that things are progressing
according to plan [read:PLAN] and since there can be no other outcome, it’s time to prepare for
the wedding……I’m of the mind that all those Celestial Daughters are also going to serve as
bridesmaids….along with many others, Nada, Master Quan Yin, Lady Eve [as in Adam…] Mother
Mary……and many others that are not known locally……..Nebadonia and MAMA are Maids of
Honor……I reckon PAPA will give the bride away and Esu and SONNY are Best Men [Men?
Hmmmmm. Hey, why not?]
But tonight is Ladies Night [cue music…and the feelings right…oh yes it’s ladies night, oh what a
night… oohh what a night…]
Finally, we get a moment to sit down on the couch….waitaminute…this is MY place….i didn’t
recognize it with all the people……
Nada: That’s because this IS your place…..out/over there is another place…….
K: Oh…whew…thanks…….thought I’d lost what little is left…….. [laughter…..’hey’…..]Anyway….if
it’s time for business………where are we and what can I tell anybody that will be helpful?
Grandma: We understand that all of you are worn out to the very core of your beings. That does
not have to be a bad thing. Wiping away and tearing and unbuttoning and removing the layers of
illusion, delusion and deceptions that have covered you so for long will help you to more easily
make the transition between the dark duality that you are emerging from and the state of duality in
light that you are entering.
K: Explain…
Mama: Many of you think that you are magically going to find yourselves in a completely and
totally unified system. That however is not going to be the case. It will still be a system of duality,
just without the dark influence that you’ve been experiencing these many millennia. You will still
have to make choices and decisions based upon your own thoughts and feelings about what you
are experiencing…but you will now be making more informed choices and decisions and this is
something that is beyond being a luxury for many of you. You cannot possibly have all the
information that you need to live ascending lives to the best of your abilities.
This circumstance will be completely reversed, flipped on its head, so to speak. No longer will you
be subject to the oppression and tyranny of your shadowmind, Luciferian Satanists, Zionist
banksters. This Talmudic mindset, nurtured by the former Anunnaki through the mechanism of the
pharisaic cult, the same that is responsible for the crucifixion of Christ Michael in Esu, numerous
revolutions and downfalls of civilizations, genocides and homicides - this same people, having
established their counterfeit money system throughout almost all of the world’s countries, is now
goading the last of its henchmen, The United States, Britain and France, into attacking Iran,
though Syria, while they sit back, hide underground laughing, emerging only to pick up the pieces
and continue on their psychotic quest to rule the entire globe.
WE would like to take this time to suggest to the peoples of the world, especially the politicians of
The United States of America, that NOW is the best and greatest opportunity that you will ever
have to rid yourselves of this oppressive tyranny once and for all. It is vitally important for the sake
of your world that you recognize and realize the true face and nature of your adversary and stand
up, Rise Up and JUST SAY NO TO THEIR DEMANDS TO PLUNGE THE ENTIRE WORLD INTO
A CEMETARY THAT WILL FOREVER SERVE THEIR ARROGANCE AND EGO TO STAND AS A
MONUMENT TO THEIR SELF PROCLAIMED SUPERIORITY OVER YOU ALL. THAT YOU
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FEAR TO RESIST THE POWER OF EVIDENCE AND DEBT THAT THEY HOLD OVER YOU
SPEAKS VOLUMES TO YOUR DENIAL AND IGNORANCE OF YOUR TRUE SELVES.
The papers are signed. Arrests are increasing and the actions and circumstances that will hasten
the dismantling and demise of their system of control are growing like a snowball rolling downhill.
Their money system is in its death throes and YOU are what’s propping up their military bravado.
It is a false bravado and is worthless without your voluntary participation. JUST SAY NO! This is
all that you have to do. Stand up for the principles of truth and justice and freedom as you were
originally intended to do as a country, a republic and a civilization.
Ending your debt slavery will save your nations and your people from despair and death. It will
also spare you the fate that awaits you if you continue to throw your own future and destiny into
the pot with those with such a malignant mindset that it should be painfully obvious to even you
that, after the nations that have resisted being controlled and enslaved by the Rothschild, Zionist,
central banking empire, are pummeled into surrender and submission, YOU will be next. Their job
is not finished with you. Once the world is under the thumb of their fiat money, debt slavery, they
will turn their attention to their former underlings that still possess enough of a military force to
offer resistance after they discover the true state of the place they are expected to hold by their
material masters. Is that what you want, to sell out your country only to be sold out yourselves?
When the time comes WE will come for you…all of you. If you had shown even the slightest
humanity and any sense of reality, you would have been easier to forgive by the ones you
betrayed. When your betrayal has been made evident to you, how will you feel then? When you
are told to your faces that your usefulness is at an end and to get in line with the rest of the
goyim…how will you feel then?
You know the nature of the entities that you have sold your souls to. Soon they will sing another
Kol Nidre to nullify all of their false promises to you and still you will hope that they are being
straight with you so that you can continue to live in luxury and prestige as one of the elite. WE
have news for you. Only they will be the elite. Wearing a yarmulke at social events to curry favor
will avail you naught but ridicule when the time comes for you to be kicked out of the club you
worked so long and hard to feel a part of.
You are not voting for or against a war with Syria, Iran, Russia and China. You are voting on the
fate of the world that you think should happen. You are voting to live in the light and love of
freedom, holding the hand of God…or abject slavery, holding only the slow and lingering death by
abuse and torture. You will be considered nothing more than simple beasts that can be used for
any purpose, no matter how perverse. Men without souls will call you empty shells without
intellect or souls and justify their use of mind and money control to force you into shallow lives of
despair. This is the fate that awaits you if you support this last desperate move by them to spit in
Gods eye and the face of your whole planet.
They think that then, they will finally be able to live without fear for they will be the ones in control.
But it will not be the reality that they hoped for. Their fear will never go away under such
circumstances. They will rape, torture and kill constantly to keep all of you in fear of them, hoping
that it will keep you too afraid to resist. They will force more poisons upon you in hopes that it will
keep you docile and vulnerable. They will continue to tweak their system of mind control through
the use of signs and symbols and subliminal suggestions. They will totally rewrite history to reflect
their own sense of godhood, reducing all of you to mere beasts of their creation.
We cannot abide in such a thing and will not let it happen. But WE will see who wants it to happen
and who doesn’t. Let your lords and masters take the responsibility for their agenda and their
actions on and upon and for themselves.
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Should you continue to be cannon fodder for their ambition? Surely ye ones can foreshadow the
waiting outcome of such a mindset? If they deserve to rule the world, as they say, then let them
try to prove it by dealing with their perceived enemies on their own. None of the countries on the
list would be your enemy if you did not act like Israel’s enforcer. The time has come to join the
rest of the awakening world and recognize, reject and resist the Zionist agenda.
Nebadonia: WE have also noticed, as a side agenda, an attempt by the Luciferians to depict
Lucifer as having been redeemed and taken back into the side of the forces of light and life.
Several messages are on your internet at present that claim that he is a hero in the service of God
and all of them have different versions of this story. WE can assure you that such is not the case.
Lucifer was uncreated. That is a fact of reality in the Grand Creation as a whole. However, just as
it was in the beginning of the Lucifer rebellion, so is it at the end and WE, especially Christ Michael
Aton of Nebadon, will allow the peoples to consider the different sides and angles of this story
from all sides and make up their own minds what they feel they should believe and act
accordingly.
Everything is, indeed, its own reward and We feel no need to defend such truth as all will be made
self-evident when the time comes and that time is fast approaching. This is the time of judgment
for the so-called Jews and they are experiencing more and more the effects of that every day.
Dozens of Rothschild bankers are on trial for the Libor scandal and many are determined to insure
that they get more than just a slap on the wrists this time. As we said, the financial papers have
been signed and all is in readiness. There are those that are trying to take credit for the downfall
of the dark forces, but those that have actually and truly done the hard work with hands in the fire
and boots on the ground, even when that ground was slippery as ice, have remained humble and
anonymous. This whole affair has been approached and dealt with from several different angles
and directions and soon, even now, all circumstances are converging to one, final point of either
sanity or insanity, mindfulness or madness.
Either the dark ones will plunge the world into war or they will be stopped by people of knowledge,
wisdom and conscience. Either way, that will be the final end of it. It will be the straw that broke
the camel’s back and either world choice will result in the same outcome, the total defeat, arrest
and quarantine of the dark and their removal from this planet.
Gaia: Then I will be able to shine as never before as befits a Bride of God. I will be clean and
worthy and in my ascension, OUR ascension, for my children that have held true to the light shall
also be ascending as brides themselves…a package deal which I insisted upon and was mercifully
blessed to be given. While it is not completely unheard of for a planet and its peoples to ascend
together, never has it happened in this way and under these circumstances. Such circumstances
have never before existed. This is truly a unique experience and the whole of creation is watching
it very carefully. The outcome is already a foregone conclusion and it is only left for those involved
to experience it in…real time. It is a natural consequence of living in a 3D reality and such an
experience must be lived for the sake of all things.
WE know it’s hard. It’s hard on everyone, including the dark and on us, as well. But all have
endured and all is coming together and here we are. More are aware of the true nature of their
circumstances and that they have been and are being deceived, than ever before. The delays of
the past have borne good fruit and while it has not been a huge crop, it is a strong and worthy one
and for that WE are blessed and thankful. When we look ahead to the universes and creations of
the future realms, WE are excited beyond measure to experience the fruits of the imaginations of
the ones that have held experience here, especially now.
Kibo: Yeah…but….yeah…but……
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Nada: But what? How long? You always ask that.
Kibo: Inquiring minds want to know. People are talking about a financial jubilee and new tech and
disclosure and……stuff…….
Nada: And all or most of that is going to happen. Mind you, seven plus billion people aren’t going
to stay on this planet after the transition. Most of them will go on to new vistas and experiences in
other planets, systems or universes. Many, if not most, will be going to civilizations of high
spiritual culture that will better help them to progress spiritually and in full consciousness. But
there will be an initial period of disclosure and teachings and preparation.
We’re not just going to kick people off that have work and worked hard to be here and be ready
and to stand in whatever amount of light they can stand in when the time comes. The only thing
that will seem to change as if it happened overnight is the mass removal of the dark ones, mostly
the rank and file. The leaders will have already been taken into custody and with no more money
to keep it going; taking in the recalcitrant ones will be easy. Many will repent and strive to redeem
themselves outright and they will be given the sincere chance to do so.
There will still be the matter of dealing with people’s hardcore beliefs that have been the result of
Anunnaki or shadowmind mind control and manipulation.
Those that appear willing to turn to violence to protect their valued beliefs, no matter how far from
the truth they may be, will have to be quarantined with others of like minds until even they can see
the difference that real, divine truth can, is and will be making in their lives and be ready and more
open to receive knowledge and guidance and instruction in the ways of the greater universe and
creation.
Mary: But so much depends on you.
Eve: Either you want real change and can admit that men, humanity, in their trained imperfection,
cannot create a more perfect system on their own without Divine understanding and guidance, the
guidance that can only come from surrendering to the love and light of the God that is within and
without all things, as all things, or you will continue to resist the knowledge that you are gods in
training, in the making and that the whole notion of God is quaint, but outdated and obsolete, as
too many of you do.
There will come that moment when all values will lock in and stabilize. That’s when WE will come
in and blow the final whistle, so to speak. This is something that will happen no matter what
actions the peoples on your planet take. No matter what you do, that moment will come and it will
happen in a matter of days from this point in time and space. WE say this so that you feel the
approach of it within you. This is not just a matter of soon. You may want to say that it will turn,
once again, into weeks and months, but no one here sees that happening, not to the level that you
believe it will. Mind you, WE understand why you feel that way and all WE can tell you is that it’s
coming. Even though you’ve had enough, it’s coming.
Mama: Even though you feel that you can endure no more, still…it is happening all around you.
Be aware and know that it is coming. It is a finished and complete thought within the Mind of The
One and thus, reality.
Nada and Quan Yin: This week is ripe with potential ready to be actualized and there is still Yom
Kipper and there is still the equinox and there is still today or ten days or 15 days from now…..you
like to have benchmarks…a holiday. A celestial circumstance or alignment or something of
historical significance…should We start on September 11th? How can WE give you a date when
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that date is also up to you? WE deal with energies and vibrations and fluctuations and such things
as that are always flowing and moving in pulses and waves.
Grandma: Shall your sun flip over or eject matter and forces of such magnitude that it would
envelop your whole planet? Shall the Divine Cosmic Wave finally drown you in Its forces and
energies like a celestial tsunami? Shall the pyramids sync with the planet’s crystalline structures
and vibrate and tone and sing, shaking the whole planet?
Nebadonia: Three days of darkness, perhaps? That’s still on the table and top of the list. That
hasn’t gone away, you know.
Mama: How can WE give you a date that depends on any, or all or each or none of these things
and circumstances occurring? Right now there are people, scientist, hobbyists, military,
intelligence, political…that are watching and evaluating whether ISON is a comet or a ship and if it
is a ship, how and when will it arrive and why? This is already on top of the millions of ships that
are already surrounding your planet and they know that WE’RE here…WE’VE talked to
them…some recently.
Nebadonia: WE are and have been always working. WE work mostly behind the scenes, but not
always. WE are neither slow nor fast. What must be done is being done and has been done and
will be done. How many of you are living your lives in the sense that you are God being you and
each moment is proof of that? What is your core perception of life, your life and you? Who and
what do you think you are? What are you willing to do based upon that perception of your
experience here? As you evolve and change and uplift your own consciousness and spirit. As
you return closer and closer to your true self and nature, so do the circumstances that will best
provide for that nature be made manifest.
Kibo: I really hate when you do that…
Nada: Do what? [smiling knowingly]
Quan Yin: [joining in that smile] yeah…what?
Kibo: I hate it when you remind us that, basically, we are equal partners in our fate. Whether we
know it or not or care or not or like it or not, we have to be, at least, ready for what is to come and
that has been the struggle all along.
Overcoming the lies and deception and murder and abuse and oppression and tyranny and torture
and control is just as much up to us as it is up to you.
We’re all here to do what we’re all here to do to make this thing what it is and what it will be and
we’re just living out the thing even though it’s already a done deal and foregone conclusion, has
already happened, is happening and has yet to happen…….the deadline is not a time deadline,
but one of consciousness…like fruit from a tree. The fruit doesn’t fall because it’s time…it’s time
because it’s ready to fall….so shall we rise up and be uplifted…huh…the tree of heaven…..yeh
right….i know that one…but let’s not get into that right now…..save that for later….right now…you
guys are saying that is all close…….again….it’s obviously all headed to one point…the
war….here….last outpost of the dark……it’s all coming to a single point of convergence. The
military war, the political war, the war of values, the financial war, the food/water war, the resource
war, the fuel war, the technology war, the religious war, the mental war, the emotional war, the
spiritual war…….so many fronts…..are any of us winning any of these within ourselves as
individuals or collectively in groups?
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Grandma: There is good fruit, ready to rise, so to speak. Too many don’t care or don’t want to
know or are opposed, but so many are waking up and awake.
You complaint that all WE do here is preach to the choir and in many respects that’s true….but
one that never sang in heart of spirit, now opens their mouth, comprehending or not……someone
is about to see or find a part of themselves that they couldn’t find before or never realized they had
or care to know…yet there it is. Like words of faith and light and knowledge, heard in a passing
conversation on the street, the mind, the consciousness is changed. This happens every day, all
over the planet.
Gaia: I Am…….Lighter…in the purest sense of the word and phrase. Some women lose desire to
lose weight and do so…I have lost darkness. It IS happening and there is even appearance of it
here and there to clash with the appearance of death and darkness…there is more light, more
love…less fear.
Nada and Quan Yin: {laughing a little louder now} You people have been so overexposed to fear
that you are losing your fear of it. You are coming to not even fear fear itself. That would leave
you nothing to fear…..LOL or at least, it would logically follow from Churchill’s speech’s
viewpoint….That was a basic mistake of the dark cabal, as it became harder and harder to
maintain control over a growing population, they couldn’t really think outside the box that well.
It was always some take on things that already worked in the past. Never something new to keep
up with the mass consciousness that inherently struggles to be free by nature. The same methods
that they’ve used to train assassins by overdosing them on violence to numb their moral compass
so that it couldn’t find true north…they’ve done the same thing to you by overexposing you to
circumstances and situations and conjectures and issues and projections and false flags and
hundreds of other things, no matter how little, small or insignificant it may be to you….all of it has
served to numb you to the effects of fear…while too many of you may not care anymore as a
result, still…you are not in fear.
Though it may be just a case of being too tired to fear the thing…you are not in fear….sometimes
one is too tired to fear the thing and wants to just destroy the thing that should be feared….even
as if it were a daydream….still, you are not in fear…..you are losing your fear, for better and for
worse, that is what is changing most and it makes US hopeful as an experience of witnessing the
growth of that as it deters the darkness and helps it to lose its greatest weapon. As to whether
you are able, as a mass consciousness, to replace that fear with LOVE……some can and
do….some don’t and won’t….but these are choices truly made by free will beings and not the
result of any dark manipulation. They want you to submit in fear and fewer are doing that.
It is up to each of you, as individuals to rid yourself of fear…not common sense…but fear. One
does not avoid overwhelmingly dangerous circumstances and situations out of fear…it’s just a
matter of common sense and logic. You don’t travel to and through places where you know that
there are people that will and want to hurt you, rob you, rape you, kill you…unless that’s what you
want and are ready for that. Just because you don’t fear the lion is no reason to go ring its
doorbell wearing a steak necklace.
Kibo; [chuckling] I get that……….but it’s known by many that we are responsible for our state of
being, our frequency and vibration and level of consciousness. As we evolve, the world evolves.
As we devolve, so devolves the mass consciousness. I get that and fear is a relative thing down
here…..i can be nervous about stuff without being afraid of it…and so on.
Mary: Definitely. Wariness, care, feeling of tension, pressure, conjecturing and extrapolating
possible and probable and potential outcomes and acting on actualizations of those potentials to
create new causes and effects based upon knowledge learned in experience…….you cannot do
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that and be that at your best if you are in fear of the thing or anything. It is hard, but once you
figure out the universal angle and perception of it, it gets easier. It always helps to remember that
you are a great, cosmic being in origin and look at it from a cosmic viewpoint, which makes all this
appear very small and fearing any of it becomes absurd. Fear holds you back in every way with
everything. It is not easy but it can be done if you try. The important thing is to try.
Quan Yin: It’s not just your actions, but why you act…your thoughts and feelings and
circumstances and motivations and understandings based upon experience. To do anything in
fear is detrimental to your divine system. It is what you will to do in all sincerity that counts just as
much as what you do…the same goes for what you do not do because you were in fear and the
same rules and considerations apply.
Nada: So fear not! Truly things are really operating on a day to day motion and wave and pulse.
Any day now could be the day when it all comes together and finally we can all hear the boom of
that landing of sanity and freedom on your shores.
Kibo: Just once, I’d like to be able to definitively say that something big, a defining moment that
brings obvious and real change for the better…is going to happen at a specific time and place.
Grandma: Ah ego! Bet you’d feel like a real hero, wouldn’t you? Such things happen every day.
There are millions of defining moments within the hearts, minds and souls of all of you that seek to
work to make a better, higher world.
The very fact that you want it and are willing to work for it is what creates the effects that stem
from what you have caused with your choices and actions.
The dark ones have held you in their negative effects for millennium, now you are rising up out of
darkness and into light and you are able to resist the dark and fight back by creating your own
causes and effects to counter and overcome their efforts. Light, by nature, dispels darkness;
darkness must hide from the light. A small light can be covered by darkness but never destroyed.
If that light were to shine brighter, stronger, greater, the darkness around it would dissipate. A
match may give little light in a large dark room, but if it were the size of a torch…darkness would
recede and vision would improve.
Mama: Improving your vision is the thing. As light on Gaia grows, increases…so does your vision.
You are seeing more than you saw before and things once hidden in darkness are revealed.
Nebadonia: That is your doing. Each and all of you have contributed to the state of affairs and
circumstances as it presently stands. Just as We have played our parts, so have you played
yours. WE HAVE DONE THIS TOGETHER.
Nada: WE weren’t kidding when WE said that this much akin to creating and baking the perfect
soufflé. Things have to be as perfect as possible. All that fluctuating energy and vibrations and
pulses and waves have to be constantly monitored and efforts must be made in places where they
will achieve the best results. It is easy for you to desire the end of the affair. You are concerned
with appearances and what you consider to be real time. But from a universal viewpoint, things
are more complicated.
Nebadonia: WE understand your complaints about what has been experienced as delay after
delay, but this affects a whole universe and must be considered from that viewpoint, as well as the
micro cosmic viewpoint of being on the ground and in the middle of it all.
Gaia: If we are to take our proper place in this universe, then all due consideration must be given
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to the state of consciousness that you, and we, share together. You want a linear time frame and
we are operating on a framework of stabilizing it all that it may be settled in light….and then the
journey towards light and life may truly begin. That is why the soufflé analogy is such a valid one.
Kibo: There have been complaints about all the interference from the different and higher
councils. Some even feel betrayed and are pointing fingers.
Nebadonia: You will note that those that are pointing fingers were never there and don’t know
anything about the circumstances and considerations. We feel for you in your frustration but that
is no reason to turn your back on all of us and decide things for yourself. This is a group effort and
it is such for divine reasons. The Spiritual Hierarchy exists to help those that need help to help
themselves. WE offer more structured guidance than the Elohim. WE hold the vast treasure trove
of experience in the matter from countless civilizations, all willing to lend a hand in this Federation
of Light.
While this particular situation involves circumstances never before encountered, out possible
outcomes have been extrapolated and those lines of experience that potentially lead to the best
possible outcome are being progressively actualized and WE have found areas of convergence
between lines and have allowed the developing lines to progress and now we are all reaching the
point of final convergence of the remaining lines to one final outcome.
WE have found that there is no other choice in the matter. It IS the best possible outcome. All
possibilities and probabilities have been explored and calculated, all actuals in progression have
acted accordingly and WE know this is it. Whatever fluctuations of energies that affect the timing
of it is inconsequential. The fact remains that the desire point of near perfect stabilization of
energies at their highest possible point, will be reached and that is the point of final change.
Kibo: Talk like that creates a lot of complaining and there are already too many versions of how
this thing is going to go down. What you’re telling me is….inconvenient and unpopular, to say the
least…the audience is not pleased and some are looking for a different movie that suits them
better.
Mama: What of it? WE always told people to make up their own minds. To learn as much as they
can and experience as much as they can experience and decide for themselves what they want to
do about it all. It all comes together and the final reckoning will create a unity of knowledge and
purpose that will allow those remaining to fulfill themselves and the planetary destiny as Willed by
Paradise Trinity and Christ Michael Aton.

Nada: All of you want what you want as individuals and, in that sense, you experience a constant
clash of ideas and values and beliefs. But it is what you want as a whole that matters here. You,
who call yourselves ‘lightworkers’, do you realize that while light may manifest in infinite ways, it is
all one light? Can your desire for freedom from oppression, the final defeat and dispelling of the
darkness that surrounds you, the final end to the dark system of things – is that something that
you all want?
Can you want it without conditions? Can you want it the way that your Creator wants it? As you
believe different things about your creator, can you still come together and ask for that creators will
to be done, rather than your own? Your own desires defeat you. You want things the way that
you feel and think that they should be and no two of you agree completely about that. You say
that you serve and want the same result even as you attack each other over your perceived and
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experienced differences.
What is it that all of you agree to agree on? It is all well and good for you to agree to
disagree….but…what do you all agree to agree on? CAN you all agree on anything? If you, who
are experiencing and enduring all of this on the ground, in the midst of it, screaming for it to be
over…if you cannot find a common point to rally in unity upon….how can you so quick to blame
us, who have achieved unity of purpose in this and work for that one, perfect and final outcome
that WE all agree is the reality that is The Will of Source?…and Source has declared it as such so
there’s no debate in the matter…..and while there is disagreement concerning methods and
causes and effects, that is all part of the process and at all times is the Will of Source the Final
Word.
That that Final Word is given through Siraya as the Master Spirit of Orvonton, seems to be an
issue to some, the fact remains that The Living Creator, through the Father, Mother and Son of
The Paradise Trinity, through the Seven Master Spirits of The Grand Creation, through The
Michael Sons…That Living Creator knows all things, being all things and nothing happens that IT
does not allow. Its purpose and purposes are always fulfilled and Its Word does not come back to
It void.
There is control and overcontrol and nothing is unknown.
That is what WE live in and that is what WE work with and that is what works through US and WE
are much more attuned and aware in that than you are in your present state and WE are
determined to help get you there….but you are often like a group of many that have a map that is
clearly marked out, and you don’t want to follow it. So you know where you’re going, if you have
accepted that much and not all of you have….but very few of you know where it is and none of you
agree on how to get there and WE keep trying to tell you and most of you are too upset to ask
anything other than: “Yes, but when are we going to there there!?”………………………you see our
problem.
Kibo: sigh…yes…….and that may or may not change and we’re tired of that, as well…..but to
make adjustments on that to achieve the best outcome….i dunno….there’s still the dark opposition
that is still masquerading as a co=worker and spreading confusion and lies and dissention in the
ranks…..that has to be addressed and we may never get it right even if we get past them…we still
have to get past ourselves……sigh…..i have no clue what to do on that one. It’s all I can do to
keep going and hope that I’m operating anywhere near peak, spiritual efficiency…….sometimes…I
ain’t really feelin’ it. Y’know what I’m sayin’?
Mama and Grandma: Everything is fine and will be fine. It’s a done deal.
WE’ve seen it already and that’s that. WE are doing what WE must do. Make sure that ye ones
are doing the same. The point of success will be reached and We all get closer every moment
and every day. The rate of progress to convergence is exponential, so that should give you some
heart to take with you. The more you do the more you can do and the more you will be able to do
and the faster things will come to the desired outcome…Who’s desired outcome?........SOURCE’S
desired outcome…ask for that. Ask for God’s Will to be done in all things, especially yourselves
and diligently and sincerely strive to be an open and cooperating part of that and you will evolve
higher and faster than you ever thought possible.
You are loved and valued as individual personalities and consciousnesses.
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But we are all manifestations of The One and that is the whole of life and existence. few are all
devices and mechanism through which The One may experience fully Itself. Be not afraid to be an
instrument of The Divine.
Let your creator express Itself through you that you may experience a song greater than anything
you could imagine. You are light within Light. Consciousness within CONSCIOUSNESS. We
know that you believe in your own power and control over things…but it is not your power nor is it
your control. Never forget that and give all due glory to The One to whom all things belong, come
from and return to. Even on the day that you reach your perfection, you will be perfect in
PERFECTION…..and who and what is that perfection?
Without The One, there is nothing. It is time that all of you accepted that fact and acted
accordingly and seek to love and honor and serve The One that is the cause and reason for your
being. Do that. The sooner you can do that as individuals and come together as a group and a
mass consciousness and exult in that one fact of reality…….The sooner We can all put this behind
us and get on with the joy of the life in light and love that awaits you.
That will do………[They all look at me and smile…and say: Good boy.}
I have to laugh……
Kibo: If I had a tail, I’d wag it.
All: Oh but you do……so wag away and we thank you for your company and hearing us out.
Kibo: Glad to be of any help at all whatsoever…so thank You.
Ladies: ALL GLORY TO THE ONE…
Kibo: AND TO THE ONE ALL GLORY!I’ll get this posted and we’ll see how it goes.
Mama: It will be fine…fear not…All is well because all is one……..have some cake…..
Kibo: Thanks..don’t mind if I do…………
That’s it……long piece, I know…….you don’t have to post this to the front or translate it unless you
want to torture yourself for fun………..fear not….the next piece is a story….which will probably just
go up on the blog since it probably wouldn’t be a business piece of work………so you guys get a
break…yaay!
Thanks for everything…love you all…. ALL/ONE BLESS YOU ALL, IN ALL GOOD THINGS, ALL
THE TIME!
kibo
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K: Well? Tell me how this works again? Straight, no chaser……..no analogies or
metaphors…..just give it to me straight from the unicorn’s horn…so to speak……..knowing
me….as you do…..what the hell is going on!?
Papa: What do you mean? Surely you can see it.
K: Yeah, but…what am I supposed to do with all this, anyway……It’s another take on all that
archon stuff from commander cobra and it’s just more of the same and I get it….but it’s not as
they’re presenting it….no one wants to deal with this thing as a training session on an advanced
training ground….they all seem to ignore that aspect of it. Sure, duality sucks. It’s a helluva thing
to deal with, but it has to be dealt with. Why are they willing to deal with that aspect of it? How
can you say you’ve transcended duality until you’ve actually conquered it? How can you say you
know light until you’ve dealt with darkness?
That’s what the whole thing is about! Training individual consciousness to be able to handle
godhood is a heavy task. You don’t just hand out that kind of power just because someone
showed up to class, signed the attendance sheet and then went to sleep for the duration of the
class…..and yes…..there is a final exam for this thing that determines where you go next….and
yes…if that means that you’re just going to have a do-over or go to a more expansive field of
experience…..then what of it? They make it sound sooooooo fuckin’ evil……’oh, they lie to you
and suck up your energy while you sleep…don’t believe that you’re actually doing anything good
or of value…God forbid you think that! God forbid that you take a stand to choose a side and do
the work involved to prove yourself in a realm of experience in duality…….sigh…..so what?
I’m a manipulated manipulator? Yes, Folks! I am manipulating you to choose light and love over
darkness and fear! Yes! I say that you have to make a choice in this experience in duality…that’s
what duality is for! So fucking choose a side and stop complaining about the language like that
makes the message any less valid….or as they say in some places…the devil has a silver tongue
that spouts lies of shiny gold and dazzles the eyes with its light…and his servants study how to do
the same……ah yes…discernment is a valuable skillset around here…..and if you take ALL of it
into consideration…..what is one to do……..
I tell people MAKE UP YOUR OWN DAMN MIND! DO THE WORK! THE WORK IS WITHIN!
THAT’S WHERE YOU’LL FIND THE PATH TO DIVINE FREEDOM IN LIGHT AND LOVE! YOU
ARE GOD BEING YOU, ACT LIKE IT! BE GOD BEING YOU! BE GOD’S LIGHT AND LOVE IN
YOU! DO YOUR JOB!!! IF YOU CAN JUST DO YOUR OWN DAMN JOB, MAYBE OTHERS
WILL TAKE A TIP FROM THAT AND DO THEIR OWN DAMN JOBS.
Then again…maybe we’re all doing that anyway and the light is doing what it is designed to do
and the dark is doing what it is designed to do and we all go through the whole experience so that
when we get to that place of unity….that perfection we worked…[WORKED] so hard to fulfill is
regained with the extra added value of EXPERIENCE that qualifies us to be Creator Beings like
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Our Father…doing and being as PAPA does and is…….and appreciating all that because now, we
know what it really means………
But this
This is all……sigh……
CMA: More bullshit?
K: A lot more bullshit and I, for one, am tired of wading through it….even with this protective
suit…it’s a sloshy mess…….but i do see more suits on people….i think…it could just be me….i
may be the only one that feels this way and at the end of the day, YOU have the last word, as a
friend of mine has, at least, gotten that part right…..but as to what that word is and when we will
have the pleasure or pain of getting it……
Granda: Still trying to get a schedule itinerary out of us, eh? Even after all the delays of the
past….you still hope for clear word about now and what is to come…….and yet most of that
depends on all of you, does it not?
K: That’s another thing. It could be….decades until we, as a mass consciousness might be able
to truly recognize, identify, defend ourselves against, and overcome and remove from our midst,
the adversary of God and humanity. Even though it’s right there in front of our faces….no one
wants to confront it or name it or…well some………and what do you call them
anyway?....Talmudists?....Zionists?....Morlocks….Rothschildren, banksters, Shadowmind, Jews?
Any or all of the above?
I’ve met some great people that happen to be Jewish….real human beings and I trust them,
personally………Mind you, there are those that have joined the Luciferian-satanic-sacrifice-ababy-a-month-club and the ones responsible for all the confusion and bloodletting and betrayal
among those that truly are doing the work to evolve into greater Light……..and I’m doing what I’m
doing and they’re doing what they’re doing and we’re all doing what we’re all doing and it’s all
going where it’s all going and just….where is that and how and why and when?
CM: The truth will be.…inconvenient.
K: What hasn’t been. I mean, I get it…but people need to hear it and then they can make up their
own damn minds about it………People need to understand Divine tough love and all that. It’s not
all rainbows and lollipops and even rainbows need rain to appear and even though we all care
about the individual and have that infinite love thing going on, that doesn’t mean that anyone can
just coast through this thing and not make the hard choices.
The fact remains that there is light and there is dark, there is love and there is fear and you have
to choose between them and act accordingly…and just because you choose love doesn’t mean
that can’t defend yourself against evil, knowing it for what it is…even though you love them,
knowing that we are all one and we are each other….if you have to kill them to keep from being
killed by them……you………well see…..that’s one of those hard choices that one has to make for
one’s self…….can you? If you can, could you? If you could, would you? If you would, will you?
Can it be avoided? If not, can it be justified? Everything is its own reward, after all….for the good,
the bad the ugly and the beautiful….is it not?
G: You know that there are levels of existence where all that is experienced is experienced in unity
and there is no duality for all is one and one is all.
K: Yes, I am aware of that. But experience is craved where all possibilities and potentials can be
actualized in experience and hence, a realm of levels of duality.
P: And who craves that experience?
G: I do.
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K: Because there is nothing else for you to do but everything……so to speak……YOU are all of
this, after all.
G: Yes. I am willing all to be as I AM…well….as your PAPA/MAMA/SONNY is, anyway……once
and if you reach MY level…..it’s all a moot point and there is only one and I AM THAT ONE and
you becoming WHAT I AM doesn’t change that at all in the least, for you came from WHAT I AM in
the first place and you are simply returning ME to ME and being again, fully WHAT I AM…..and
so…..there you are, there I AM, there we are.
K: That’s all well and good as far as I’m concerned, but people here that keep up with this are all
very sick and tired of this system of things as it still appears to be standing, whether on its last legs
or not, and rhetoric is getting worse daily………we all have to figure this out for ourselves, that’s
for sure, but while we’re doing that……what can we do for….group reassurance? I
mean……reports are coming out left and right about this and that and dragon societies and
paperwork and endless negotiations with the culprits and the Vatican releasing a proclamation
that, after September 1st, it will be open season on corporate crimes and any local crimes and
such that will then be left open for arrest and prosecution and then there’s the Mideast thing and it
just goes on and on and the end of it is always told to be coming but never seen and this faith in
things unseen is wearing thin and still….we endure….and we look ahead to gauge how much is
left to endure and there’s no real clue to be had and I know that you guys aren’t going to give me
anything definitive in that respect….but give me something please….please…pretty
please………and all that…….
CM: You want us to say what? That we’re going to swoop in and handle it all for you? Is that
what you want? Do you want to play your parts to fulfillment or not? The question is: Can you
save people that don’t realize, or even think that they need saving?
K: There are those of us that do, actually realize, think and know that we need saving…..
CM: So you say. But there are many more that prefer to save themselves and even more that
deny the whole perception of that in the first place. The question then becomes: How long are
WE going to wait for ye ones to get your act together and even then, if you are perceived as taking
too long and the view down the line is one of things just getting worse and even to the point of
utter destruction, as per the agenda of the adversary…at what point do we make our move and
even then, what would be the best move to make? Do we swoop in with thousands of ships and
appear to be an alien invasion, as hoped for? Do we stealthily move in and take the leaders of the
adversarial group into custody as is our right to do by universal jurisdiction? Do we go into
stasis? Do we let the three days of darkness commence?
What are the effects of any of those actions as it pertains to you and also how we are perceived?
You still look for God to come with clouds parting and angels in Roman armor and Jesus and The
Mahdi in the fashion of their respective times. You still believe in an afterlife of becoming angels in
a heavenly choir singing the praises of God forever and ever or just lounging around with your
harps and wings at an endless barbeque. If you can be convinced that killing people in the name
of your respective god will gain you favor in heaven, what do we have to do to change that without
causing those of you that cling to such beliefs, to go into deep shock? You all expect US to take
care of it and WE are expecting you to wake and, apparently, neither party is happy with the
results that the other has shown, so far. WE have faith in you…but you insist that your faith be
answered according to your beliefs in the matter and We just want you to wake up and open up to
a truth that is beyond all of your experience so far and it shouldn’t be that far beyond you.
P: Not that we fully blame you. You have been subject to much manipulation on several levels of
being…but still…by now, most of you should have noticed that your troubles all stem from a single
source and, at least, intend to do something about it. But too many just want to go along to get
along and money seems to be the key to your lives. Even you can’t escape the power your money
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system holds upon your way of life. Whether you care about it or not, you are forced to deal with it
as a primary or secondary consideration.
Even when you have more than enough, the maintenance of it takes up your time and energy and
attention and THAT is the greatest weapon that is used against you, yet you still refuse to stand up
as a majority of population within the planetary consciousness of the population and help the few
that are struggling to take the steps that are necessary to rid yourselves of the ones who wield that
weapon and thus, the weapon itself. But in that respect, there is momentum and a growing
awareness that things need to change, and drastically.
Awareness that central banking needs to be resisted and taking the planet off of fossil fuel
technology is increasingly becoming a topic of discussion and that also includes losing the
connection between oil and the US dollar. There is turmoil and panic in the ranks and we are
counting on that increasing desperation on the part of our shared adversary, to experience the
culminating events that will bring this all to a swifter end. But it remains to be seen how long it will
take for everyone to do as projected and there is always room for surrender on their part. Most of
your peoples surrendered to them long ago, but now are beginning to change their minds on the
matter and that has been because they were given time to do so and you should consider that a
blessing and continue your own work to evolve spiritually and in consciousness as ascending
beings of free-will intelligence.
G: Too many of you feel that you, as individuals, cannot help things to change and constantly find
yourselves looking for one group or another to give your attention and efforts to. But it is in the
effort to evolve one’s self and grow in consciousness and the expanded awareness that comes
with that, that helps others to do the same. It is not by seeking to conform to a dark and perverse
system of things so that they will leave you alone, it is in becoming and being your true, divine self
that encourages others to more fully become themselves that more effective changes the world
consciousness.
As you are constantly barraged with images and symbols of death and destruction and mind
control that seeks to manipulate you into a certain way of life and perception of that life…as you
are dictated to as to what is acceptable and what is not and increasingly forced to comply and
conform…it is up to you to decide when and what is enough. It has been enough for us for too
long, but we do not want to throw the baby out with the bathwater, so to speak and while we do
not expect to give you forever to reach whatever level of awareness is deemed the best possible
outcome….and even that changes on a moment to moment basis because of your ever fluctuating
frequencies and vibrations…
We would prefer to have a better sense of consciousness stability, at whatever level, before WE
act and cut off once and for all, whatever opportunity there was for any and all of you to do
something…extraordinary and wonderful…or at least take just one more step in your own personal
evolution……at the end of the day all of you will have to account for yourselves as individuals and
that’s that.
WE CARE, of course WE do…but do you? Do you truly care about yourselves and each other?
We won’t even get into how much you may or may not care about US. Of course We want you all
to be happy in light and love and not in darkness and fear…..but there are levels of light and love
and happiness that you have never experienced and will never experience until you have done the
work to gain the consciousness necessary not only to be able to comprehend such values and
ways of being, but to actually be capable of acting upon them to the point of fulfillment. Just as
there pleasures of love that are way above and beyond sex, could you really imagine and
comprehend such a thing in your present mode of being? There are levels of freedom and
liberty…well….there’s no comparison to what you believe such concepts to be in manifestation in
your here and now.
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P: All labels held in a realm of duality have relative meanings. What is the meaning of
‘lightworker?’ What is the meaning that you give to it? You are perfect beings experiencing
existence in an imperfect realm and so you necessarily must be imperfect yourselves in order to
fully explore it and understand it and appreciate the meaning and value of it. Eventually your
concepts and perceptions will evolve you above, beyond and out of dualistic experience, but you
will always know what it is and what it means to the fullest extent possible.
That is invaluable experience and knowledge to one that is creating and maintaining and
administrating their own creation, their own universe and that is what all of this is for….training you
for just that. Ye are gods and some of you know this fact better than others, on both sides of the
dualistic coin. It is this way for that reason and The Hierarchy is means of helping to facilitate all
that as a guided experience just as the Elohim help to facilitate those that would ascend on their
own, without such guidance……yet, at the end of the day, it is all guided and maintained and
administrated by the one that created it, on every level and you will experience all that as well
when your time comes to do so.
K: In the meantime:
G/P/CM: In the meantime….evolve as best you can and see what is happening for what it is,
experience and know that this experience is quickly coming to a moment of drastic change. The
changes that are necessary to get to that point are, indeed, happening as we speak and if you are
judging strictly by appearances, then you haven’t been paying enough attention and need to pay
more and look deeper and wider and higher and even lower, than you ever have before to see the
myriad circumstances and changes that are bringing all of this together to one point of
convergence that will change forever, your planet, yourselves, your system, your universe, this
superuniverse and the whole of creation. Do not take this lightly. You are being told to evolve and
whether or not you choose to do so, for whatever reasons, is up to you. But you are being told to
do so and that is that. It is in your best interest and the interest of all but it is up to each and any
and all of you to act upon it from within that it may affect change without.
K: I was just hoping to ……that we could get this all done this year…but I’m selfish and just want it
to end and while I’m doing my best to evolve and share what I can about all of
this………sigh……..hey…you guys make up your own minds…….out there…….i think/feel that it’s
all so very close…but I have no proof of anything and these guys [who just smile right now] aren’t
giving anything away……..i want to earn what I can….you do what you do but do it because that’s
what you want….not what someone or something else wants. Serve because that’s what you
want…..and so on and so forth and yadayadayada………
*This is where it breaks….for all intents and purposes……during the…intermission, as it
were….things have changed and changed again and it remains to be seen if all the talk and
hoopla about what next week should really look like…….will look like all it could and should look
like………but for now…I find myself in a room surrounded by female energies…..and so we will
have to have this conversation as a second part to the above…..talk with the guys…kinda
thing….so I guess the next one will be a talk with the ladies………..hopefully I’ll be able to grok it
enough to post this weekend……6 pages should be more than enough for now……….love and
light and blessings to you all and thanks for reading……kibo
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